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correspondence from counsel; correspondence to
Steve Zambarano; telephone conferenGe with
attorney Chou;
Telephone conferences with attorney Larkin
regarding Status Conference; e-mail
correspondence
Receive and read Rudeen Motion to Vacate and
Reschedule Trial; correspondence to Steve;
receive and read discovery requests from
Hobson to DPW; telephone conference with
Judge W~lper's court reporter; receive and read
correspondence from attorney Oberrecht;
receive and read Supplemental Briefing by
attorney Larkin; correspondence to Steve;
Receive and read DPW's Motions for Partial
Summary Judgment; attend Status Conference
via telephone; telephone conference with
attorney Stewart;
Complete review of DPW's Motions for Partial
Summary Judgment; telephone conference with
Steve; telephone conference with attorney
Larkin;
Receive and read e-mail from Steve; telephone
conference with Steve;
Telephone conferences with attorney Larkin;
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File # 10103-006

Invoice # 70957·

Feb-OI-07

FJH

0.70

Feb-02-07

FJH

1.40

Feb-OS-07

FJH

0.30

Feb-06-07

FJH

0.20

Feb-09-07

FJH

0.50

Feb-12-07
Feb-14-07

Fill
Fill

0.10
0.40

Feb-IS-07

FJH

1.40

Feb-19-07

FJH

12.00

Feb-20-07

FJH

6.80

Feb-21-07
Feb-22-07

FJR
FJH

8.50
9.50

Feb-23-07

FJH

9.50

Feb-26-07

FJH

3.20

Receive and read correspondence from attorney
Anderson to Judge Wilper; telephone call to
attorney Larkin; correspondence to Steve;
assemble documents for production;
Receive and read correspondence from attorneys
Anderson and Larkin; telephone conference With
attorney Larkin; correspondence to attorney
Anderson; telephone conference with Judge
Wilper's Clerk regarding available trial dates;
correspondence to all counsel regarding trial
dates;
Telephone Conference call with all counsel
regarding trial date and discovery deposition
changes;
:E-mail correspondence from attorney Coleman;
respond to e-mail; correspondence to attorney
Oberrecht;
Telephone conferences with Judge Wilper's
clerk; telephone conferenc.es with Attorney
Larkin;
E-mail from Steve Zambarano; respond to same;
Receive and read correspondence from attorney
Anderson's office; correspondence from attorney
Oberrecht; e-mail correspondence from attorney
Larkin; telephone conference with Steve;
Review Rudeen documents in preparation for
depositions;
Travel to Boise for Depositions; Attend Huffield
Deposition;
Deposition of David Rook; Legal research at
Idaho Supreme Court Library regarding Motion
for Summary Judgment;
Attend depositions;
Attend depositions; Outline response to DPW
Motion fot Summary Judgment;
Review in preparation for Munio deposition;
Attend Munio deposition; Return travel;
Telephone conferences with Attorney Larkin;
telephone conferences with attorney Chou;
teleph0I.1e conference with attorney Anderson;
telephone conference with Steve; dictate
correspondence to counsel; receive and read
correspondence from attorney Chou; e-mail
correspondence from attorney ColeII.1an; Review
claims documentation in order to prepare
Opposition to DPW's Motion for Summary
Judgment;

0080
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File # 10103-006

# 70957

Feb-27-07

FJH

,5.50

Feb-28-07

FJH

. 3.80

Mar-OI-07

FJH

8.10

Mar-02-07

FJH

2.30

Mar-06-0}

FJH

0.20

Mar-07-07

FJH

1.30

Mar-09-07

FJH

0.90

Mar-l 2-07

FJH

0.20

Mar-13-07

FJH

0.70

Mar-14-07

FJH

1.80

Continued work on Memorandum in Opposition
to Motion for Summary Judgment; Legal
research regarding cumulative delay and impact
issues to avoid release language; Conference
With attorney Larkin; legal research regarding
exceptions to release of claims';
Continued work oil Memorandum in Opposition
to DPW's Motion for Summary Judgment;
Work on Memorandum in Opposition to Motion
for Partial Summary Judgment; Dictate
Affidavit of Steve Zambarano;,Receive and read
Affidavit of Curt Blough; Telephone conference
with attorney Tom Larkin; Telephone call to
Attorney Comstock; Correspondence from
attorney Chou; telephone conferences with Curt
Blough; telephone conferences with Steve;
revise and edit Affidavit and Memorandum;
finalize Memorandum and Affidavit;
Receive, read and analyze the Court's
Memorandum Decision on Summary Judgment;
Telephone conference with Steve; e.;mail to
Steve; telephone conferences with attorney
Larkin; telephone conference with attorney
Coleman; pull case law cited by the Court and
reVIew same;
Telephone conferences with Steve;· Telephone
call to attorney Larkin;
TeIeph9ne conference with attorney Larkin;
Receive and read Motion for a Protective Order
and supporting documentation;
Receive and read Hobson Opposition to DPW
Motion for a Protective Order; dictate Joinder;
telephone conference with Judge Wilper's clerk;
Review deposition exhibits; prepare deposition
binders;
Correspondence from attorney Anderson; e-mail
correspondence to Rob Anderson; telephone
conference with Attorney Oberrecht; telephone
conference call with attorneys Oberrecht and
Larkin;
Telephone conference with Steve regarding
status and preparation of a Motion to
Reconsider; dictate correspondence to Steve;
Telephone conference call regarding discovery
schedule and mediation issue; telephone
conference with Tom Larkin; telephone
conference with attorney Pat Sullivan;
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file # 10103-006

#70957

Mar-15-07.

FJH

Mar-17-07

FJH

4.80

Mar-19-07

FJH

0.30

Mar-27-07

. FJH

0.90

Mar-29-07

FJH

0.70

Apr-03-07

FJR

1.30

Apr-05-07

FJH

0.60

Apr-12-07

FJR

1.00

Totals

202.00

Prepare for hearing on DPW.Motion for
Summary Judgment; travel to Boise; conference
with attorney Larkin; argue Motions; conference
with attorneys Oberrecht, Chou, Anderson and
Larkin; return travel;
Legal research regarding Motion to
Reconsideration; Receive and read
correspondence and enclosures from Steve; draft
Motion for Reconsideration;
Telephone conferences with attorney Edwards
regarding filing Motion to Reconsider;
Receive and read e-mail correspondence
regarding discovery and mediation dates;
Telephone call to Steve; correspondence to
attorney Larkin; correspondence from attorney
Oberrecht;
Outline and begin dictating Memorandum in
Suppo~ of Motion to Reconsider to be filed
later;
E-mail correspondence from attorneys Larkin
and Anderson; Telephone confere~ces with
Attorney Anderson; telephone conference with
attorney Larkin; correspondence to all counsel;
Telephone conference call with all counsel;
telephone conference with Steve;
Telephone conference with Judge Wilper's
Clerk; telephone conference with attorney
Larkin; Telephone conference with attorney
Oberrecht's office regarding hearing on Motion
to Reconsider; Telephone conference with Phil
Oberrecht; telephone call and message to Judge
Wilper's Clerk regarding hearing;
Pull documents for supplemental document
production; Office conferences with attorney
Rob Anderson; Telephone conferences with
attorney Larkin;
. $38,972.00

Page -7
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, File # 10103-006

, # 70957

DISBURSEMENTS
Long-distance/conference calls
Computer research
Photocopies/scanning exhibits
Federal express 11/28/06 and 2115/07
Depositions
-Postage
Travel expenses

36.07
116.84
607.20
34.11'
335.35
19.62
3,123.17

$4,272.36
$43,244.36

Total Disbursements
Total Fee & Disbursements

Sf
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HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.G
P. O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
Telephone: 208-523-0620
Fax: 208-523-9518
Tax ID: 82-0127480

SE/Z CONSTRUCTION LLC
703 JOHN ADAMS PARKWAY
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401

Inv #:

~ ~~

.}f7

10103-006
71688

HOBSON FABRICATING

STAFF

HOURS

Apr-I 2-07
Apr-17-07

BF
FJH

1.50
13.50

Apr-I 8-07

FJH

8.50

Apr-19-07

FJH

12.50

Apr-21-07

FJR

3.60

Apr-23-07

FJH

0.30

Apr-24-07

FJH

0.30

Apr-25-07

FJH

11.20

BF

3.00

DATE

r;::\l1(Y rr:;...

June 14, 2007

File #:

RE:

.

DESCRIPTION .
Preparing CDs and DVDs of scanned records
Trav~l to Boise for depositions; Attend
deposition of Jimmy Smith; Meeting with
Curt Blough in order to prepare for
deposition;
Conference with Curt Blough; Final
preparations for the deposition; Attend
Blough deposition;
Attend Elaine Hill deposition; Telephone
conferences with Steve; Return travel;
Review Rutledge E-Mail files for depositio~
of Joe Rutledge; Telephone conference with
Steve; telephone call and voice message to
Curt Blough;
Review Rudeen Discovery requests;
telephone voice message from attorney
Anderson; telephone conference with Steve;
correspondence from attorney Larkin;
Correspondence from attorney Larkin;
correspondence from and to attorney
Oberrecht; telephone conference with Steve;
Telephone conferences with Steve; Continue
review documents for Rutledge deposition;
telephone conference with Curt Blough;
telephone conferences with Steve; telephone
conference with Attorney Larkin; travel to
Boise for Frew and Rutledge depositions;
Prepare and OCR scanned records including
relabeling

Interest will be charged at the rate of 1% per month (12% per anum) on outstanding accounts over 30 days. Please make checks
payable to Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo and include file # on checks.

File #

10103-006

Invoice #:

Apr-26-07

FJH

10040

Apr-27-07

FJH

12.10

Apr-28-07

Fill

1.10

Apr-30-07

Fill

3.20

May-01-07

FJH

8.40

May-03-07

Fill

2.80

May-04-07

Fill

0.20

May-08-07

Fill

12.00

May-09-07

Fill

6.90

May-IO-07
May-I 1-07
May-IS-07

Fill
Fill
Fill

8.00
3.90
0.10

May-I 8-07

Fill

0.30

May-22-07

Fill

3.00

71

Prepare for Jan Frew deposition; attend and
take Frew deposition;
Attend and take Rutledge deposition;
telephone conference Steve; return travel
from Boise;
Prepare witness files and deposition
exhibits;
Telephone conferences with Steve regarding
30(b)(6) deposition; telephone conference
with attorney Oberrecht's office regarding
deposition; receive and read the Court's
Memorandum Decision and Order on DPW
Motion for Summary Judgment; telephone
conference with attorney Larkin;
correspondence to Steve;
Work on discovery responses to Rudeen's
discovery requests; telephone conferences
with Neil; telephone conferences with
Steve; receive and read e-mail from
attorneys Anderson and Larkin; review
discovery responses from Rudeen; telephone
conferences with attorney Coleman;
Receive and read Frew deposition transcript
for Motion to Reconsider; Telephone
conference with Attorney Larkin;
Receive and read correspondence from
Attorney Anderson regarding documents
. supporting
Attend Hobson Fabricating 30(b)(6)
deposition; meeting with Steve regarding
deposition and damages issues; read and
analyze contract documents in preparation
for SEiZ 30(b)(6) deposition;
Conference with Steve regarding deposition
preparation; Attend SEiZ damage
deposition;
Attend Fife deposition;
Return travel from Boise;
Telephone conference with Chris Soelling's
clerk; conference with Steve;
Telephone conference with Don Ormond;
telephone conference with attorney Larkin;
Review VI specifications; telephone
conferences with Steve; Telephone
conference with Attorney Larkin; receive
and read correspondence from attorney
Anderson; telephone conference with
attorney Larkin;

Page
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)t,

May-24-07
May-25-07

FJH
FJH

May-29-07

FJH

3.50

May-30-07

FJH

1.80

May-31-07

FJH
FJH

3.90
6.20

Jun-04-07

FJH
FJH

12.50
0.40

Jun-13-07

FJH

1.30

Total Fees

Travel to Spokane
Attend Traci Hanegan deposition; return
travel;
Draft Mediation Statement materials;
telephone conferences with Steve
Zambarano; Receive and read mediation
documents;
Telephone conference with attorney Larkin;
Dictate correspondence to attorney Soelling
regarding private Mediation position;
Travel to Boise for Mediation;
Review Mediation Statements; travel to
Boise;
Attend Mediation; return travel;
Receive and read e-mail from attorney
Larkin; receive and read subpoena from
atto.rney Anderson; telephone conference
with Steve; telephone conference with .
attorney Larkin;
. Receive and read Jan Frew deposition
changes; telephone conference with attorney
Larkin; dictate correspondence to Steve
regarding deposition review;
correspondence to David Kopmeyer;
correspondence to attorney Larkin;
telephone call to Ken Taylor;
$33,258.00

173.90

DISBURSEMENTS
Travel costs, courier,
photocopies, long distance
Deposition transcripts
Computer research

5,512.08
2,659.77
19.57
$8,191.42

Total Disbursements
Total Fee & Disbursements

-.

$41;449.42
.1

j

..
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HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.
P. O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
Telephone: 208-523-0620
Fax: 208-523-9518
Tax ill: 82-0127480

SE/Z CONSTRUCTION LLC
703 JOHN ADAMS PARKWAY
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401

py

December 31, 2007

10103-006
74090

File#:
Inv #:

RE:

c

HOBSON FABRICATING

DATE
Jun-14-07

STAFF
FJH

HOURS
0.50

Jun-18-07

FJH

1.50

Jun-19-07

FJH

0040

Jun-20-07

FJH

0.30

Jun-27-07

FJH

0.10

JuI-II-07

FJH

0.50

DESCRIPTION
Telephone conference with Ken Taylor;
telephone call to David Kopmeyer; telephone
conference with Mr. Kopemeyer; receive and
read e-mail from Ken Taylor;
Review materials from David Kopmeyer and
Ken Taylor; draft expert witness disclosures
and notice of compliance; correspondence to
counsel; edit and final documents;
Receive and read Expert Disclosure from
DPW; Receive and read Expert Disclosure
from Hobson;
Receive and read correspondence from
attorney Larkin; correspondence to Steve;
correspondence to attorney Larkin;
Telephone conference with Ken Taylor;
Receive and read Motion, Affidavit and
Memorandum regarding DPW's Motion to
Strike;
Receive and read Notice of Hearing;
telephone conference with Steve; telephone
conference with attorney Oberre~ht!s office;
Telephone call to attorney Comstock; dictate
correspondence to attorney Comstock; Edit
and final correspondence;
Receive and read Motion for Summary
Judgment by Rudeen;
' Telephone call and voice message to attorney
Larkin; telephone conference with attorney
Larkin;
J

Jul-12-07

FJH

0.00

Jul-13-07

Fill

0.30

Jul-16-07

Fill

0.90

Jul-17-07

Fill

0.30

Interest will be charged at the rate of1% per month (12% per anum) on outstanding accounts over 30 days. Please make chec,
payable to Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo and include file # on checks.

00810

JUl-18-07

FJH

Jul-I9-07

FJH

4.30

Jul-20-07

FJH

0.30

Jul-24-07

FJH

0040

Jul-25-07

FJH

4.60

Jul-26-07

FJH

8.00

Aug-OI-07

3040

Aug-02-07

FJH
FJH

Aug-06-07

FJH

4.10

Aug-07-07

FJH

5.10

Aug-08-07

FJH

6.50

1.80

Pull and review expert witness
telephone conference with attorney
telephone call to attorney Comstock;
Legal research regarding meet and confer
requirements under Rule 37; Work on
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to
Strike; edit and final Memorandum and
Affidavit; telephone conference with Steve;
finalize Affidavit; correspondence to the
Clerk; telephone conferences with attomey
Larkin; receive and read e-mail from attorney
Oberrecht; responses to attorney Oberrecht;
Telephone conference with Attorney Larkin
regarding scheduling the continuation of
Elaine Hilrs deposition and Pam Ahrens;
Telephone conference with attorney
Ariderson's office;
Correspondence to counsel regarding
continuation of depositions; Begin review of
Rudeen MSJ;
Review case law cited by DPW for hearing
on Motion to Strike; prepare for hearing on
Motion to Strike; Telephone conference with
Attorney Larkin; Receive and read Reply
Memorandum;
Travel for hearing on Motion to Strike Expert
Disclosures; discussioins with the Court and
counsel;
Prepare Supplemental Expert Disclosure;
Receive and read message from attorney
Oberrecht; correspondence to Tom Larkin;
Telephone conference with Tom Larkin;
Office conference with Steve at SE/Z
regarding damages;
Review Rudeen Motion for Summary
Judgment; telephone conference with Steve
Zambarano; correspondence to attorney
Oberrecht; telephone conferences with
attorney Larkin;
Telephone conference with Ken Taylor; Legal
research regarding Idaho law on consquential
damages; Telephone conference with Steve;
draft Memorandum in Opposition to Rudeen
Motion;
Work on Memorandum in Opposition to
Rudeen Motion for Summary Judgment;
telephone conference with Steve Zambarano;
legal research regarding no damage for delay;
draft Zambarano Affidavit; Edit and final

Page
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FJH

8.40

Aug-15-07

FJH

1.00

Aug-16-07

FJH

7.00

Aug-17-07

WDF·

0.20

Aug-21-07

FJH

0.10

FJH

1.50

Aug-22-07

FJH

3.50

Aug-23-07

FJH

11.00

Aug-30-07

FJH

0.30

.~.

Supplemental Expert
correspondence to attorney Oberrecht;
Work on Memorandum and Affidavit; office
conference with Steve Zambarano; telephone
coillerences With Attorney Larkin; receive
and review Motion to Compel; edit and :final
Affidavit; telephone conference with
attorneys Anderson and Larkin regarding
Onnond Builders documents on the ill
Project; edit and final Memorandum;
correspondence to the Clerk;
Respond to Motions to Compel; Receive and
read Objection to Expert Witness
Disclosures; telephone conferences with
Attorney Larkin;
Review Motion to Compel; Telephone
conferences with Attorney Larkin; Dictate
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to
Compel; Dictate Affidavit ofFJH in
Opposition to Motion to Compel; edit, revlse
and final Memorandum and Affidavit; office
conference with Steve at SEiZ regarding CIC
files for hearing; Receive and read Rudeen
Motion to Compel; dictate Objection and
Affidavit in support of Objection;
Conference with Brandi on Objection;
Telephone conference with FJ regarding
Objection; Review and revise Objection
Receive and read Hobson response to Rudeen
Motion to Compel;
Receive and read Order granting Motion to
Shorten TIme; telephone call to Judge
Wilpers Clerk; Receive and read Hobson
response to Rudeen Motion to Compel;
Receive and read Rudeen Reply;
Review Expert Witness Objections in order
to respond pursuant to the Court's Order;
Receive and read DPW Objection to SE/Z's
Expert Disclosure; Review Munio Affidavit;
Review Munio deposition; Draft Response to
Objection; Telephone conference with
attorney Larkin regarding
Travel to Boise; Prepare for Motion for
Summary Judgment; Prepare for Motion to
Compel; telephone conferences with attorney
Anderson; Appear at Motions hearings;
return travel;
Receive and read Responding Expert Witness
Disclosure from Hobson; Prepare Joinder and
Notice of Compliance;
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.I.nVOICe if:

vvv

Sep-05-07

Fm

Sep-lO-07

Fm

0.10

Sep-lI-07

Fm

0.30

Sep-I2-07

Fm

0.50

Oct-OI-07

Fm

1.40

Oct-04-07

Fm

0.60

Oct-05-07

Fm

4.70

Oct-09-07

Fm

9.00

Oct-l 0-07

Fm

3.90

Oct-22-07

Fm

2.80

Oct-23-07

Fm

5.30

Oct-24-07

Fm

8.50

Receive and read facsimile
Larkin;
Receive and read correspondence from
attorney Larkin regarding continuation of the
Hill deposition; correspondence to Tom
Larkin;
Telephone conference with attorneys Chou
and Larkin regarding deposition dates;
receive and read correspondence from
attorney Chou; correspondence to attorneys
Chou and Larkin;
Receive and read correspondence from
attorneys Oberrecht and Anderson regarding
Hobson expert report; Telephone conference
with attorney Larkin; telephone conference
with attorney ChoU;
Receive and read correspondence to from
attorney Comstock, Anderson and Larkin;
telephone conference with attorney Larkin;
review Elaine Hill deposition in prepartion
for continued deposition;
Conference call with counsel regarding
deposition scheduling;
Continue deposition preparations for Elaine
Hill Deposition;
Prepare for deposition of Elaine Hill; Travel
to Boise; Attend deposition of Elaine Hill;
Telephone conference with David Kopmeyer;
Return travel from Boise; Begin
Memorandum in Support of Third Motion for
Summary Judgment and Motion to
Reconsider; Telephone conference with
Steve; Edit and final Ahrens Deposition
Notice; Correspondence to Attorney Chou;
Work on Memorandum in Support of Motion
to Reconsider;
Telephone conference with Judge Wilper's
Clerk; Work on Memorandum; telephone
conference with Attorney Chou; telephone
conference with Tom Larkin; review Elaine
Hill, Joe Rutledge and Jan Frew depositions;
receive and read correspondence from
attorney Anderson;
Edit and final Memorandum and Deposition
excerpts; telephone conferences with counsel
regarding hearing; telephone conferences
with Counsel regarding depositions;
telephone conferences with Dave Kopmeyer;
telephone conference with Attorney Larkin;
pull documents for Ahrens;
Page
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Invoice #:

lUlU.,)"UUO

DC

Oct"2S-07

FJH

Oct-30-07

FJH

Nov-Ol-07

FJH

Nov-02-07

FJH

Nov-OS-07

FJH

Nov-06-07

FJH

Nov-08-07

FJH

Nov-09-07

FJH

Nov-13-07

FJH

Nov-I4-07

FJH

Nov-IS-07

FJH

of
Edit and proof memorandum
reconsideration; review order denying
summary judgment; intra-office conferences
regarding brief.
Travel to Boise; attend Ahrens deposition;
12.00
attend Hobson deposition; conference at
Hobson; return travel to Idaho Falls;
Receive and read e-mail from David
0.30
Kopmeyer; correspondence to David; receive
and read correspondence from attorney
Larkin; reply regarding AI Munio;
Receive and read correspondence from
1.30
attorneys Chou and Larkin; correspondence
to attorney Anderson; Receive and read DPW
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to
Reconsider;
Telephone conferences with attorney Larkin;
1.40
receive and read correspondence from the
Court regarding settlement conference; work
on Reply Memorandum;
2.60 . Telephone conference with Steve; work on
Reply Memorandum; Telephone conference
with Steve; receive and read Memorandum
Decision;
Review Memorandum Decision and Order;
2.10
Telephone conference with Jeremey Chou;
edit and final Reply Memorandum; telephone
conference with Attorney Larkin; read and
analyze Hobson Reply Memorandum;
8.00
Travel to Boise; prepare for hearing on
Motion for Reconsideration; conference with
counsel regarding court assisted settlement
conference; Attend and argue Motion; return
travel;
0.30
Receive and read e-mail from David
Kopmeyer; Telephone conferences with
Steve;
"1.10
Telephone conferences with attorney Larkin;
Telephone conference with Steve; Telephone
conference with David Kopmeyer; telephone
conference call with DPW counsel and
attorney Larkin; e-mails to Judge
Copple-Trout; Receive and read
correspondence and deposition notice from
attorney Anderson;
6.20
Travel to Boise; meeting with David
Kopmeyer to prepare for his deposition;
8.00
Attend Kopmeyer deposition;
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invoice

J.VJ.VJ-VVU

Nov-16-07

FJH

Nov-19-07

FJH

0.30

Nov-21-07

FJH

0040

Nov-23-07

FJH

1.50

Nov-26-07

FJH

0.30

Nov-27-07

FJH

0.30

Nov-28-07

FJH

2.70

Nov-29-07

FJH

12.50

Nov-30-07

8.00

Dec-03-07

FJH
FJH

0.70

Dec-06-07

FJH

4.50

Dec-07-07

FJH

2.50

Dec-09-07

FJH

0.10

FJH

3.90

FJH

8.50

Dec-10-07

Travel to Portland for
Gerald Williams; attend deposition; return
travel;
Receive and read e-mail correspondence from
Judge Trout; telephone conference with
attorney Larkin;
Receive and read discovery supplemenations
from Hobson; receive and read
cotrespondence from counsel;
Review discovery responses regarding
subsequent DPW BSL Project;
Prepare Responding Lay Witness disclosure;
Receive and read correspondence from
attorney Oberrecht;
Receive and read Witness Disclosures from
attorney Oberrecht's office; telephone
conference with attorney Larkin; receive and
read correspondence from attorney Chou;
Telephone conference with Steve regarding
DPW depositions requested, Motion for a
Protective Order and potential to request
Appeal by Permission or IRCP 54(b)
certification; Prepare Motion for a Protective
Order; Draft Affidavit;
Travel to Boise; attend Wiggins deposition;
review WGI documents for Murrio
deposition;
Attend Murrio Deposition; return travel;
Receive and read correpondence from
attorneys Oberrecht and Larkin; Receive and
read e-mail from J. Trout; telephone
conferences with attorney Larkin;
Work on mediation statement to Judge
Copple-Trout; telephone conferences with the
Colorado Engineering Board; e-mail
correspondence with counsel; telephone
conference with Judge Wilper's Clerk;
Telephone conferences with Steve;
Telephone conferences with Steve regarding
damage / cost information; telephone
conferences with the Colorado Licensing
board; receive and review Rudeen Motion in
Limine; review Wilt Complaint to the
licensing board;
Correspondence to Justic Copple-Trout
regarding confidentiality;
Travel to Boise for Mediation, Depositions
and Hearing;
Attend Mediation with all counsel and
parties;
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.l.nVlJI,ce H:

Dec-I 1-07

FJH

Dec-12-07

FJH

12.00

Dec-14-07

FJH

1.80

Dec-16-07

FJH

2.90

Dec-17-07

FJH

4.40

DC

0.50

Dec-18-07

FJH

12.00

Dec-19-07

FJH

6.00

Dec-20-07

FJH

12.00

Dec-21-07

FJH

8.00

I "tv::JU

Prepare for Status Conference;
at Idaho
Supreme Court - legal research;
Attend Depositions of Gary Ruths, Ron
McMullen, and Phil Wilt; Return travel;
Receive and read Memorandum Decision on
Motion to Reconsider; legal research
regarding IRCP 54(b) certification; telephone
conferences with Steve; telephone
conferences with attorney Larkin;
Read and analyze case law relating to
Permissive Appeal issue; Dictate Motion to
Appeal by Permission; Dictate Memorandum
in Support of Motion for Permissive Appeal;
Telephone conference with Steve regarding
decision to appeal; Telephone conference
with Attorney Larkin regarding staying
discovery; Telephone conference with
attorney Anderson; telephone conference with
Steve; telephone conference call with all
counsel; Telephone conference with attorney
B Dominick regarding appeal by permission;
edit Memorandum and Motion; review
Hobson Motion to Vacate and Reset Trial;
telephone conference with Judge Wilper's
Clerk; finalize Motion, Memorandum and
Notice of Hearing;
Review permissive appeal briefing.
Travel to Boise for Wilt deposition; attend
deposition; return travel;
Read and analyze discovery responses and
deposition transcripts regarding DPW Project
No. 06-350 documents; prepare Affidavit in
support of Motion to Continue the Trial;
telephone conferences with Attorney Larkin;
telephone conference with RoBar; edit and
final Affidavit; telephone conferences with
Steve;
Travel to Boise; attend depositions of Jeremy
Ferguson; attend deposition of Barry
Fitzgerald;
Prepare for hearings on Motion to Continue
Trial and Motion for Permissive Appeal;
attend and argue Motions; return travel;

Total Fees 285.40

$55,606.00

. DISBURSEMENTS

Page
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Jun-15-07
Jun-19-07

Jun-20-07
Jun-21-07

Jun-26-07
Jul-19-07

Jul-26-07
Jul-30-07
Aug-09-07

Aug-14-07
Aug-21-07
Aug-28-07
Sep-ll-07

lnVOlCe tf:

vvv

Postage
Deposition transcripts of Frisbee
and Zambarano - Burnham, Habel
& Associates
Postage
Long-distance telephone charge
(3/9/07)
Long-distance telephone charge
(3/13/07)
Long-distance telephone charge
(3/14/07)
Long-distance telephone charge
(3/27/07)
Long-distance telephone charge
(4/3/07)
Long-distance telephone charge
(4/5/07)
Long-distance telephone charge
(4/6/07)
Long-distance telephone charge
(5/4/07)
Airfare credit used 3115/07 to
Boise
Postage (Opposition Strike Docs)
Photocopies (Opposition to Strike
Docs)
Cash advance for travel
Federal express 7/19/07 to Ada
County Courthouse
Postage (Opposition to Rudeen's
Summary Judgment)
Photocopies (Opposition to
Rudeen's Summary Judgment)
Travel Expense 8/26/07 to Boise
to attend hearing
Travel Expense 8/23/07 to Boise
(airfare)
Federal express 8/16/07 to Ada
County Clerk of the Court
Long-distance telephone charge
(6/6/07)
Long-distance telephone charge
(6/7/07)
Long-distance telephone charge
(6/4/07)
Long-distance telephone charge
(6/8/07)

Page

1.48
757.15

1.98
0.50
1.36
1.16
0.60
1.24
0.38
0.28
0.24
374.80
27.60
106.80
250.00
20.l5
22.40
71.70
35.41
218.80
20.24
0.24
0.40
0.32
0.44

8
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charge

0.80

Long-distance telephone charge

0.40

!'fV':;IU

(6/12/07)
.(6/13/07)

Long-distance telephone charge

0.52

(6/28/07)

Long-distance telephone charge

0.60

(7/17/07)

Long-distance telephone charge

0.44

(7/18/07)

Long-distance telephone charge

0.24

(7/19/07)

Long-distance telephone charge

0.28

(7/20/07)

Long-distance telephone charge

0.40

(7/25/07)

Long-distance telephone charge

0.48

(7/31/07)

Long-distance telephone charge

0.48

(8/1/07)

Long-distance telephone charge

0.64

(8/6/07)

Long-distance telephone charge

0.88

(8/15/07)

Long-distance telephone charge

0.12

(8/16/07)

Long-distance telephone charge

0.16

(8/21/07)

Long-distance telephone charge

0.60

(8/22/07)

Long-distance telephone charge

0.24

(8/30/07)
Sep-18-07

Computer Research for August

435.14

2007
Oct-08-07
Oct-23-07

Oct-24-07

Nov-OS-07

Nov-06-07

Cash advance for trip
Deposition of Elaine Hill
(V olume II) - Burnham, Habel &
Associates
Postage (Reconsideration
Briefing & Deposition Excerpts)
Photocopies (Reconsideration
Briefing & Deposition Excerpts)
Reimbursement for DVDs and
CDs produced by Hall Farley Stewart Sokol & Gray LLC
Airfare to Boise 10/24-26/07 and
return

Page

75.00
385.39

27.60
85.20
315.00

218.80

9
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Nov-09-07

Nov-12-07
Nov-20-07

Dec-03-07
Dec-05-07
Dec-07-07
Dec-13-07
Dec-14-07
Dec-19-07
Dec-27-07

Airfare to
0/9-10107 and
at Hall
return for
Farley
Federal express 10/24/07 to Ada
County Courthouse
Computer Research for October
2007
Hearing exhibits - FedEx Kinko's
Travel Expense 11108/07 to Boise
for hearing
Travel Expense 10/25107 to Boise
for depositions
Airfare to Portland, OR from
Boise on 11116107 and return
Deposition of Pam AhrensBurnham, Habel & Associates
Travel Expense to BoiselPortland
for depositions
Travel Expense 10/25-26107 to
Boise for depositions (meals)
Travel Expense 11/28-30/07 to
Boise for depositions
Deposition transcript of David
Kopmeyer - Burnham, Habel &
Associates
Computer Research for
November 2007
Travel Expense 12/9/07 to
12112/07 to Boise for depositions,
mediation and hearings
Travel Expense 1118/07 to Boise
airfare
Travel Expense 12/18/07 to Boise
including meals and car rental
Travel Expense 12/20-21107 to
Boise

218.80
22.93
9.78
146.28
120.81
120.33
281.20
466.95
788.11
90.33
492.75
697.42
80.68
577.58
223.80
136.86
343.17

$8,282.86

Total Disbursements

$63,888.86

Total Fees & Disbursements
7
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HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.
P. O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
Telephone: 208-523-0620

Fax: 208-523-9518

Tax ID: 82-0127480

June 24, 2008

SE/Z CONSTRUCTION LLC
703 JOHN ADAMS PARKWAY
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401
File #:
Inv #:
RE:

10103-006
75948

HOBSON FABRICATING

STAFF

HOURS

Jan-02-08

FJH

0.10

Telephone call to Judge Wilper; telephone
conference with Judge Wilper's Clerk;

Jan-07-08

FJH

0.10

Receive and read correspondence from
attorneys Oberrecht and Larkin;
correspondence to counsel regarding Order
on Motion to Consolidate;

Jan-14-08

FJH

0.70

Telephone call and voice message to attorney
Oberrecht regarding Order on Motion to
Appeal by Permission; Telephone conference
with Judge Trout; Telephone conference with
attorney Larkin regarding Orders on
December 21,2007 motions; receive and read
Complaint to the Engineering Board;

Jan-17-08

FJH

1.00

Conference call with all counsel regarding
discovery schedule; follow-up telephone
conference with Attorney Larkin;

Feb-OI-08

FJH

0.10

Receive and read correspondence from
attorney Comstock cancelling depositions;

Feb-12-08

FJH

3.70

Work on Memorandum for Permissive
Appeal; telephone conference with attorney
Storti; telephone conference with Steve;

Feb-13-08

FJH

5.60

Continued work on Memorandum in Support
of Motion for Permissive Appeal; telephone
conferences with the Clerk's office; edit and
final Memorandum; draft, edit and finalize

DATE

DESCRIPTION

Interest will be charged at the rate of1% per month (12% per anum) on outstanding accounts over 30 days. Please make check
payable to Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo and include file # on checks.

00820

File #

10103-006

invoice #:
Motion; correspondence to the Clerk of the
Supreme Court;

Feb-l 9-08

FJH

0.50

Conference call with all counsel;

Mar-13-08

FJH

0.30

Telephone conference with Attorney Storti
regarding Reply in Supreme Court; telephone
conference with Steve Kenyon, Clerk of the
Idaho Supreme Court; telephone conference
with attorney Storti regarding inability to file
a Reply;

Mar-24-08

FJH

0040

Receive and read e-mail from Steve;
correspondence to Steve; research Barry
Hayes Construction; Receive and read Order
from the Idaho Supreme Court; receive and
read invoicing from WGK & Associates;
telephone conference with Attorney Chris
Comstock;

Mar-25-08

FJH

0.30

Receive and read correspondence to Steve
regarding Barry Hayes; telephone call and
voice message to Barry Hayes; Telephone
conference with Barry Hayes;

Mar-26-08

FJH

0.70

Telephone conference with Barry Hayes;
office conference with Barry; telephone
conference with Steve;

Mar-31-08

FJH

2.90

Review all briefing regarding Motion in
Limine by Rudeen; Outline opposition to
Motion in Limine; telephone conferences
with Attorney Larkin; attending hearing via
telephone conference call;

Apr-Ol-08

FJH

8.10

Office conference with Neil Schafer
regarding deposition preparation; Attend Neil
Schafer deposition; Telephone conference
with Barry Hayes; Attend Barry Hayes
deposition; Telephone conference with Steve;
Dictate correspondence to Steve regarding
Supreme Court Order on Appeal by
Permission;

Apr-02-08

FJH

3.90

Attend deposition of Steve Zambarano;
Telephone conferences with attorney
Anderson; Telephone conferences with
attorney Larkin;

Apr-22-08

FJH

0.30

Dictate correspondence to Steve regarding
status;

Page
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rue 11-

lnvoice #:

lUlUj-UUb

Travel to Pittsburgh for Dean deposition;
conference with attorney Larkin regarding
deposition issues;

Apr-23-08

FJH

Apr-24-08

FJH

12.00

Attend James Dean deposition; return travel;

May-OS-08

FJH

1.00

Receive and read e-mail correspondence from
counsel regarding Amendment to the
Scheduling Order; review prior Order and
proposed Order; correspondence to Attorney
Larkin regarding proposed Order;

May-13-08

FJH

O.SO

Receive and read correspondence from
Attorney Anderson regarding expert
designation provisions in amended
scheduling order; Telephone conference with
attorney Larkin regarding scheduling order
issues and expert disclosures; Attend status
conference hearing;

May-20-08

FJH

1.20

Telephone call and voice message to Judge
Wilper's Clerk; Telephone conference with
attorney Larkin; legal research regarding
issue of Fraud on the Court; correspondence
from attorney Larkin; e-mail correspondence
to Attorney Larkin; Amend proposed
language to Scheduling Order;

May-22-0S

FJH

0040

Telephone conference with Tucker Allen
reporting regarding transcript;
Correspondence to Attorney Saxe;
correspondence to Judge Wilper's Court
Reporter;

May-30-08

AEU

1.20

Research cases on Westlaw on expert
witnesses and fraud

Jun-02-0S

AEU

1.50

Research research case law on expert
witnesses who falsify credentials; research
professional associations

Jun-03-0S

AEU

0.70

Research cases and code on disqualification
of expert witnesses for falsifying credentials

Jun-04-0S

AEU

0040

Research disiqualification of expert witnesses
and fraud on the court

Jun-lO-OS

AEU

0.60

Research regarding evidentiary issues;

AEU

0.90

Research expert witnesses and consequences
of false testimony

AEU

O.SO

Research remedies for falsifying credentials

Page
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,File #

Invoice

10103-006
Research expert witnesses and remedies for
falsifying credentials

AEU

1.00

Jun-ll-0S

AEU

3.00

Jun-12-0S

AEU

1.S0

Research Albert Munio's credentials - called
University of Colorado, University of Denver
and BSU - confirmed he never attended U of
CO or U of Denver; did take a few courses at
BSU; called Idaho ASHRAE and left
voicemail

Jun-13-0S

AEU

1.10

Draft deposition on written interrogatories

Jun-16-0S

AEU

0.90

Research custodians of records at BSU and
CU and DU and research necessary steps for
serving subpoenas in other jurisdictions

Jun-20-0S

AEU

0.50

Revise and edit notice of deposition on
written interrogatories

6S.50

$12,592.00

Total Fees

COURTESY DISCOUNT

305.00

Total Fees After Discount

$12,2S7.00

DISBURSEMENTS
Jan-07-0S
Jan-IS-OS
Feb-ll-OS

Feb-13-0S

Airfare to Boise 12/1S/07 and
return
Computer Research for December
2007
Long-distance telephone charge
(10-24-07)
Long-distance telephone charge
(12-3-07)
Long-distance telephone charge
(12-5-07)
Long-distance telephone charge
(12-6-07)
Long-distance telephone charge
(12-14-07)
Long-distance telephone charge
(12-17-07)
Long-distance telephone charge
(12-19-07)
Postage (Supreme Court Motion
to Appeal by Permission &
Supporting Brief and Affidavit)

Page

4

24S.S0
2S3.03
1.40
LOS
0.60
0.78
2.30
1.S6
1.32
29.50

U

23

Feb-I5-08
Feb-26-08
Mar-OI-08
Apr-O 1-08
Apr-09-08

Apr-22-08

May-OI-08
May-02-08
May-14-08

lun-13-08

Court
Motion to Appeal by Permission
& Supporting Brief and Affidavit)
Travel Expense 2113/08 to airport
to deliver federal Express
Federal express 2/13/08 to Idaho
Supreme Court
Computer Research for February
2008
Photocopies (Deposition
Exhibits)
Travel Expense 4/23-25/08 to
Pittsburgh, PA (ahfare) for
depositions of James Sekely &
IamesDean
Travel advance to Pittsburg for
depositions
Travel Expense 4/22/08 to
Pittsburgh, PA to change flight
for depositions
Depositions of Zambarano, Hayes
and Schafer - Naegeli Reporting
Corporation
Travel Expense 4/22-24/08 to
Pittsburg to attend depositions
Deposition transcript - Powers
Garrison & Hughes
Computer Research for May 2008

269.40
3.54
42.03
19.84
37.50
521.50

150.00
255.50
1,969.00
340.41
299.60
66.32
$4,545.31

Total Disbursements

--$16,832.31

Total Fees & Disbursements
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,KID WELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L. C.

P. O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
Telephone: 208-523-0620
Fax: 208-523-9518
Tax ID: 82-0127480

July 16,2008

SE/Z CONSTRUCTION LLC
703 JOHN ADAMS PARKWAY
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401
File #:
Inv #:

RE:

10103-006
76180

HOBSON FABRICATING

DATE

DESCRIPTION

STAFF

HOURS

Jun-25-08

Fill

0.30

Receive and read correspondence from all
counsel regarding inspection of the lab;
correspondence to all counsel;

Jul-02-08

ABU

1.00

Telephone calls to University of Colorado,
University of Denver and Boise State
regarding subpoenas for records, telephone
calls to Idaho ASHRAE director and
American Water Works Association to verify
Munio membership

Jul-07-08

ABU

0040

Revise Notice on Written interrogatories for
each university; telephone calls to Jeremy
Hueth at University of Colorado regarding
Mr. Munio;

Jul-09-08

FJH

0.30

Receive and read correspondence from
Attorney Storti; receive and read
correspondence from attorney Comstock;
correspondence to Attorney Comstock
regarding inspection;

Jul-1O-08

ABU

0.80

Telephone call to Spencer Shepard of
ASHRAE regarding credentials of Munio;
call ASHRAE Headquarters regarding
membership records; call Jeremy Hueth at
University of Colorado - was out of office

Jul-ll-08

ABU

0.10

Telephone call to and leave message for
Jeremy Hueth at University of Colorado

Interest will be charged at the rate of 1% per month (12% per anum) on outstanding accounts over 30 days. Please makechec~Q r:payable to Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo and include file # on checks.
00825

}

regarding Munio; telephone
Headquarters
Total Fees

$410.50

2.90

-

Total Fees & Disbursements

$410.50

• II
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HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C
P. O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
Telephone: 208-523-0620
Fax: 208-523-9518
Tax ID: 82-0127480

SE/Z CONSTRUCTION LLC
703 JOHN ADAMS PARKWAY
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401

August 25, 2008

File #:
Inv #:

RE:

10103-006
76578

HOBSON FABRICATING

DATE

STAFF

HOURS

Jul-16-08

FJH

0.70

Telephone conferences with Attorney Larkin
regarding document production; telephone
conference with Attorney Comstock
regarding document production; Review and
finalize Deposition On Written Interrogatory
Notice to Boise State Uirifversity;

Jul-17-08

. FJH

0.90

Telephone conferences with the University of
Colorado; Telephone conference with
attorney Larkin; review edited Deposition
Intemogatories; telephone conference with
attorney Jeremy Hueth;

JuI-I8-08

FJH

0.30

Review Frye deposition questions;

. Jul-22-08

FJH

0.30

Telephone conference with Attorney Larkin;
. telephone conference with attorney
Comstock;

Jul-24-08

DC

0.10

Review deposition on written interrogatories.

Jul-25-08

FJH

8.00

Attend walk through at-BSL3; review
documents at DPW; return travel from Boise;

Jul-28-08

FJH

0.60

Receive and read e-mail correspondence from
attorneys Larkin, Storti, Comstock, Oberrecht
and Anderson; correspondence to and from
Steve; Telephone conference with Attorney
Larkin regarding damages deposition;

Jul-29-08

Fm

0.90

Telephone conference with Kendra Smith of
Boise State University legal department;

DESCRIPTION

DOH

Interest will be charged at the rate of 1% per month (12% per anum) on outstanding accounts over 30 days. Please make check.
payable to Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo and include file # nn r> .. ,.,~I.~

.l.Uyuu;e

revie Munio deposition to
requested information;

Fill

O.SO

Review e-mail correspondence from counsel
regarding Scheduling Order; teJephone
conference with Attorney Larkin; telephone
conference with Attorney Anderson regarding
settlement; telephone conference with
attorney Larkin;

Aug-OS-OS

Fill

0.70

Receive and read e-mail from counsel;
receive and read e-mail from Phil Wilt;
telephone conference with Phil Wilt;
telephone call and voice message to attorney
Larkin;

Aug-12-0S

Fill

0.70

Receive and read correspondence from
Attorney Chris Comstock regarding TAB and
Commissioning Reports; Telephone
conference with Attorney Larkin regarding
TAB and Commissioing and Requests for
Admission related thereto; correspondence to
Steve;

Aug-I8-0S

Fill

1.30

Receive and read e-mail correspondence
among counsel; telephone conferences with .
Attorney Rob And~rson regarding mediation /
settlement; participate in scheduling
conference call wiith all counsel; telephone
conference with Attorney Larkin;

AEU

1.20

Revise written interrogatories for each of the
three U of C campuses; look up the
appropriate registrar for each; called Jeremy
Hueth and asked him to call back about
setting up time for the depositions

AEU

0.10

Phone call to Jeremy Hueth to follow up on
voicemailleft on S/18; no answer

AEU

0.50

Phone call to Jeremy Hueth (x2); no answer;
sent email pertaining to scheduling
depositions

Fm

1.00

Receive and read correspondence from
WGK; correspondence to counsel; receive
and read responses;. correspondence from
Attorney Storti regarding deposition;
Telephone conferences with BSU legal
department; telephone conference with
Burnham & Habel regarding deposiition of

Aug-20-0S

Page
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BSU

Aug-02-08

Aug-19-08

If;

t

28

BSU; correspondence to counsel
deposition;
Aug-22-08

AEU

Total Fees

0.10

the

Phone call to Jeremy-Hueth - no -answer; left
message
$3,577.00

18.20

DISBURSEMENTS
JuI-21-08
Aug-12-08

Aug-13-08

Computer Research for June 2008
Service on Kris Marie Collins
(Boise State) - Attorneys Service
Bureau Inc.
Computer research for August
2008

Total Disbursements

122.83
55.00

6.69

$184.52

Total Fees & Disbursements

$3,761.52

•
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HOLDEN, KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C
P. O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
Telephone: 208-523-0620
Fax: 208-523-9518
Tax ID: 82-0127480

December 30, 2008

SEIZ CONSTRUCTION LLC
703 JOHN ADAMS PARKWAY
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401
File #:
Inv #:
RE:

10103-006
77992

HOBSON FABRICATING
STAFF

HOURS

Aug-25-08

AEU

0.10

Telephone call to Attorney Jeremy Hueth;

Aug-28-08

FJH

12.80

Travel to Boise for Wilt deposition; attend
depositin; return travel;

Aug-29-08

AEU

0.70

Contact University of Colorado counsel
Jeremy Hueth; speak with secretary to
coordinate getting copies of Notices to Mr.
Hueth; email to secretary with copies of
Notices

Sep-02-08

AEU

5.10

Calls and emails to Maggie Wilensky at
University of Colorado ftnalizing Notices on
Written Interrogatories; Compose Motion to
Strike and Memorandum in Support of

Sep-03-08

DC

0.20

Intra-office conference regarding deposition
Issues.

AEU

4.50

Edit written interrogatories; phone calls to
Maggie Wilensky arranging time for
deposition on written interrogs; edit memo in
supp011 of motion to strike; meeting with FJ
regarding contents of CDs from the State;
begin sOlung discovery documents produced
on CDs

FJH

4.60

Read and analyze Rudeen Motion for
Summary Judgment; read and analyze
Anderson Affidavit and attachments;
intraoffice conference AU regarding Motion

DATE

Sep-04-08

DESCRIPTION

Interest will be charged at the rate of1% per month (J 2% per anum) on outstanding accounts over 30 days. Please make check
payable to Holden Kidwell Hahn & Crapo and include file # on checks.

"~O

Invoice #:

intraoffice conference AU regarding Motion
to Strike; Telephone conferences with
Attorney Larkin; receive and read e-mail
from Attorneys Comstock and 'Larkin;
telephone conference with Steve regarding
Rudeen Motion and SE/Z Motion in Limine;
Telephone conference with Mike Donnelly
regarding alleged Supplemen~ Brief filed
by Rudeen and need for an extension of
time;

ABU

1.20

Telephone conference with Maggie
Wilensky at University of Colorado to
arrange deposition times; continue review
and sort discovery documents on CDs from
DPW

Sep-05-08

ABU

3.10

Research on bilateral change orders as
settlementS of disputes; begin drafting
response to Rudeen's MSJ

Sep-08-08

FJH

7.50

Read and analyze Transcript of hearings on
motions regarding continuance and appeal
by permission; Work on Motion in Limine
regarding DPW damages; prepare Affidavit;

DC

0.50

Edit and revise memorandum and affidavit
. in support of motion in limine.

ABU

3.90

Telephone conference with Maggie
Wilensky about Written Interrogatories and
edit; edit Memo in support of Motion to
Strike and Memo in Response to Rudeen

FJH

1.10

Telephone conferences with Attorney Larkin
regarding Trial Preparations and division of
labor for depositions; receive and read email from all counsel; intraoffice conference
AU to finalize Deposition Notices to
University of Colorado;

ABU

2.30

. Phone calls and emails to Maggie WilenSky
to finalize interrogatories; Edit final written
interrogatories as per University of
Colorado's requests, subpoena and
acceptance of service for University of
Colorado

Sep-09-08

Page
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Invoice #:

Sep-ll-08

FJH

6.60

Read and analyze Munio depositions for
Me:i:norandum; work on Memorandum in
Support of Motion to Strike; telephone
conferences with Attorney Anderso~'s
paralegal; telephone conferences with
Attorney Larkin; review Freye deposition on
written interrogatories; read and analyze
Dean deposition; prepare Affidavit;

Sep-12-08

AEU
FJH

1.20
8.60

Edit Motion and Memorandum
Legal research regarding Unathorized
prac~ce of Engineering; edit Memorandum.;
telephone conference with Phil Wilt .
regarding stainless steel change and effect
on welding; telephone conference with
Steve regarding deposition;

AEU

3.80

Edit motion to strike memorandum,
memorandum in response to Rudeen's
motion for partial summary judgment,
memorandum in support of Hobson's
memorandum opposing DPW's motion to
name new expert

FJH

1.90

Edit and finai Opposition to Rudeen
Motions;' receive and read e-mail from
Attorney Anderson's office; dictate
correspondence to all counsel regarding
Opposition to Rudeen Motion; telephone
conference with Ada County Clerk's office;
telephone conference with Attorney Larkin
regarding

FJH

3.80

Travel to Boise for depositions;

Sep-16-08

FJH

8.00

Attend deposition; Legal research at Idaho
Supreme Court library regarding reply
memorandum in support of motions;

Sep-17-08

FJH

8.00

Attend deposition of~ed Frisbee;

Sep-18-08

FJH

11.80

Attend and take depositions; Return travel;

Sep-19-08

AEU

0.90

Research cases cited in Rudeen's reply brief;
Read and analyzed Rudeen response;
telephone conferences with Maggie
Welinsky regarding deposition on written
interrogatories, email to Maggie Welinsky

Sep-22-08

AEU

0.10

Telephone conferences with Marc Shelton,
Engineering Licensing Board in Co lorado voicemail regarding requirements to sit for
engmeermg exams

Sep-15-08

Page
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Invoice

i)
Sep-23-08

ABU

1.70

Read through State ofIdaho's Responsive
Pleadings; begin drafting reply

Sep-24-08

ABU

5.10

Read through Munio deposition; begin
preparing summary of deposition; continue
to research and draft replies to State's
response to Motion to Strike and Motion in
Limine.

Sep-2S-08

FJH

0.70

Telephone conference with Steve regarding
settlement discussions with DPW and
Rudeen's counsel; intraoffice conferences
with AU regarding Reply Memoranda; read
and analyze draft brief; intraoffice
conference AU regarding Reply
Memoranda; review draft brief;

ABU

6.10

Continue to research and compose replies to
State's response to motions

FJH

8.40

Review Frew and Munio depositions; work
on Reply Memoranda; prepare affidavit;
telephone conference with Steve regarding
settlement discussions with counsel;

ABU

8.20

Complete research and reply to State's
response to motions to strike

Sep-27-08

FJH

0.80

Pull materials for hearings on Motions in
Limine and to Strike; telephone conference
with Attorney Larkin regarding exhibits;
correspondence to all counsel regarding
marking exhibits;

Sep-28-08

FJH

3.70

Prepare hearing binders and preparation for
hearings on motions to strike motio~s in
limine;

Sep-29-08

FJH

15.80

Travel to Boise for Dormand deposition and
hearings on motions in limine and motion to
strike; Attend deposition; Attend hearing;
Return travel to Idaho Falls; Telephone
conference with Steve Zambarano regarding
heating outcome and status of the case;

ABU

lAO

Continue preparing deposition summary for
AI Munio deposition of Sept. 18,2008

FJH

5.40

Review Jury Instructions; Draft Pretrial
Memorandum; telephone conferences with
Attorney Larkin; review Hobson Pretrial
statement;

Sep-26-08

Oct-OI-08

Page

4

Oct-02-08

FJH

Edit and finalize Pretrial Memorandum.;
work on pre-proof jury instructions; .
Telephone conferences with Tyler Storti;
Prepare for Pretri~ Conference;

ABU

2.60

Phone call to Colorado Department of
Licensing; research past requirements for
taking engineering exam; read through new
documents concerning Mr. Munio; research
Allegheny college; research reviewability of
interlocutory orders prior to final judgment;
locate contact information for universities
Munio listed on his MK applications;
contact universities regarding Munio's
attendance

Oct-03-08

FJH

10.50

Travel to Boise for Pretrial conference and
deposition of John Cooley; attend Cooley
deposition; attend Pretrial; return travel from
Boise;

Oct-04-08

FJH

2.80

. Review WGr documents; telephone
conferences with Power Engineers contacts
regarding Munio;

Oct-06-08

FJH

5.60

Receive and read Motion to Compel filed by
Rudeen & Associates; Telephone·
conferences with attorney Larkin; Telephone
conferences with attorney Mike Stefanic;
Telephone conferences with attorney
Comstock regarding electronic documents; .
Review WGI documents for impeachment
records; Attend telephone conference call
hearing with Judge Wilper and all counsel
regarding Motion to Compel depositions;
Telephone conference with Steve
Zambarano regarding status; Work on jury
instructions; Telephone calls and voice-mail
messages to Judge Linda Copple-Trout; .

ABU

0.10

Dictate memo to file regarding Munio's
school attendance

Page
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\

Oct-07-08

Oct-08-08

Oct-09-08

Oct-lO-08

VV"'""t:

ff§

I I

)

Draft Motion to Reconsider denial of
Motion in Limine and Motions for Summary
Judgment; Review Idaho Repository and
pleadings for Memorandum; dictate
Memorandum and Affidavit in Support of
Motion for Reconsideration; Telephone
conference with Attorney Oberrecht;
telephone conference with Judge Linda
Copple-Trout; telephone conference with
Attorney Larkin; telephone conference with
Steve regarding status; receive and read email from Hobson; telephone conference
with Attorney Larkin regarding SE/Z
position on settlement;

FJH

AEU

O.lD

Email communication with Carmena Minor
. regarding Colorado requirements for sitting
for the PE and ElT exams in the late 60's

FJH

5.70

Review all NCRRs for impeachment
evidence; legal research regarding Post
Proof jury instructions; draft post proof Jury
Instructions;

AEU

1.00

Contact Community College of Allegheny
County and Allegheny College to confirm
information from prior conversations;
records request through the National Student
Clearinghouse for University of Pittsburgh

FJH

7.70

Finish NCRR review; work on post proof
jury instructions and edit contract
. instructions; telephone conferences with
Attorney Larkin; telephone conferences with
Judge Copple-Trout; telephone conference
with Attorney Anderson and Trout;

AEU

2.50

Finish Munio's deposition summary

FJH

8.00

Trial prep1llation; Telephone conferences
with Steve; prepare Trial Witness list; edit
demonstrative evidence regarding
cOrQ.parison of the two projects; edit and
final post proof jury instructions; telephone
conferences with Judge Wilper's clerk;

AEU

1.10

Read through Colorado regulations on
engineering exam requirements;

Page
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Oct-II-OS

FJH

Oct-'l2-08

FJH

3.S0

Travel to Boise for Mediation and follow-on
trial;

Oct-13-08

FJH

8.00

Attend mediation with Judge Trout and
opposing counsel;

Oct-14-08

FJR

8.00

Conference with the Court and opposing
counsel; Review juror questionnaires for
hardship and for cause dismissal; Work with
the Court and opposing counsel regarding
jury selection;

AEU

0.20

Email correspondence with ·FJ and research
reg~ding Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure
54(b)

Oct-I5-08

FJR

8.00

Attend trial and jury selection; argue motion
to reconsider and/or bifurcate trial; work on
opening statement;

Oct-16-0S

FJH

8.00

Oct-17-08

FJR

10.00

Attend trial; Prep for following trial day and
review juror selection questionnaires;
Attend trial and return travel;

Oct-19-08

FJH

3.S0

Travel to Boise;

Oct-20-08

FJH

8.00

Attend trial; prepare for following day of
trial;

Oct-21-08

FJH

4.00

Review exhibits to augment exhibit list;
Prepare for following day of trial;

Oct-22-08

FJH

8.00

Prep for trial day; Attend trial;

Oct-23-08

FJH

.8.00

Prepare for next day of trial; Attend trial;

oct-24-0 8

FJH

10.00

Attend trial; Travel from Boise to Idaho Falls;

Oct-26-08

FJH

7.40

Review anticipated exhibits for foundational
issues; preparation for direct examination
issues anticipated from DPW and Rudeen;
Travel to Boise;

Oct-27-08

FJH

9.00

Outline and prepare for continued direct
examination; Attend trial;

Oct-28-08

FJH

4.00

Prepare for next trial day; organize admitted
exhibits;

Office conference with Steve regarding trial
preparations and presentation; read and
analyze remaining Rutledge document pull
for exhibits; work on trial exhibits;
Telephone conference with Attorney Larkin;

Page
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Page
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Invoice

DISBURSEMENTS
Travel and trial expenses
Deposition and transcript costs

8,251.03
1,070.10

Total Disbursements
Total Fees & Disbursements

$9,321.13
$74,887.63

I

Page
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a

·TRUST STATEMENT
Disbursements
Received From: Agren Blando Court Reporting & Video, Inc.

Receipts
81.21

Refund 'of unused deposition deposit - Agren
Blando Court Reporting & Video,
$0.00

Total Trust

$81.21
$81.21

Trust Balance

008:)9
Page
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Hahn Law Office, PLLC
310 Elm Street
POBox 50698
Idaho Fails, ID 83405
Ph:(208) 552-8258

Fax:(208) 522-0502
May 31, 2009

SE/Z Construction, LLC
703 John Adams Parkway
Idaho Falls, ID
83401 USA
Attention:
RE:

..

File #:
Inv #:

Steve Zambarano

10103-006
1139

Hobson Fabricating Corp.

DATE

DESCRIPTION

Mar-13-09

Revise and edit correspondence

1.30

Mar-19-09

Telephone conferences with Attorney Larkin;
telephone conference with Ted Frisbee;

0.30

Mar-28-09

Receive and read Motion to Withdraw as
Counsel filed by Stewart Sokol & Gray;
Affidavit of Tom Larkin and Notice of
Hearing; e-mail correspondence to Steve;

0.20

May-13-09

Receive and read e-mail from David
Kopmeyer; e-mail to Kopmeyer; telephone
conference with Steve; review prior Kopmeyer
e-mai1s; telephone conference with David
Kopmeyer; telephone conference with Steve;

1.50

May-21-09

Telephone conference with Attorney David
PemlY;

0.70

Totals

4.00

HOURS

AMOUNT

LAWYER

$740.00

, DISBURSEMENTS
Apr-16-09
May-18-09

Photocopies - Reimbursement Office Max
Office Expense - Tabset and binder
Totals

23.37
5.48
$28.85

00840

Invoice#:

Page 2

1139

Total Fee & Disbursements

TAX ID Number

26-4083861

May 31, 2009

$768.85

I..A.W OFFIOES OF

f

RACINE OLSON NYE: J3UPGE Bl SAILEY
CHARTERED
.

·f
POOATELLO ·1301SE • IDAHO FALLS
• POST OFFICE SOX 1391
POC:A,..E1..1..0, lPAHO 83:204-1391
'1'01..1.. FR.EE: (877).23:2-5101

TAX 10 NUMl3ER 6::a-Om16l367

statement Date:

SEZ CONSTRUCTION, UC

Statement No.
Account No.
Page:

703 JOHN ADAMS PAAKWAY
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401

January 31, 2010
1
539.0037353

1

. 8ElZ CONSTRucTiON, LLC iJ HOBSoN FABRICATING GORP
PLEASE REiuRN TOP POR7JON WITH PAYMENT

HOURS
11/0212009

FJH

11/1912009
FJH

TEL:EPHONE CONFERENQE WITH TRAEGER;
TELgPHONE CONFERENCES WITH STEVE
ZAMBARANO

1.10

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH STEVE RE:
DPWMEETING

0.30

12JD3l2009

FJH

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH ATTORNEY
0.20

1210912009
FjH

12114/2009
- FJH

RECEIVE AND READ CORRESPONDENCE FROM
STEVE RE: HOBSON INSURANCE DEFENSE
DEMAND; EMAIL AND TELEPHONE cm TO
ATTORNEY TRAEGER MACHETANZ RE: .
INSURANCE ISSUE; TELEPHONE CONFERENCE
WITH STEVE RE: lNSURANCE DUTJE~ TO
DEFEND AND INDEMNIFY

0.70

-RECEIVE AND READ EMAIL CORRESPONDENCE
FROM ATTORNEY MACHETANZ AND
ENCLOSURES THERETO; TELEPHONE CALL AND
VOICE MESSAGE TO ATTORNEY MACHETANZ

0.50

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH ATTORNEY
MACHETANZ; RFREARCH .IIIRORS TO DISCLOSE
TO ATTORNEY
TELEPHONE
CONFERENCE WlTH STEVE

1.20

12/1512009

FJH

OOH4,...,

Date:
Account No.
Statement No.
Page No.

01/31/2010
5390037353
1
2

HOURS
1211612009
FJH

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH STEVE:
CONFERENCE WITH ATTORNEY
CONFERENCE WITH ATTORNEY ROB ANDERSON

12130/2009 .
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH ATTORNEY
FJH
ROB ANDERSON RE: DIRECTED VERDICT
MOTION AND RE: MEDIATION; TELEPHONE CALL
TO STEVE; TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH
ATTORNEY MAECHITANZ; TELEPHONE
CONFERENCE WITH STEVE ZAMBARANO
01/0412010
FJH

01/11/2010
FJH

01/13/2010
FJH

01/15/2010
FJH

01/1912010
FJH

2.10

0.50

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH ATTORNEY
ROB ANDERSON

0.30

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH ATTORNEY
ANDERSON; TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH
JUDGE WILPER'S CLERK RE; APPEARANCE AT
STATUS CONFERENCE VIA TELEPHONE

0.30

RECEIVE AND READ EMAIL FROM ATTORNEY
ANDERSON; TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH
ATTORNEY ROB ANDERSON; T.ELEPHONE
CONFERENCE WITH DONNA; TELEPHONE
CONFERi=NCE WITH STEVE; ATTEND COURT
ORDERED STATUS CONFERENCE AND FOLLOW
ON CONFERENCE WITH COUNSEL

2.10

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH ATTORNEY
ROB,ANDERSON; TELEPHONE CONFERENCE
WITH STEVE RE: STATUS CONFERENCE AND
FOLLOW-ON DISCUSSIONS WITH COUNSEL RE:
SETTLEMENT

0.30

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH ATTORNEY
0.10

0112012010
FJH

01121/2010
FJH

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH STEVE RE:
SETTLEMENT ISSUES; TELEPHONE CALL AND
VOICE MESSAGE TO TRAEGER MACHETANZ

0.30

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH ATTORNEY
MACHETANZ RE: SETTLEMENT

0.70

<:13

Date:
Account No.
Statement No.
Page No.

HOURS
01/25/2010

FJH

CORRESPONDENCE TO AND FROM ATIORNEY
ANDERSON; TELEPHONE CALL AND EMAIL TO
STEVE ZAMBARANO

0.30

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH ATIORNEY
MACHETANZ; TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH
STEVE ZAMBARANO

0.30

01/26/2010

FJH

01/2812010

FJH

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH ATIORNEY
ANDERSON; TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH
STEVE; TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH
ATIORNEY MACHETANZ; REVIEW TRIAL FILES
FOR EXHIBIT DISCS; TELEPHONE CALL AND
VOICE MESSAGE TO ATIORNEY MACHETANZ
FOR CURRENT SERVICES RENDERED
TOTAL CURRENT WORK & COSTS

~

--

-.

--

.

~-""- ~-

.-

~

_ .. :If"".'"

tt·~

0.50
-11.80

2.419.00
2.419.00

_ ......, -

--

-~
#,,~-q ....-

01/31/2010
5390037353

1
3

I..AW OFFICES OF

RACINE OL.SON NYE BUDGE 8:' BAILEY
CHARTERED
POCATEL.L.O • BOISE' IDAHO FAL.L.S
POST OFFICE BOX 1391
POCATELLO, IDAHO 83204-1391
TOLL FREE: (877) 232-6101
TAX ID NUMBER 82-0316387

Statement Date:
Statement No.
Accollnt No.
Page:

SE Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC
703 JOHN ADAMS PAR't<WAY
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83401

June 24,2010
2
539.0037353
1

SEIZ CONSTRUCTION, LLC V HOBSON FABRICATING CORP
PLEASE RETURN TOP PORTION WITH PAYMENT

HOURS
01/1212010
FJH

02101/2010
FJH

0210212010
FJH

02108/2010
FJH

02/17/2010
FJH

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH JUDGE
WILPER'S CLERK RE: APPEARANCE AT STATUS
CONFERENCE VIA TELEPHONE
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE'WITH ATTORNEY
PHIL OBERRECHT RE: SETTLEMENT
CONFERENCE

0.30

' 0.30

RECEIVE AND READ CORRESPONDENCE FROM
ATTORNEY OBERRECHTi CORRESPONDENCE TO
ATTORNEY OBERRECHT

0.10

RECEIVE AND READ EMAIL FROM ATTORNEY
ANDERSON REGARDING ORDER ON R'UDEEN
DIRECTED VERDICT MOTION; TELEPHONE
CONFERENCE WITH ATTORNEY ANDERSON;
REVIEW REVISED PROPOSED ORDER;
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH ATTORNEY
MACHETANZ; CORRESPONDENCE TO ATTORNEY
ANDERSON

0.70

TRAVEL TO BOISE FOR SETTLEMENT
CONFERENCE; ATTEND SETTLEMENT MEETING
WITH ATTORNEYS MAC HETANZ AND HENRY; ,
CONFERENCE WITH JUDGE WILPER'S CLERK;
, TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH STEVE

B.OO

.00845

Date:
No.
Statement No.
Page No.

06/24/2010
5390037353
2

2

HOURS
0212212010
FJH

02/23/2010
FJH

02124/2010
FJH

03/03/2010
FJH

03/04/2010
FJH

03/05/2010
FJH

03/08/2010
FJH

03/10/2010
FJH

READ AND ANALYZE MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION IN LIMINE

1.70

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH ATTORNEY
ANDERSON; REVIEW CLAIMS PROSECUTION
AGREEMENT; TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH
ATTORNEY TODD HENRY; TELEPHONE CALL TO
'STEVE

0.60

REVIEW AND EDIT MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION IN LIMINE

0.30

RECEIVE AND READ MOTIONS AFFIDAVITS AND
MEMORANDA FILED BY HOBSON; TELEPHONE
CONFERENCE WITH ATTORNEY HENRY RE:
IMPROMPTU HEARING WITH THE COURT;
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH STEVE;
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH ATTORNEY
ANDERSON

2.20

TELEPHONE CONFERENCES WITH ATTORNEY
ANDERSON; TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH
STEVE RE: NEW PROPOSAL FROM DPW;
CORRESPONDENCE FROM ATTORNEY
ANDERSON; CORRESPONDENCE TO STEVE;
CQRRESPONDENCE TO ATTORNEY ANDERSON

1.00

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE CALL WITH JUDGE
WILPER AND ALL COUNSEL RE: PENDING
MOTION TO DISMISS AND MOTIONS IN LIMINE;
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH ATTORNEY
HENRY

0.80

RECEIVE AND READ CORRESPONDENCE FROM
ATTORNEY ROB ANDERSON; TELEPHONE
CONFERENCES WITH STEVE RE: WEEKEND
MEETING WITH TED FRISBEE; TELEPHONE
CONFERENCE WITH ATTORNEY HENRY;
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH STEVE RE: THE
CLAIMS PROSECUTION AGREEMENT;
CORRESPONDENCE TO ATTORNEY ANDERSON;
DICTATE CORRESPONDENCE TO ATTORNEYS
MACHETANZ AND HENRY RE: TRIAL

1.09

EDIT AND FINAL CORRESPONDENCE TO

OOR l 16
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Date:
Account No.
Statement No.
Page No.

06/24/2010
5390037353
2
3

HOURS

03/1212010
FJH

03/15/2010
JMV

FJH

03/1612010
FJH

03/17/2010
FJH

ATIORNEYS MACHETANZAND HENRY;
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH STEVE RE:
TRIAL

0.30

PULL PRIOR BRIEFING RE: MOTIONS IN LIMINE;
REVIEW HOBSON MOTIONS; OUTLINE AND BEGIN
DRAFTING JOINDER IN HOBSON MOTION IN
LIMINE; WORK ON BRIEFING

6.60

LEGAL RESEARCH ON CONTRACT QUESTION
FOR FJH
REVISE AND EDIT MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
OF MOTIONS IN LIMINE; RECEIVE AND READ
CORRESPONDENCE FROM ATIORNEY HENRY
RE: COURT ORDERED CONFERENCE WITH ALL
COUNSEL; CORRESPONDENCE TO ATIORNEY
HENRY; RECEIVE AND READ CORRESPONDENCE
FROM ATTORNEY ANDERSON

2.20

RECEIVE AND READ CORRESPONDENCE FROM
ATIORNEYANDERSON;CORRESPONDENCETO
STEVE; TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH
ATIORNEY ANDERSON; REVIEW MOTION TO
DISMISS; LEGAL RESEARCH RE: IRCP 14 AND
STANDARD OF REVIEW ON APPEAL FROM
ORDER DISMISSING A THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT;
READ IDAHO CASE LAW ON STANDARD; DICTATE
MEMORANDUM JOINING MOTION TO DISMISS;
EMAIL CORRESPONDENCE TO ATIORNEY
HENRY RE: AUTHORITY FOR BRIEFING;
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH STEVE RE:
LEITER TO HOBSON COUNSEL;
CORRESPONDENCE TO ATTORNEYS HENRY AND
MACHETANZ; RECEIVE AND READ RESPONSE
FROM TED FRISBEE; CORRESPONDENCE TO
AND FROM STEVE

5.80

EDIT AND FINAL JOINDER AND MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT TO HOBSON'S MOTIONS IN LIMINE AND
JOINDER AND MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO DISMISS HOBSON; TELEPHONE
CONFERENCE WITH ATTORNEY ANDERSON'S
PARALEGAL RE: DAMAGES; RECEIVE AND READ
EMAIL FROM JUDGE WILPER'S CLERK; DRAFT
CORRESPONDENCE TO THE CLERK OF THE
COURT; RECEIVE AND READ EMAIL FROM
ATTORNEY OBERECHT'S OFFICE

2.30

0.50

00847

Date:
Account No.
Statement No.
Page No.

06/24/2010

5390037353
2

4

HOURS
03/1812010

FJH

DRAFT AND FILE AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF
JOINDER; READ AND ANALYZE DPW'S FILINGS
RE: MOTION TO DISMISS; TELEPHONE
CONFERENCE WITH ATTORNEY ANDERSON'S
PARALEGAL RE: RUDEEN FILINGS; READ AND
ANALYZE RUDEEN AND ASSOCIATES' FILINGS
RE: MOTION TO DISMISS AND MOTION IN LIMINE;
EMAIL CORRESPONDENCE TO STEVE RE:
FILINGS BY DPW AND RUDEEN

3.40

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH STEVE RE;
DPWAND RUNDEEN FILINGS RELATING TO
MOTIONS IN LIMINE AND MOTION TO DISMISS;
RECEIVE AND READ DPW NOTICE RE: WITNESS
AND EXHIBIT LISTS, AS WELL AS JURY
INSTRUCTIONS

0.40

03/19/2010

FJH

03/2212010

FJH

FJH

RECEIVE AND READ REPLY BRIEFING FROM
HOBSON ON MOTIONS IN LIMINE AND MOTION
TO DISMISS; RECEIVE AND READ OBJECTION BY
DPW REGARDING SE/Z BRIEFING; RECEIVE AND
READ HOBSON RESPONSE TO RUDEEN MOTION
IN LIMINE
RECEIVE AND READ OBJECTION BY DPW
REGARDING SE/Z BRIEFING; RECEIVE AND READ
HOBSON RESPONSE TO RUDEEN MOTION IN
LIMINE

0.60

RECEIVE AND READ RESPONSIVE BRIEFING
FROM HOBSON REGARDING RUDEEN MOTIONS

0.50

TRAVEL TO BOISE FOR HEARINGS; ATTEND AND
ARGUE HEARINGS; RETURN TRAVEL

11.50

1.60

0312312010

FJH

03124/2010

FJH

03/2612010

FJH

CORRESPONDENCE TO AND FROM ATTORNEY
ANDERSON; RECEIVE AND READ JUDGE
WILPER'S DECISION ON MOTION IN LIMINE;
CORRESPONDENCE TO STEVE; TELEPHONE
CONFERENCE WITH STEVE REGARDING
DECISION; TELEPHONE CONFERENCES WITH
ATTORNEY HENRY; TELEPHONE CONFERENCE
WITH ATTORNEY OBERRECHT

2.60

RESEARCH AND EVALUATE RECONSIDERATION
OF SUMMARY JUDGMENT; RESEARCH
JUDGMENT; RESEARCH DAMAGES ISSUES

4.10

03129/2010

BLW

00848

Date:
Account No.
Statement No.
Page No.

06/24/2010
5390037353

2

5

HOURS
FJH

RECEIVE, READ AND ANALYZE DPW MOTION TO
RECONSIDER; MOTION TO VACATE TRIAL,
MOTI.ON FOR CLARIFICATION AND MOTIONS ON
LIMINE; READ MEMORANDA AND AFFIDAVlTS IN
SUPPORT OF THE MOTIONS; TELEPHONE
CONFERENCE WITH STEVE; TELEPHONE
CONFERENCE WITH ATTORNEY HENRY

5.30

03/30/2010

FJH

DICTATE AFFIDAVIT OF FREDERICK HAHN;
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH ATTORNEY
STEFANIC REGARDING RUDEEN POSITION;
RECEIVE AND READ RUDEEN OPPOSITION
FILING; TRAVEL TO BOISE FOR HEARINGS;
APPEAR AND ARGUE DPW MOTIONS;
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH STEVE;
CONFERENCE WITH ATTORNEY HENRY
REGARDING TRIAL ISSUES; RETURN TRAVEL

10.00

04/0212010

FJH

RECEIVE AND READ JUDGE WILPER'S DECISION
AND ORDER RE: DPW'S MOTIONS TO
RECONSIDER AND IN LIMINE; TELEPHONE
CONFERENCE WITH ATTORNEY HENRY RE:
ATTORNEYS FEES ISSUES; LEGAL RESEARCH
RE: ATTORNEYS FEES AGAINST THE STATE OF
IDAHO

1.80

REVISE AND EDIT MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
OF MOTIONS IN LIMINE; RECEIVE AND READ
CORRESPONDENCE FROM ATTORNEY HENRY
RE: COURT ORDERED CONFERENCE WITH ALL
COUNSEL; CORRESPONDENCE TO ATTORNEY
HENRY; RECEIVE AND READ CORRESPONDENCE
FROM ATTORNEY ANDERSON

2.20

ATTEND TELEPHONE STATUS CONFERENCE;
TELEPHONE CONFERENCES WITH ATTORNEY
HENRY RE: TRIAL PRESENTATION AND
ATTORNEYS FEES ISSUES; TELEPHONE
CONFERENCE WITH ATTORNEY STEPHANIC;
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH STEVE
ZAMBARANO; TELEPHONE CALL TO ATTORNEY
HENRY

1.30

04/15/2010

FJH

04/1912010

FJH

04120/2010
FJH

RECEIVE AND READ RUDEEN COST AND
ATTORNEYS FEE MEMORANDUM; TELEPHONECONFERENCE WITH ATTORNEY HENRY;
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH STEVE;
REVIEW COSTS AND FEES OVER THE PAST FIVE

;. )"Hr19
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Date:
Account No.
Statement No.
Page No.

06/24/2010
5390037353
2
6

HOURS

04/2312010
FJH

04/26/2010
FJH

04/2712010
FJH

04/29/2010
FJH

04130/2010
FJH

YEARS OF LITIGATION; TELEPHONE
CONFERENCE WITH ATTORNEY OBERRECHT;
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH STEVE

1.30

EMAIL CORRESPONDENCE TO AND FROM ALL
COUNSEL; TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH
STEVE REGARDING SETTLEMENT PRICING TO
DPW; REVIEW SETTLEMENT PROPOSAL
FIGURES; TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH
STEVE ZAMBRANO; REVIEW SEIZ SPREADSHEET
RE: DAMAGES; TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH
ATTORNEYS MACHETANZAND HENERY WITH
STEVE; TELEPHONE CALL WITH ATTORNEY
HENRY AND ATTORNEY OBERRECHT IN ORDER
TO MEET AND CONFER; TELEPHONE
CONFERENCE WITH STEVE

3.20

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH ATTORNEY
HENRY; RECEIVE AND READ CORRESPONDENCE
TO ATTORNEY OBERRECHT; CORRESPONDENCE
TO ATTORNEY HENRY; TELEPHONE
CONFERENCES WITH STEVE ZAMBARANO

0.50

OUTLINE AND DRAFT CORRESPONDENCE TO
ATTORNEY OBERRECHT REGARDING
SETTLEMENT NEGOTIATIONS; TELEPHONE
CONFERENCES WITH ATTORNEY HENRY; WORK
ON AND REVISE JOINT PRETRIAL CONFERENCE
MEMORANDUM; RECEIVE AND READ
CORRESPONDENCE FROM ATTORNEY
OBERRECHT

4.30

TRAVEL TO BOISE FOR PRETRIAL CONFERENCE;
ATTEND PRE TRIAL;TELEPHONE CONFERENCE
WITH ATTORNEY OBERRECHT REGARDING
SETTLEMENT; TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH
STEVE REGARDING SETTLEMENT; DICTATE
MEMORANDUM TO THE FILE REGARDING TERMS
OF SETTLEMENT AND RESERVATION OF
ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS ISSUES

6.40

RETURN TRAVEL FROM BOISE; TELEPHONE
CONFERENCE WITH ATTORNEY COMSTOCK;
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH JUDGE WILPER
AND ATTORNEY COMSTOCK ADVISING THE'·
COURT OF RESOLUTION OF PRIMARY DAMAGE
CLAIMS; TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH
ATTORNEY HENRY

4.20

0

~O

Date:
Account No.
Statement No.
Page No.

06124/2010
5390037353
2

7

HOURS
05/0412010 .
FJH
CORRESPONDENCE TO AND FROMATTORNEYS
HENRY AND MACHENTANZ REGARDING
STIPULATION TO BE FILED WITH THE COURT;
CORRESPONDENCE TO AND FROM ATTORNEY .
COMSTOCK REGARDING STIPULATION ADVISING
THE COURT OF SETTLEMENT; EDIT AND FINAL
STIPULATION CORRESPONDENCE TO COUNSEL
05/11/2010
FJH

05/1212010
FJH

05/1312010
FJH

05/17/2010
FJH

05/18/2010
FJH

05127/2010
FJH

DAD

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH ATTORNEY
COMSTOCK REGARDING PROPOSED
STIPULATED DISMISSAL; TELEPHONE CALL TO
ATTORNEY HENRY REGARDING SAME

0.30

RECEIVE AND REVIEW PROPOSED SETTLEMENT
AND RELEASE AGREEMENT; EDIT SAME;
CORRESPONDENCE TO STEVE AND ATTORNEY
HENRY

0.50

EMAIL CORRESPONDENCE TO AND FROM
ATTORNEY HENRY REGARDING SETTLEMENT
AGREEMENT AND REGARDING STATUS
CONFERENCE; LEGAL RESEARCH REGARDING
ATTORNEY'S FEES ISSUE

1.20

EMAIL CORRESPONDENCE FROM ATTORNEY
COMSTOCK; CORRESPONDENCE TO
ATTORNEYS COMSTOCK AND HENRY; RE:
RESPONSE FROM ATTORNEY HENRY; REPLY TO
ALL COUNSEL RE: SIMULTANEOUS FIUNGS OF
COSTS AND ATTORNEYS FEES

0.30

TELEPHONE CONFJ;:RENCE WITH ATTORNEYS
OBERRECT AND HENRY RE: STIPULATION; DPW
PROPOSAL TO DISMISS AND ATTORNEYS FEE
ISSUES; RECEIVE AND READ CORRESPONDENCE
. AND PROPOSED AGREEMENT FROM ATTORNEY
COMSTOCK; TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH
STEVE RE: STIPULATION CONCERNING APPEALS
AND STATUS OF THE SETTLEMENT AND
RELEASE AGREEMENT

1.70

REVIEW EMAIL CORRESPONDENCE BY AND . .
BETWEEN COUNSEL FOR HOBSON AND DPW;
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH ATTORNEY
HENRY; TELEPHONE STATUS CONFERENCE

51

Date:
Account No.
Statement No.
Page No.

HOURS

06/0112010
FJH

WITH THE COURT AND COUNSEL; TELEPHONE
CONFERENCE WITH ATIORNEY ANDERSON;
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH STEVE;
RESEARCH IDAHO REPOSITORY RE:
PREVIOUSLY FILED STIPULATION RE:
SETTLEMENT; REVISE AGREEMENT BETWEEN
HOBSON, SEIZ AND DPW RE: APPEALS AND
RESERVATION OF COST AND FEE ISSUES

3.60

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH STEVE
ZAMBARANO; PULL STATUTORY PROVISION RE:
RETENTION; RECEIVE AND READ EMAIL FROM
STEVE; RECEIVE AND READ ORDER FROM'
JUDGE WILPER RE: SCHEDULING; CALENDAR
SAME

0.60

TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH ATIORNEY
COMSTOCK RE: CHANGES TO THE SEnLEMENT
AGREEMENT AND MUTUAL RELEASE;
CORRESPONDENCE TO ATIORNEY COMSTOCK

0.70

INTEROFFICE CONFERENCE WITH BRENT
WHITING RE: WAIVER OF RIGHT TO FEES IF THE
UNDERLYING CAUSES OF ACTION ARE WAIVED;
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH STEVE;
TELEPHONE CONFERENCES WITH ATIORNEY
COMSTOCK RE: SETILEMENT AND RELEASE
AGREEMENT; TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH
ATIORNEY HENRY; EMAIL TO STEVE

0.80

REVIEW HKH&C BILLING INVOICES IN ORDER TO
PREPARE THE MEMORANDUM OF COSTS AND
FEES; BEGIN SPREADSHEET FOR COST
RECOVERY·

2.70

06109/2010

FJH

06/1112010

FJH

0612212010

FJH

0612312010

FJH

BKH

WORK ON AFFIDAVIT OF FJH IN SUPPORT OF
SElZ'S MOTION FOR AN AWARD OF COSTS AND
ATIORNEYS FEES; READ, ANALVZE AND EDIT
THE MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF HOBSON
AND SEIZ'S MOTION FOR COSTS AND
ATIORNEYS FEES; LEGAL RESEARCH FOR
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF COSTS AND
FEES
PREPARE TABLE ITEMIZING FEES AND COSTS;
PREPARE MOTION AND AFFIDAVIT FOR
ATIORNEY FEES AND COSTS

4.40
5.30

06/24/2010

5390037353
2
8

mentDate:
Account No.

Statement No.
Page No.

06/24/2010
5390037353
2
9

HOURS
06/2412010
FJH

BKH

0210212010
02117/2010
02119/2010
03116/2010
03/17/2010
03/18/2010
03/26/2010
0410712010
04/30/2010
05/14/2010

DICTATE AFFIDAVIT SUPPORTING
MEMORANDUM; PREPARE EXHIBITS FOR COST
MEMORANDUM; TELEPHONE CONFERENCE
WITH ATTORNEY HENRY; TELEPHONE
CONFERENCE WITH ATTORNEY COMSTOCK;
TELEPHONE CONFERENCE WITH ATTORNEY
ANDERSON; EDIT AND FINAL AFFIDAVIT OF
COUNSEL AND FJ HAHN
REVISE TABLE ITEMIZING FEES AND COSTS;
REVISE AFFIDAVIT FOR ATTORNEY FEES AND
COSTS

5.60

FOR CURRENT SERVICES RENDERED.

1.50
129.50 . 25,410.50

FLIGHT EXPENSE TO BOISE - 2117 - FJH
PARKING - IDAHO FALLS AIRPORT
PARKING
WESTLAW/LEXIS RESEARCH
TRAVEL COST - 2117/2010 - FJH
PO{:lTAGE
TRAVEL COST - 3/26/2010 - FJH
TRAVEL EXPENSE4nt2010
TRAVEL EXPENSE 4/30/2010
WESTLAW/LEXIS RESEARCH

266.10
9.00
9.00
285.00
155.47
.11.45
301.42
310.20
506.45
75.50

TOTAL COSTS
TOTAL CURRENT WORK & COSTS

1,929.59
27,340.09

0 0853

•

I

N.:~
8J99
"InVOIce

INC 0 R P 0 RAT E D

Invoice Date:

6600 W. 95th St., Suite 209, Overland Park, Kansas 66212 (913) 648·0096
Fax (913) 648-7433

713112004

INVOICE FOR SERVICES RENDERED
Bill To: .

. Project

S521A·SE!Z Conslruction,.LLC
5471 South HeyietidDrive

Bic-Safety Lab
Boise, ID
WGK File #S521A

Idaho.Palls, ID 83402

Attn: Barzy Hayes

Principal:

David

Item

Description

Hours

Rate

Consultants

13

Principals

26

Travel expense
Plotting
4"E" Size Sheets
Postage and Deliv, .. 7i23/04

".

Amount
125.00
175.00
853.·15
35.00
30.00

1,625.00
4,550.00
853.15
140.00
.. 30.00

Invoice Total

$7,198.\5

4

1

..

-.

AMOUNT DUE UPON RECEIPT
PLEASE RETURN YELLOW COpy WITH PAYMENT

Exhibit "3"

OO~54

____~ASSOClAT
INC 0

R P 0

8418

RAT E 0

6600 W. 95th St., Suite 209, Overland Park, Kansas 66212 (913) 648-0096
Fax (913) 648-7433 .

INVOICE FOR SERVICES RENDERED
j

I

..
I

Invoice

Bill To:
SEIZ Construction, LLC
547.1 South HeyreIl,d Drive
•Idaho Falls, ID 83402
· Attn: Barry Hayes

Invoice Date:

8/31/2004

Principal:

David

Project:
Bio-Safety Lab
· Boise, ID
WGK File #S521A

:

Item

.,

Consuftants
Plotting
Plotting

Rate

Hours

Description
..

4.5

2 "DIt Size Sheets
.' 4 liB" Size Sheets

2
4

Amount

' 125.00
28.00',
16.QO

562.50
56.00
64.00

:

..

,

;

,
.,
"

-

Invoice Total

$682.50

Current Balance Due is $7,880.65 which includes 'invoice #8399

AMOUNT DUE UPON RECEIPT
PLEASE RETURN YELLOW COPY WITH PAYMENT

00855

INC 0

~

P 0 RAT E 0

'6600 W. 95th St., Suite 209, Overland Park., Kansas 66212 (913}648-0096
Pax (913) 648-7433

INVOICE FOR SERVICES RENDERED

Invoice

Bill To~
SEiZ Cons.lmction,,'LLC
5471 South Heyrend Drive
, Idaho Falls, ill K~4D2
'Attn: Bmy Hayes
°

Invoice Date:

9/30/2004

Principal:

David

Project:
BiD-Safety Lab
Boise, ID
WGK File #S521A

Item
Principals
Consultants
Plotting
, Plotting

Rate

Hours

Description

175.00 '
125.00:
28.00
16.00

4
S

0,

,0

, liD" .size Sheets
, liB" Size Sheets

2
4

Amount
700.00
625_00
56:00
64.00

0'

,
"

.1

Invoice Total

$1,445.00

Current~alance Due is $2)139.49 which includes invoice #8418 '

AMOUNT DUE UPON RECEIPT
,PLEASE RETURN YELLOW COpy WITH PAYMENT

00856

0\

-

N2
INC 0

, -

8487

R paR ATE D

6600 W. 95th St.. Suite 209, Overland Par-k, Kansas 66212 (913) 648-0096
Fax (913) 648-7433

j

INVOICE -FOR SERVICES RENDERED

Invoice

Bill To:
SE/Z Construction, LLC
54 71-South Heyrend Drive
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
_Attn: Barry Hayes

Invoice Date:

10/3112004

Principal:

David

---

Project:
Bio-Safety Lab
-Boise, ID
WGK File #S521A

:Item
-Consultants
Plotting
Plotting

-_ 2 -"D" Size Sheets
2 liB" Size Sheets

Rate

Hours

Description
--

3

125.00

2
2

28.0q
16.00

Amount
375.00
56..00
32.00

.:

i _

,
f

"

Invoice Total
Current Balance Due

$463.00

is -$1,919.99 which includes Partial Invoice #8399 -& #8453

AMOUNT DUE UPON RECEIPT
PLEASE RETURN YELLOW COpy WITH PAYMENT

008S7

INCORPORATED

Invoice#:

6600 W. 95th St., Suite 209, Overland Park, Kansas 66212 (913) 648-0096
8668

Fax (913) 648-7433

INVOICE FOR SERVICES RENDERED

Invoi.ce

. BillTo:
SE/Z Construction, LLC
5471 South HeyrendDrive
Idaho Falls, lD 83402
. Attn, Barry Hayes

. Invoice Date:

,.

3/31/2005

Principal:

I

David

.;. :,.

Project:
Bio-Safety Lab
Boise, ID
WGKFile #S521A

Item

Description

Rate

Hours

Principals
Consultants

180.00
140.00

21
10

Amount
..--

3;780.00
1,400.00

. .'-..

..

.~.

:
.,

Invoice Total
Current:BalauceDue is $5,191.99 which includes PAST DUE INVOICE # 8399 (part paid)

AMOUNT DUE UPON RECEIPT
. PLEASE RETURN YELLOW COpy wiTH PAYMENT

$5,180.00

N~
INC

0

R

P

0

RAT 'E

869,

0

Invoice#::

6600W. 95th'St., Suite 209, Overland Park, Kansas 66212 (913) 648-0096
Fax (913) 648-7433

8697

INVOICE FOR SERVICES RENDERED

Inv.oice

BiIlTo:
SE/ZConstruction, LLC
, 5471' South Heyrend Drive
Idaho. Falls, ID 83402
'Attn: Barry Hayes

.:.

Project:

Invoice Date:

4/30/2005

Principal:

David

'\

I
..:.

~.

~

.

Bio-,Safety Lab
Boise, ID
WGKFile #S521A

Item

Description

Consultants
Principals
Delivel)' Charges

,

.

Rate

Hours
17.5

27
Fed-Ex Delivery 4/21105

140.00
180.00
17.31

Amount
2,450,00
4,860.00
17.31

.

,

'.

.'

.'
"

Invoice Total

$7,327.31

Current Balance'Due is $12,519.30 which includes PAST DUE INV #8668 & 8399 (part)

AMOUl\TJ' DUE 1.]PON RECEIPT
PLEASE 'RETURN YELLOW COPY WITH PAYMENT

UU85~j

Vv

8733
Invoice #:

6600 W. 95th St., Suite 209, Overland Park, Kansas 66212 (913) 648-0096 .
Fax. (913) 648-7433
.

8733

INVOICE FOR SERVICES RENDERED

Invoice

Bill To:
SE/Z Construction, LLC
. 5471 South Heyrend Drive

Idaho Falls, ID' 83402
i

Invoice Date:

.j

5/3112005

Principal:

I

David

Attn: Barry Hayes

.

.'

Project:

. Bio-Safety Lab
Boise, ID
WGK File #S521A

Item

Hours

Description

Consultants
Principals
Postage and. DelL. Fed-Ex Delivery 5/4/05
Telephone & fa ...

14.5 .

9.5

..

. Amount

Rate

..

140.00
180,00
25.92
5.38

2,030.00
1,710,00

. ,

25:92
5.38

,.
"

Invoice Total

$3,77L~

Current Balance'Due is $11,110.60 which inclUdes PAST DUE INV. #8697 & Balance of $11.99 from

#8399

AMouNT DUE UPON RECEIPT
PLEASE RETURN YELLOW COpy WITH PAYMENT

8?5!
I t-l

C 0

A P 0 ,R

ATE

0

Invoice #:

6600 W. 95th St.; Suite 209, Overlan!i Park, Kansas 66212 (913) 648-0096
Fax (913) 648-7433

8765

INVOICE FOR SERVICES RENDERED

Invoice

Bill To:
SElZ;'Construction, LLC
5471 South Heyrend Drive
Idaho Falls,·ill 83402
Attn: Barry Hayes

. 6/30/2005

Invoice Date:
Principal:

David

Project:
Bic-Safety Lab
Boise, ID
WOK File #S521A

Item

Hours

Description

Consultants
Principals
Telephone & fa ...

Rate

19
63.75

....

Amount
2,u60.00
11,475.00
2.21
,

140.00
180·90
2.21

.,
;

.'
.;.

'.

"

Invoice Total

$14;137.21

Current 'Baiauce 'Due is $25,247.81 which includes PAST DUE INV. #8697·& #8733

AMODNTDUEUPONRECE~

PLEASE RETURN YELLOW COPY WITH PAYMENT

OOH61

880: ;
tnvoice#:

6600 W. 95th St., Suite 209,.Overiand Park, Kansas 66212 (913) 648-0096 '
, Fax (913) 648-7433

, 8802

INVOICE FOR SERVICES RENDERED

Invoice

Bill To:
SEiZ Construction, LLC
5471 South Heyrend Drive
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Attn: Barry Hayes

:

Invoice Date:

7/31/2005

Principal:

David

Project:
Bi,o-Safety Lab
Boise, ID
WGKFile #S521A

Item
Clerical
Consultants
Principals
Reproduction

Description

Rate

Hours

,60.00
140.00,
180:00

1
46

"

75

, Amount
..

' '

290 copies @ .20 a copy = $58 (No
Charge)

60;00
6,440;00
13.,500.00
'0;00

"

"

"

,

,

Invoice Total

'$20,000.00

Current Balance due is $45,235.82 which includes PAST DUE INV. # 8697,8733 & 8765

.AJv.{OUNT DUE UPON RECEIPT
PLEASE RETURN YELLOW COpy WITH PAYMENT

00862

.·N2

.;

Invoice'#:

;
"

6600 W. 95th'St., Suite 209, Overland Park, Kansas 66212 (913) 648-00.96
Fax (913) 648-7433

,

8830

INVOICE FOR SERVICES'RENDERED

Invo.ice

BiB TQ:

I
I

, SE/Z Construction, LLC
5471'$outh Heyrend Drive
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Attn: Barry' Hayes

I

I

i.
f

883'0

INCORPORATED

,

Project:

:

In:voice Date:

8/31/2005

Principal:

David

.':"

Bio-Safety Lab
Boise, ID
WGK File #S521A

"

Item

Hours

Description

'Consultants ...

2.5 '
5.5

"

Principals
Telephone & fa ...
Reproduction

Rate

..

,140

Amount

140.00
180.00 ..
5.30
0.20

350.00
990;00
5.30
28.00

;-

,

.-

,
;

Invoice Total

$1,373.30 I·

Current Balance Due is $46,609.12 which includes PAST DUE INV. #8697, #8733, #8765 & #8802

,AMOUNT DUE UPON RECEIPT
PLEASE RETURN'YELLOW COpy WITH PAYMENT

'00863

"

INCORPORATED

Invoice #:

j

6600 W. 95th St, Suite 209. Overland Park, Kansas 66212 (91.3) 648-0096,
Fax (9i3) 648-7433

8857

. INVOICE FOR SERVICES RENDERED

Invoice

Bill To:
SE/Z Construction, LLC
.5471 South H~yrend Drive
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
Attn:' Barry Hay~s

:

I

II,
!

"

Invoice Dat~:

9/30/2005

Principal:

David

Project:

Bio~Saf~ty Lab
Boise, 10
WGKFile#S521A

Item

'.

Consultants
Principals

Fed-Ex Delivery 9/1105

Platting
Reproduction

2 sheets liD" size plots

Telephone &

13.515.25

"

Delivery cp.arges

'fa...

Rate

Hours

Description

.

..
'

140.00
,180.00
84.3K
28.00
0.20
1.27

2
100

..

Amount
' 1,890iDO
': 2,74~.00
84.38
56.00
20.00
.
1.27

/

<

:

Invoice Total

.

$4,796.65

Current Balance Due is $40,307.16 which includes PAST DUE INV. #8765, #8802' & #8830

AMOUNT DUE UPON RECEIPT
pLEASE RETURN YELLoW COpy WITH PAYMENT

00864

~-

NE

.......

,~ ~

9350

Invoice #:
"

. j

6600 W. 95th St., Suite 209, Overland Park, Kansas 66212 (913) 648-0096 .
Fax (913) 648-7433
r~?::('" (..:~\r'~- ·:,
~k-

INVOICE FOR SERVICES RENDERED

"~" II

.::.;

93 50

:....,,;.~,,;)

FEB 1 2Z007

Invoice

Bill To:

SElZ Constru ction, LtC'

SEIZ Construction, LLC
703 John Adams Parkway

Idaho Falls, ID 83401
Attn: Barry Hayes .
.1
;

Invoice :Qate:

I

1/3112007

, Principal:

I.

David

..

~roject:

Bio-SafetY Lab
Boise, ID
WGKFile #S521A

, Hours
c.onsultants
'Principals
·1

, - -'"

: . Rate

9;5. ·· ·..
16.5.

, ,

. '

..

~: ."

... ' ":' ::"

Amount

··· 140.00· .. ·1;330.00
180.00
. 2,970.00

$4,3QO~OO

Invoice Total

,

~.:

:

.,'

Curren:t:Balance Due is $13,096.6S·whicii-indudes PAST DUE ThV

' '' '''

. (partial) '.'

.Ai'v10UNT DUE UPON RECEIPT
PLEASE RETURN YELLOW COpy WITH PAYMENT

0 0865

I.
I

........

~

WGK & Associates, Inc.

1'--; I-.

Time by Job Detail .

ri; v .. , .. " ~

-..; "'" f:.:::;

January 2007

Date

Name

Dur•..

FEB
Notes

S521A-SE/Z ConstructionlBio Safety Lab
Consultants
1:30 Combine & create adobe docUment for WGK - Expert Report.
1/17/2001
NM
4:00 Print & Review .State Expett Report.
NM
111912007
3:00 Review State Expert Report.
NM
1122/2007
1:00 Review State Expert Report.
NM
1/23/2007
9:30

Total Consultants

Principals
1/17/2007

111812007
1/19/2007
1/2212007

1/2312007
1/26i2007

DLK
DLK
DLK
DLK
DLK
DLK

Total Principals

TotBl S521A-SEIZ Const...

o
o
':J)
0')

C1J

2:15
. 2:00.
3:30
3:30
2:45
2:30
16:30
26:00

Document production & pdffotmat for F.I. Hahn.
Document production & pdf format for F .J. Hahn.
RevieWing e~pert witness report. .
Reviewing d¢cumen.ts forin Halm.

Reviewilig docUments fOrin lfahn.
Reviewing ~doctiments fonn Hahn.

. . . . »~ .~.~-:::.~ "-".
..... i,-.f

S€Q

1 21tJtJl
., - .-.-.----9.O'fJ.8trl.!~ ..
v tlor;

J

J

1

L.L.C;'

JUN-26-2010

13:08

206 6233427

OLES MORRISON

FREDERICK J. HAHN, III, IS8 #4258
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE & BAILEY, Chtd.
477 SHOUP AVENUE, SUITE 107
P.O.BOX 50698
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405
Telephone: (208) 528-6101
Facsimile: (208) 528-6109

P.002

JUN 2 5
J. DAVID NAVARRO,

Counsel for SElZ Construction, LLC
DAVID M. PENNY, ISB #3631
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
800 PARK BLVD, SUITE 790
BOISE, IDAHO 83712
PO BOX 9518
BOISE, IDAHO 837'07-9518
Telephone: (208) 344-7811
Facsimile:
(208) 338-3290
Counsel for Hobson Fabricating Corp.
TRAEGER MACHETANZ, WSBA 19981, Pro Hac Vice
J. TODD HENRY, WSBA 32219, Pro Hac Vice
OLES MORRISON RINKER & BAKER LLP
701 PIKE STREET, SUITE 1700
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98101-3930
Telephone: (206) 623-3427
Facsimile:
(206) 682-6234
Counsel for Hobson Fabricating Corp.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an Idaho
corporation,

NO. CV-OC-2005-08037

Plaintiff,

v.
SEIZ CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; and STATE OF
IDAHO, acting by and through its
Department of Administration. Division of
Public Works,

PLAINTIFF HOBSON
FABRICATING CORP.'S AND
DEFENDANT SEIZ
CONSTRUCTION'S JOINT
MOTION FOR AWARD OF COSTS
AND ATTORNEY'S FEES

Defendants,
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP:S MOTION IN LIMINE EXCLUDING USE OF TOTAL COST METHOD
FOR CALCULATING DAMAGES-1
1\

}Rece i ved Tirne Jun. 25. 2010 2:01PM No. 4192

JUN-25-2010

13:09

MORRISON

206 6233427

P.003

STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through
its Department of Administration, Division of
Public Works,
Counter-Claimant,
v.
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP. an Idaho
corporation,
Counter-Defendant,
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC. an Idaho
limited liability company,
Cross·Claimant,

v.
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through
its Department of Administration, Division of
Public Works,
Cross-Defendant,
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through
its Department of Administration, Division of
Public Works,
Counter-Cross-Claimant,
v.

SElZ CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Counter-Cross-Defendant,

STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through
its Department of Administration, Division of
Public Works,
Third Party Plaintiff,

v.
RUDEEN & ASSOCIATES, a professional
company, an Idaho limited liability company,
Third Party Defendant.

HOBSON FABRICATING'S AND SE/Z CONSTRUCTION'S JOINT MOTION FOR AWARD OF
COSTS AND ATTORNEY'S FEES - 2

Rece ived Time Jun. 25. 2010 2:01PM No. 4192

JUN-25-2010

COME

NOW,

206 6233427

OLES MORRISON

13:09

Plaintiff Hobson

Fabricating

Corp.

("Hobson")

and

P.004

Defendant/Cross-

ClaimantlCounter-Cross-Defendant SEIZ Construction, LLC ("S E/Z"), by and through their respective
counsel of record, Oles Morrison Rinker & Baker, LLP and Racine Olson Nye Budge & Bailey,
Chartered, and jointly move the Court for an award of costs and attorney's fees incurred in the
prosecution and defense of the above-entitled action. This motion is made pursuant to the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure and the Idaho Code sections 12-120(3) and 12-117, on the grounds that
Hobson and SEiZ are the prevailing parties in this action.

This motion is supported by the

Memorandum in Support of the Joint Motion for Attorneys Fees and Costs, together with the Affidavits

of Counsel filed herewith.
Dated this

1-7rI/-

day of June, 2010.
OlES MORRISON RINKER & BAKER, lLP

ger Machetanz, WSBA 19
admitted Pro Hac Vice
J. Todd Henry, WSBA 32219,
admitted Pro Hac Vice
Counsel for Plaintiff Hobson Fabricating Corp.

RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE & BAilEY, CHTD

rederick J. Hahn,
ISB #4258
Counsel for Defendant SEIZ Construction, LlC
I
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I HERBY CERTIFY that on this 25 th day of June, 2010 a true and correct copy of the above
and foregoing document was served as follows:
David M. Penny
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
PO BOX 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518

[ 1U.S. Mail, postage prepaid

Phillip S. Oberrecht
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & BLANTON, PA
702 West Idaho. Suite 700
PO Box 1271
Boise. 10 83701

[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
[X] Hand Delivery
[ ) Federal Express or Other
Overnight Courier
[ J Via Facsimile (208) 395-8585

Robert A. Anderson
ANDERSON. JULIAN & HULL. LLP
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700
PO Box 7426
Boise, ID 83707-7426

[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
[Xl Hand Delivery
[ ] Federal Express or Other
Overnight Courier
[ l Via, Fa~208) 344-5510

[X] Hand Delivery
[ ] Federal Express or Other
Overnight Courier
[ ] Via Facsimile (208) 338-3290

\ 9

Frederi'

J. Hahn. III!

/
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j
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FREDERICK J. HAHN, III, ISB #4258
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE & BAILEY, Chtd.
477 SHOUP AVENUE, SUITE 107
P.O.BOX 50698
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405
Telephone: (208) 528-6101
Facsimile: (208) 528-6109
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Counsel for SEIZ Construction, LLC

DAVID M. PENNY, ISB #3631
COSHO HUMPHREY, llP
800 PARK BLVD, SUITE 790
BOISE, IDAHO 83712
PO BOX 9518
BOISE, IDAHO 83707-9518
Telephone: (208) 344-7811
Facsimile:
(208) 338-3290
Counsel for Hobson Fabricating Corp.
TRAEGER MACHETANZ, WSBA 19981, Pro Hac Vice
J. TODD HENRY, WSBA 32219, Pro Hac Vice
OlES MORRISON RINKER & BAKER LLP
701 PIKE STREET. SUITE 1700
SEATTLE. WASHINGTON 98101-3930
Telephone: (206) 623-3427
Facsimile:
(206) 682-6234
Counsel for Hobson Fabricating Corp.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an Idaho
corporation,

NO. CV-OC-2005-08037

Plaintiff,

v.
SEIZ CONSTRUCTION, llC, an Idaho
limited liability company; and STATE OF
IDAHO, acting by and through its
Department of Adminisiration, Division of
Public Works,
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STATE OF IDAHO. acting by and through
its Department of Administration. Division of
Public Works.
Counter-Claimant,
v.
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP. an Idaho
corporation,
Counter-Defendant,
SEIZ CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Cross-Claimant,

v.
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through
its Department of Administration, Division of
Public Works.
Cross-Defendant,
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through
its Department of Administration, Division of
Public Works.
' ~.
Counter-Cross-Claimant,

v.
SElZ CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Counter-Cross-Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through
its Department of Administration, Division of
Public Works,
Third Party Plaintiff,
v.

RUDEEN & ASSOCIATES, a professional
company. an Idaho limited liability company,
Third Party Defendant,
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)
: ss.
)

J. TODD HENRY, being first duly sworn, deposes and states as follows:
1.

I am an attorney with Oles Morrison Rinker & Baker. LLP, and represent Plaintiff

Hobson Fabricating Corp. ("Hobson") in the above-entitled action. I am over the age of 18 years and
am competent to testify in this matter. I make this affidavit based on my personal knowledge, and in
support of the Joint Memorandum in Support of Hobson Fabricating's and SEiZ Construction's Joint
Motion for Determination of Prevailing Party Status and Award of Costs and Attorney's Fees.
2.

On September 3, 2003, Hobson entered into a written subcontract with Defendant SEiZ

Construction, LLC ("SElZ") (collectively, the "Contractors") to perform the mechanical construction
and other work on the Biosafety Level 3 Laboratory project (the "Project"), on which
DefendanUCounter-Cross Claimant the State of Idaho, Department of Public Works (the "State") was
the Project owner. A true and correct copy of pages 1 and 9 (the signature page) of the Hobson/SEIZ
subcontract is attached hereto as Exhibit 1 to this affidavit.
3.

During the construction of the Project, a series of problems arose, including notably an

inability to achieve the required air balancing of the Project, a portion of the work for which Hobson
was responsible under its subcontract. The State and the Contractors blamed each other for the
many problems with the Project.
4.

On June 3, 2005, the State terminated SE/Z's Project contract for convenience.

Thereafter, SEIZ terminated Hobson's subcontract for convenience.
5.

On or about September 21, 2005, the Contractors entered into a Claims Prosecution

Agreement, by which they agreed to jointly pursue their Project claims against the State. and which
AFFIDAVIT OF J. TODD HENRY IN SUPPORT OF THE JOINT MOTION FOR AWARD OF COSTS
AND ATTORNEY'S FEES - 3
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was the basis of their agreement to jointly defend against the counterclaim and cross-claim initiated

by SEiZ. A true and correct copy of the Contractors' Claims Prosecution Agreement is attached
hereto as Exhibit 2 to this affidavit.
6.

The State's counterclaim and cross-claim, filed on December 9, 2005, asserted a

number of "deficiencies" in the Contractors' Project work. In support of its allegations of deficient
work, the State engaged Washington Group International ("WGI"). which issued two reports that were
the basis of the State's claims of deficient work, and the damages sought by the State under its
cross-claim. True and correct copies of WGI's reports dated December 21, 2005 and October 31,

2007 are attached hereto as Exhibits 3 and 4 to this affidavit.
7.

In order to refute the allegations included in the cross-claim and the WGI Reports, the

Contractors cooperated in a defense to the State's claims. Hobson, on behalf of the Contractors,
engaged experts to review and opine on the State's claim's and WGl's findings. Hobson took the
lead on those issues in the cross-claim that involved the mechanical aspects of the Project. SE/Z
took the lead on those aspects of the cross-claim that involved the architectural portions of the
Project.
8.

On December 7. 2007, the State's expert witness Dennis R. Reinstein issued a

Supplemental Expert Witness Report, which opined that the "updated total" of the State's principal.
cross-claim damages was more than $2.635 million. A true and correct copy of pages 1-4 of that
Supplemental Report is attached hereto as Exhibit 5 to this affidavit.
9.

Following the 2008 mistrial in this matter, Hobson's counsel, Stewart Sokol & Gray, LLP

withdrew with the Court's permission. Hobson then engaged Oles Morrison Rinker & Baker, LLP as
its new counsel.
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On March 24, 2010, the Court heard argument on certain motions in limine and a

motion to dismiss Third-Party Defendant Rudeen & Associates, brought by Hobson on the
Contractors' behalf. In Memorandum Decision and Orders dated March 26, 2010 and April 2, 2010
(following several motions in limine, for reconsideration and clarification brought by the State), the
Court ubarred" the State from presenting any evidence at trial of deficient work alleged to have been
discovered after the termination for convenience, based on the State's failure to have followed the
contractual requirements for providing the Contractors notice and an opportunity to cure.
11.

On April 29, 2010, SEIZ and Hobson reached a settlement of their causes of action in

this matter reserving only for determination by the Court the issues of the determination of prevailing

party(ies) and the award of costs and attorney's fees, which the Contractors agreed to pursue jointly.
12.

On May 5.2010, having previously provided the Court with verbal notice that the action

was settled with the exceptions of determinations of prevailing party(ies} and costs and fees, the
remaining parties provided the Court with a written stipulation formalizing their notice of settlement.
FURTHER AFFIANT SAITH NAUGHT
Dated this

~

day of June, 2010.
OLES MORRISON RINKER & BAKER, LLP

SUBSRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this :,lS''*day of June, 2010.
CATHERINE A. MELLAND
NOTARY PUSllC .
SlATE OF WASI;tINQTON
COMMISS:OrUlXPJ$JES

NOVEMBER 26, 2().1.1

NOTARY PUBLIC FOR STATE OF WASHINGTON
Residing at: Seattle, Washington
My Commission Expires: \.,\ -

l

'dla - \
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I HERBY CERTIFY that on this 25th day of June, 2010 a true and correct copy of the above
and foregoing document was served as follows:
David M. Penny
COSHO HUMPHREY, LLP
PO BOX 9518
Boise, ID 83707-9518

[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid
[Xl Hand Delivery
[ ] Federal Express or Other
Overnight Courier
[ ] Via Facsimile (208) 338-3290

Phillip S. Oberrecht
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & BLANTON, PA
702 West Idaho, Suite 700
PO Box 1271
Boise. 10 83701
Robert A. Anderson
ANDERSON. JULIAN & HUll, LLP
250 South Fifth Street, Suite 700
PO Box 7426
Boise, 1083707-7426

[ 1Federal Express or Other
Overnight Courier
[ ] Via Facsimile (208) 395-8585
[ ] U.S. Mail, postage prepaid

[Xl Hand Delivery
[ J Federal Express or Other
Overnight Courier
[ ] Via Facsimile (208) 344-5510

I

4811-7309-0568. v. 3

[ ) U.S. Mail, postage prepaid

[Xl Hand Delivery

Fr~rrick

J. Hahn,

f
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SUBCONTRACT
~l..JacQNTRACTOR: Hobson Fabrication.

TRA,pE : DIVISION MECHANICAL & PLUMBING, LABORATORY HOODS, BIOSAFTEY
CABINETS

PROJECT NAME: BIQ·SAFETY LAB OPW 02-353
Project No. 149-000
Vendor No. HOB 510
PHASE CODE: 15-100
This SUBCONTRACT is entered into .this Monday, August 25, 2003 by and between S6Z Construction, LLC,
PO. Box 1469/ 325 S. Woodruff Ave., Idaho Falls, Idaho 83403, hereinafter known as "Contractor" and
Hobson Fabrication., 6428 BUSINESS WAY, BOISE, IDAHO 83716, hereinafter known as "Subcontractor".
Whereas, the ContractOr has entered into a contract hereinafter cal/ed the "Principal Contract" with the State
of Idaho, Department of Administration,Division of Public Works, P.O. Box 83720, Boise Idaho 83720, the
project Jocation is located at 2220 OLD PENITENTIARY ROAD. BOISE, IDAHO; hereinafter called the
"Owner". for the construction of the BioS9fety Lab Level 3 DPW Project 02-353
Wbereas•. ~ is to the

m!JlUa1 advantage of the p~~s Pereto . thai Certain ph~ of
performed by a Subcontractor:

the work prO'/ided for in said Principal Contract be

Now; therefore. in conslcieration of.the premises and the mutual prcmlses, agreements and condtions hereinafter set forth. the parties
/,!erelo do mutually agree as follows:

ARTICLE/:

welt:

The Subcontractor:shall; for and on behalf of the Contractor. fullill and perform such part of the
Of said Principal Contract as is
.hereinafter set forth. The Subcon!raclorshall furnish at its expense all labor, malerials, equipment, selVices, permits, licenses, assessments,
fees, supelVision. transportation. freight, repairs. supplies, taxes, insurance and everything else 01 any miture whatsoever necessary to
comp/Elte its work under this Subco.olractln accoroam;e with the terms of the Pdncipal Contract, Specifications, AmendmentslAddend 9, and
Plans prepared by RUDEEN & ASSOCIATES, 199 NORTH CAPITAL BLVD., # 602, BOISE, IDAHO 53705 : and In
<lccordance with gci~ construction practit;e$. the fo!fpwing:

EXCEPT AS LISTED UND.ER EXCLUSIONS AND/OR SPECIAL CONDITIONS BELOW, FURNISH AND
INSTALL ALL ITEMS AS INDICATED ON THE PLANS &SPECIFICATION TO OR APART OF DIVISION 15 &
DIVISION 11 SHALL WILL INCLUDE ALL OF THE SUPPLY AND INSTALL OF THE BIO-SAFETY CABINETS,
FUME HOODS
& SERVICE EQUIPMENT, INCLUDING ALL NECESSARY FITTINGS, ETC ...
MECHANICAUPLUMBING. COMPLETE FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE PROJECT INCLUDING. BUT
NOT LIMITED TO ALL. WORK DESCRIBED IN SPECIFICATION SECTION(S) .01000, 11601.
12345,15010,15050,15070,15080,15094,15100,15180, 15184, 15193,15210.15410,15670,15721,15750.1~800
)15830,15910.15920:15950,15995 AND AS SHOWN OR CALLED FOR ON THE PLANS. ALL OEMOLlTJON
ASSOCIATED WITH ABOVE IS INCLUDED.
ALL WORK SHALL BE IN STRICT ACCORDANCE WITH THE PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS AS
PREPARED BY RUDEEN & ASSOCIATES, 199 NORTH CAPITAL BLVD., # 602, BOISE,IDAHO B3705
EXCLUSIONS: NONE
SPECIAL CONDITIONS:
Base Bid, Alternate # 1, Alternate # 2, Alternate#: 3, Alternate #: 4, Alternate # 5, Alteinate#6, A!ternate # 7,
Alternate # 8.
1. ADDENDUM NO. 01 DATED July 11, 2003;
2. ADDENDUM NO. 02 DATED July 15. 2003;
3. ADDENDUM NO. 03 DATED July 18, 2003;
ARE APART OF THE PRINClPAL CONTRACT AND OF TH!SSUBCONTRACT.

2. -THE SUBCONTRACTOR SHALL BE BOUND BY THE INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS; GENERAL

Pa~e N

o . 1 ·

wuarr..A-. PAGE.LJlf ~
(

4) The Subcontractor shail proVide a list of emergem:y points of contact and lfieirtetephone numbers. ThiS list shan lndude home office and
site supervisor home telephone numbers.
5) Prior to use of cranes,shollels. derricks, dragflnes, pile driver equipped cranes, pile drivers, pavers, scfapers. graders, pans, loaders,
dump trucks, trucks, autor:1oblles, and any other motorized equipmentfOf hauUng, lifting, or transporting of material or personnel, the
Subcontractor must contact fhe Contractor to obtain any required safePj inspection checkUst orother cocumeniafion required·tQ be
r<ampleted by the Subcontractor•

.q)Sp~al security Tequirements may apply 10 the project which will affect site access. Wodcing hours and types of toots(noisecreatfugJ
be regulated to protect the public. Demolition of site work and building workwiU be coordinated with ~Ell on site supervision 72 hours
in advanCe.

may

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Subcontract as of the cay and year first abO\>e written.
Witness or Attest

.,

.

Hobson Fabrication.

~ ~~
..

THE FOLLOWING IS TO BE COMPLETED BY THE SUBCONTRACTOR WHEN RETURNING THIS
SUBCONTRACT AGREEMENT FOR FULL EXECUTION BY THE CONTRACTOR. NO PAYMENTS WILL BE
MADE UNLESS FULLY EXECUTED.

Hobson Fabrication.
FEDERAL EMPLOYER NO.;

..

..-10, ... C

DATE QUALIFIED TO DO BUSINESS:

~

('g 1Cl\\\ kth

PUBLIC WORKS CONTRACTOR LICENSE NO.:

\b1~i ---A~f!b 3

{LIMIT:

BUSINESS OPfRATES AS; (PARTNERSHIP _) (SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP ---l {CORPORATION

Page No.9
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CLAIMs PROSECUTION AGREEMENT
TIllS A~REEMENT, is made and entered in,to this _

day of September, 2005,

,by and1Jetw-een 8E1Z Constructio~ LLC (" SElZ)') and Hobson Fabricating, Corp.
("Robson").

,RECITALS
A.

SEIZ entered into a contract (the "Prime Contract") with the State: ofIdaho

acting through the Division of Public Works e'DPW"} on July 3 1,2003, for the
construction ofNew Biosafety Level 3 Laboratory (the "Project").

B.

Hobson enteredmto a su~ntract agreement with SE/Z (the "Subcontracf')

to perform certain work on the Project pursuant to the Project Plans and Specifications
and the Prime Contract.

C.

On June 7. 2005, and prior to final completion of the Project, DPW

terminated the Prime Contract for DPW'sconveruence. In turn. the Subcontract between

SEIZ and H?bson ~ terminated for conveni~nce.
D.

DUring the performance of the work, disputes arose and.noW exist between

8E/Z ~ Hobson,' and DPW concerning additional costs, impacts, damages and delays
arising from and relating to the work for the Project. Both 8m and Hobson have

asserted that the Project design \VaS flawed, and DPW's administration of the Project
Contract resulted in significautdelays, impacts and damageS, SEIZ and Hobsonbave

either submitted odnt~d to submit claims for additional compensati0I\damages and
time e~ensions (the "Claims") to DPW in accordance with the Prime Contract. The
parties intend to pursue their remedies pursuant to the Prime Contract Tennination for
Convenience and or the Changes and Disputes clauses.

E..

SEJZ and Hobson believe that DPW and Others acting for DPW in

connection with the Project design are liable for all damages arising from their Claims.
F.

While the parties hope to resolve their costs and claims administratively

with nPWand without litigation. they recognize tilllt it may be necessary to bring an
CLAIMs PROSECUTION AGREEMENT .. Page 1
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action against DPW to recover their damages. In the event an action is filed by 8FJZ and
Hobson against D:FW, (the "Lawsuit") it is ~ parties' intention to jointly pursue their
claims directly against DPW and possihly.the designers of the Project.

AGREEMENT
NOW~ THEREFORE. FOR. VALUABLE CONSIDERATION THE RECEIPT

OF

WIDeH IS ACKNOVILEDGED, THEPAATIES AGREE AS FOLLOWS:
1.

SEIZandHobson agree that the unpaid balance under the Subcontract,

includlngretention, andtbrQugh Change'Qr<lerNo. 1 through 13, (subject to offsets of
SEIZ (ifany)), is $51,908.34. The parties ack:ilowledge that final paymex;d and retention
has not been mad~ by DPW to SFlz.

2. .

Ea~ party. ha;eto has

had an opportunity to review data, records and

reports addressing, among other things. the claims and responsibility for impacts.

damages and de1ays on the Project. SE/Z and Hobson believe that DPW and its designers
are responsible for all additional costs, impacts and delays to the Project. Each party
hereto agrees to fully cooperate and support the prosecution of the Claims (which
inclU(\es SElZ'~ ClaiJns and Hobson's Cl<Iims as ~cribed perein) against DPW and

others acting for DPW. As set forth more fully below, if an action (the Lawsuit) is filed,

the parties hereto agr~ to be bound by the decisions ofthe Court and the verdict from the
trier offact in the Lawsuit to the extent applicable to their respective claims. By this
Agreemrot, SEIZ and Hobson agree to co-eperatively pursue their respective claims both

administratively UJlder the Prime Contrac.t as well as in the Lawsuit.
3.

Hobson shall submit and prosecute all of its claims ("Hobson's Ciaims")

which are morespecificaUy described and identified in its Claims binders submitted to
DPW in August of 2005. Hobson's Claims are ''Pass-Tbrough Claims" against DPW and

others acting for DPW. By the termPass-rprough Claims, the parties agree that
Hobspri's damages were 9aused by I)PW's aclions, inactions and erroJ.*S and omissions in
CLAIMS PROSECUTION AGREEMENT - PageZ
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the Contra~ DoCuments (plans aM specifications) fm- Yihich DPWlsresponsible.

.Hobson will look. solely to DPW for paym~f of the PaSs~~Ol1gh ClaimS. Except as

forth above. Hobson possesses no other claim or cause of action ariSing from or relating
to the Project, and no other claims or causes of action win be submitted or prosecuted by
Hobson in the Lawsuit..
4.

The parties acknowledge that DPW may assert that SFJZ and/or Hobson

caused delays to the Project. The parties agree to waive any claims for damages against
the other as to their respective claims. The Parties waive any claims against the other's
surety on tbe ProjeCt and will bring their claims directly against DPW. Ifany court of
competentjurisdictioll declines to .allow Hob~on to brlngits claims directly against DPW,
then s\lch claims will be brought thi'oughSElZ against DPW. In no event will SEIZ settle

9r attempt to settle Hobson' sGlaims without HObson's express, writtep. consent. In the
event of any conflict between this Agreement and the Hobson Subcontract, this

Agreement willgoveni
5.

lnthe,eventiliepaities flIe the tawsuit against DPW1 <!acll party shall be

responsible for their own litigation costs, including attorneys fees and expert fees.
a:owev~, the parties agree to $hare in the expert fees

Inc.,

and costs of WGK & Associates,

eWOK") which has been retained to present a schedule analysis and narrative of the

Project Hobson shall pay $10,000.00 as its ~e ofWGK's fees and expenses, which
payment shall be xnade llpon eXeCuthtg ~Agreemerit.SE/Z shall b~ r~ponsbile for the
balance ofWGK's fees and expenses in this niatter. SE/Z shall be responsible for the
coo.ts of any otherexpert itretains in this matter. Hobson will likewise be responsible for
the costs of any other expert it ret.ains in thlsmatter.

6.

This AgreetIlent smut be binding upon the assigns. successors, sureties and

insurers of the pru:ties hereto and shall be governed and construed in accordance with the
laws of the State ofIdaho. This Agreement may not be modified or changed, terminated
or mtived, in whole or in part, orally or in any other manner~ other than by written

CLAtM:s PRos~COTION AGnEMENT • Page 3

agreement duly executed by the authorized representatives of the parties. The parties
acknowledge that this A,greement is a negotiated agreement and that the parties have had

the opportunity to have:this Agreement retriewed by their respective legal counsel and
that the terms and conditions of this Agreement are not to be construed against either
party on the basis of such parties' draftsmanship thereof.
7.

Each party signing this Agreemen~ represents that he or she has the

authority to do so in the capacity indicated.
8.

The parties agree thatif any party initiates any action to enforce this

Agreement, the prevailing party ~ball be entitled to an award of attorneys' fees and costs,

inc1udingparalegalfees, and including such attorneys' fees and costs .on any appeal. The

laws of the State QfIdaho shall apply." with respect toany
. action to enforce this
Agreement.
It{ WITNESS

WHEREOF, the parties have hereto caused this Agreement to be

executed by their fully authorized officers.
SEIZ CONSTRUcnON1 LLC

Date: _ _ _ _ __

By: __________________________

Steven W. Zambarano, Manager

HOBSON FABRICATING, CORP.
Date:

~ ~/· G6

---r/J~

By:.t~~
Ted Frisbee, Sr., Secretary I Treasurer

CLAlMS l>ROSECUTION AGREEMENT -Page 4
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~

~ Washington Group International
~ Ena/n8el1Rg. CocaStrvcllon, and

Mena,emem SoIuIl!IfIs

December 21,2605
Blaine Hin, School Safety/ProjectManager
STATE OF IDAHO

Division of Public Works

502 N.4th Street
P.O. Box 83720
Boise. Idaho 83720-0012

SUBJECT:

PROJECT STATOS REPORT - DPW PROJECT ##06350
DESIGN REVIEW OF DPW PROJECT #02-353
H&W REMODEL STATE LAB FOR BSL-3

Dear Elaine:
Wa$llngton Group International. Inc. (Washington Group) is pleased to submit this
Project Status Report as the final deliverable for the Phase 1 services fot your Project #
06350.
As this report indicates, the initial design met NIH requirements and should have been
operable as presented; however. the facility as constructed contains numerous
deficiencies that neither meet specified criteria nor Code requirements. 111ere were also
numerous deficiencies identified during our physical inspection of the facility. The
report details the major deficiencies identified and the remedy rcconunended. Appendix
A to the repon provides over 160 photographs detailing the deficiencies noted during the
facility inspection.
A~

B includes fI. preliminary ammgemellt proposed for Shower ~oorns 1 I 1 and
112 that would provide the clearances required for ADA compliance. Also included in
Appendix B is a Washington Group lencrto the City of Boisc PubJic Works Depanmen(
to document Qur understanding of the 4l,Ccord reached regarding BSL-3 Labozatory waste
water decontamination and disposal.

Appendix C provides supporting documentation on their pricing from Washfugton

Oroup' s selected subcontractors as listed in the Ptict Schedule contained in the report.
Note that the subtask-pricing breakdown from YMe. Inc. is provided for infonnational
PlIrposes only. YMC. Inc. is conunitted that their total invoice amount for the remedial
services defmed will not exceed the OMP value shawn. However, the final invoice
amounts for the inmmental items may vary from the values shown.
As all element of the on-site physlcaljnspection services. YMC, Inc. perlonneda camera
irJSpection of !he interior afthe $tainless steel exbaust ductwork. Extensive deficiencies

O(
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andoontamination prOblems were identified that win necessitate cosrection as described
in ihe report and in YMCts proposal. A DVD ICpl'Oduction of those inspectioo results
will be hand delivered to DPW separateIy:ftom the mpoJ1.
Lastly. the report provides a summatioti of the estimated costs to remedy the deficiencies
and elevate the gualityofthis BSL-3 Laborato.ry to the level ~tM for operation
within the N1H standards applicable. Washington Group and YMC are both optimistic
that the pricessbown will prove to be conservative. However, while thetxtcnsive
e\'aluatiOdJ and.inspedions ~Dlpleted have divulged most oftbceXpected deficiencies,
tbcrc remain several unlcnowns. the final remedies for whith wiD not be determined until

.,

construction.
,'.

Thank you for this opportunity to .perfonn professional services on behalf of DPW. We
look fOrward to proViding )'OQ with the Phase 2 remedial services associated with this
project. and are confident that the end product willfully satisfy your expectations and
needs.

lfw,~~
Project Manager

cc: AlMunio
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INTRODUCTION
(.

Washington Group International, Inc. (Washlngton Group) was contracted by the Idaho'
State Department of Public Works (DPW) to assess the viability of the design for its
BSL-3 laboratory located within the Idaho State Health Laboratories building in Boise,
Idaho, and to assistDPW in bringing the laboratory to construction completion and
satisfactory operation and commissioning. The facility had been initially contracted for
construction in July 2003, with completion scheduled for May 2004. After two years of
seemingly endless confrontation and problems, with completion more than thlrteen
months delinquent and still indeterminate, the construction and NE contracts were
terminated for convenience by DPW~

Washington Group's approach to accomplishing its assigned objectives on this project is
two-phased Under Phase I, Washington Group perfonned a complete review of the
collStrUCtion documentation to detenniileits conformance with applicable codes and
standards normal to the design and operation of BSL-3 laborntoI)' facilities. This effort
wasjointly perfonned by the Boise, Idaho and Princeton, New Jmey offices of
Washington Group, with Boise providing mechanicel design review as wen as most of
the local coordination and interface sen'ices. and Princeton providing design review for
architectural. electrical, ~d HVAC control $ystem disciplines. The Princeton office of
Washington Group includes a Phannaceuticals Gronp specifically dedicated to support of
the pharmaceuticals induslty. with a multi-disciplined group of design professionals who
possess unique qualifications in laboratory and production facilities design, construction,
and commissioning service..

After completion of the design review, the reviewers were designated. to perfonn a
physical inspection of the as-constructed facilities to identify items yet needing
completion andlor to identify deficiencies needing correction. ln concert with the
physical inspection, Washington Group solicited assistance from ¥Me, Inc. to perlonn
in-depth inspection of concealed elements of the facility's systems, and to estimate costs
associated with correction of identified shortcomings and completion of the Laboratory.
This report provjdes a summary of the design analysis and its findings on a discipline-bydiscipline basis. The report identifies and enumerates deficiencies requiring correction
to bring the BSL-3 Laboratory up to accepted codes and standards. Also identified are
IeGommendations for upgrades and corrections that may not be required by codes. but
wm improve the operating quality of the facility.

Under Phase 2 of its contract, Washington Group wiD provide the services and activities'
needed to bring the project to successful completion and operational commissioning.
The content of this report will be rev.iewed with DPW 10 finalize the scope of work for
Phase 2. Mer joint agreement on the scope of work and establishmept of the budget for
its' execution, Washington Group will diligently pursue its e.;.peditious completion.
Insofar as mechanical appeus to be the major area yet requiring completion, Washington
Group has pre-selected YMC Inc. to serve as the primary subcontractor on this BSL-3
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project. They will provide and administer all other construction activities as
subcontracton to them. except for doordgnmen4 HVAC system balancing. 1Ul4 fawility

commissioning. YMClnc. is a major mechanical contractor based in Meridian, Idaho .
that has a broad and diverse experience background in numerous projects with similar or
DlOl'e stringent quality requirements. The doo.ts alignment and modifications work wilJ
be provided by Allied General Fire & Security. Inc., the local distributor for the Hirsh
security equipment installed at the facility. Allied General perfonns routine maintenance
work for H&W on the remainder of the laboratories facility and is quite familiar with its
systems. The HVAC lIystem &.lancing will be provided by Northwest Engineering
Services, Inc. a NEBB member fum based in P~. Oregon with extensive
experiences 011 similar project types. Toombs & Associates. based in Denver Colorado.
will provide the commissioning services forthi." project. Tbey are intimately familiar
with the Idaho BSL-3 laboratory from their previous involvemenl

1!ESIGN REVIEW
A technical design review Qf the construction d~ts for the BSL:-3 Laboratory was
petfonned as a joint effort of the Baise, Idaho and Princeton, New Jersey offices of
Washington Group. Technical personnel pecformingthe review included Ron Toy
(Process), Tom Moffelt (FiQIity/Architecture). Paul Fu (Mecha:nicaJlHVACfControls),
Dick Robertso.1 (Architecrural) and A1 Muoio (MechanicaVHVACIPlumbing).
As the result of the review, Washington Group dctcnruned lhat lhe original design for the
facility meets or exceeds NIH requirements for a BSL-3 laboratory. The Primary
Procedures Room 113 and Shower Room 112, with t'Ie Ante Room 110 access, will
actually meet BSL-4 facility .requirements if proper gowning is provided. Note thai
Washington Group obtained planned operating protocol and facilities usage data from
interviews of operating personnel during the physical inspections of the facility. These
operational protocols and safety practices for operating a BSL-3 facility to achieve full
compliance with NIH requirements forbiosafety in microb,iological and biomedical
laboratories are normally a\'ailable 10 assist the design team during the design process.

Ante Room 110 and Emergency Exit 119 provide the separation required from the
remainder of the laboratory facJ1jty. Access is control1ed by electrically intcrlDCked door
h~ware that establishes both rooms as aidocks and provides the mandated separation.
The mechanical and HVAC systems for the facility 'Were designed to provide the proper
separation, isolation, HEPA filter protection, air exhaust and decontamination control of
solids and liquids from the laboratories. Redundant makeup air units. exhaust fans. and
HEPA filter units are provided to improve reliability and allow sustained laboratory
usage in the event of failure of the primary unit.

Tho Building Automation System (BAS). as designed. is adequa.te to control the BVAC
systems within tho desired environmental ranges. The BAS also monitors differential
pressure between rooms and alerts occupants of upsets. to ensure that required airflows
critical to occupant safety are maintained.

-2-
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The BSL-3 Laboratot:y is provided with separate sapply air and exhaust air equipment tQ
allow autonomous operatioo vhtoaUy independent tiom the mechanical systems serving
the balance of the Idaho LabOratories complex it cohabitales. TIe BSL-31aboIatory
contains seven Baker biological safety cabinets; two bani ducted Steri1cbcmgard units,
and five thimble ducted SterllGARD m units. Dedicated exhaust fans EELl and HF-2
located on the roof of the penthouse StJ'UCttlIe serve the two SterlJchemGARD munits.
The five SterilGARD ill units are combined with. general area exhausts from the
laboratory area and served by exhaust' fansEP..3 and EF-4. also locaJed on the penthouse
roof area. Each exhaust system is designed. for operation with a single fan nnmingand
the second fan .in cold standby status, to be automatically brought on line by the BAS
upon detection ()f malfunction or fmlllIe of the operating fan.

.,
! •
; ;

Makeup air unlts MUA-I and MUA·2, located on the roof of 1he labolatory complex. in
·combinauon \'\lith five constant volume:reheat boxes located In the ceiling space of the
BSL-3 laboratory, supplant the air exhausted and provide comfort conditioning for the
facility. As with the exhaust fans., the facility is designed for on~ make up monit
operating, with the second unit in cold standby status to be automatically brought on l.ine
in the event of failare of tile operating unit. Electrically fired steam humidification
equipment is installed adjacent to each make up air unit and operates in concert with the
unit to maintain BSL-3 occupancy areas at nominal 50 percent telative humidity.
For personnel safety and cootaimncDt reasons, the BSL-3 Iaboratoryis maintained at

negative pressure relative to the :remainder of the laboratory cotnplcx.. To achieve that
negative pre5SUte. the sum of the air exhausted by the two BSL-3 Laboratory exhaust
systems is nominally maintained at 450 CFM greater than the air aupplied to the
laboratory by the operating make up airwit. That 450 CFM is introduced alfou!
interface dool's to the laboratory complex in quantities of 200 CFM into Specimen
Receiving Room 107. 100 CFM into Ante Room 110, 100 CFM into Emergency Exit
119, and 50 CFM into Gas Cylinder Storage Room 109. With the exception of the Gas
Cylinder Storage Room. eadl of the above air introduction points is monit~ both
locally and centrally by the BAS to ensure maintenance of the negative pressure
parameter desired within the BSlr3 Laboratory.

j:

Within the BSL-3 LaboratoIy. controned airflow patterns are critical to ensuring potential
contaminant conta.inment and operating peIS()nnel safety. The Bio-Safety Cabinets
located in BSL-3 Primary Procedure Room 113. Bac·T VLTOlogy Room 117. and
TBlMycology Room 118 are the primary exhaust locations, thus those rooms are at the
greatest depression within the BSL-3 Laboratory area. SiIJ1.l1ar to the monitoring
described above at the interface points to the laboratory complex. the access door into
each room from. WOIk Room 114 is fitted with a differential press~ ttanSmitter to
monitor and report its depxession. both loca11y and remotely by the BAS. Differential
pressure monitors ate also installed on the doors between Shower R.oom 112 and BSL-3
PrimaryProcedurcs Room 113, Between Ante Room 110 and WotkRoom 114, and
between Emergency Exit 119 and Work. Room 114 to ensure sustained operation in
confoIlruJllce with containment and safety procedwes.
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Liq1J,id wastestre4UlS generated withfutbeBSL-3laboratoryaremaintafuedllepamtely.";.

froln sanitary and laboratory wastes generated in the ~n~ qf the laboratory facilitY.
The BSL-3 laboratory wastes are collected in a dedicated vessvllocated in Ulcbasement
to allow monitoring. decontmnination, and :neutralization as required. before disposal to
the sew.er system,

While the design for lheBSL·3 .laboratory has been determined to begeneralJy sound and
compliant with applicable codes and standards. the Contractor was apparendy unable to
bring the con~truction effort to completion and commissioning. Several areas of
incompletion and failure to'confonn to the specified criteria bave been identified and:are
diSCUS$ed in detail below. However. as averred abovc, Washington Group was unab1e~
identify a design deficiency that woo1d p.leClude completion and commissioning and
expects to acbieve satisfactory completion and commissioning within the ~ers
reflected by tbe design documents when the identified construction defi~iencies are
remedied.

The completion shortcomings, quality deficiencies, and modifications, reconunended to
bring the construction effort into compliance with the design that were identitied during
physical i~on of the BSL-31ab<ntory facility arc disc~ below on a discipline
specific basis. In addition. Washington Group identified a few areas where minor
modifications or additions will improve the operational reliability of the systems. They
too am enUmerated below under their applicable discipline..
Architectural

The site inspection ofBSL-3 labOIatOIies on October 11* and J.2'k providedtl1e following
observations. Laboratory fInishes for floors, walls and ceilings meet cleanability and
decontamination requirements per NIH guidelines. The laboratory casework and
shelving are:metal with an enameled paint finish. The countartops and work surfaces are
stainless steel. An these sulfaces are acceptable for aBSL enviroronent. Worbnanshjp
deficiencies were noted how~vec, in several~. Gaps between qascwork c(lUritertops
aild wall sudaces varied greatly, from less than 114" to Ill.()Je than I'" ira some areas. In
one area wheR the gap eJ:~ the ability of caulking to cover. a. stainless steel cover
strip was super-imposed as an attempt to make the appearance tolemble. Caulking
~und oo.or trim extends far beyond the trim onto the waD surface. There are also
jndicationsthat tbe caulking materials used may not be compatible with the paint that was
applied. as there appears to be bleed--th.rongh. Shelving design does nol conform to
specified seismic and containment pa.nunttem. Stainless steel CO\1Dte.rtops me Dot
seamless as specified. Neither the shelving nor the countertops are affixed to their
support structures as required for seismic restraint..
The use of-wood dool'S In a BSL faciJity is not normally the prefexred cboiceilrthe
industry. due to the decontmninadon n:qnired of aU surfaces in a BSL envircmmeDl. The
doorfinishcs are heavily sealed with a clear finish. but over time and repeated
~nati()n cycles. this finish may wear off exposing the wood door to impregnation
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of organisms. cleaning and deconlamiDation agenlS. A rigorous ~1:enanCe program is
warranted to preclude future problems. In addition, the wood doors appcaredto be -;..
warped. in some of the openings and in general the doors did not seal properly in the
doorframe in almost all of tho door openings. Perhaps there arc some adjusnnents that
~ be made to the hatdware and door alignment to correct the door gaps and contimlous
seal contact

Flows for People, Material or Waste were xeviewed on site with laboratory facility
.optralions. Although not uniflow the operalicmal flows are acceptable and defined for
intended use. They must be implementedwitb proceduteprotocols and laboratory
p

training by the laboratory management

.

ADA Compliance review for this BSL-3 laboratory indicates three areas that vary from
ADA requirements; Ante Room 110, Emergency Exit 119, and. Shower Rooms 111 and
112. The issues in most cases are the required clearances for approaches to doors and
clear floor space in front of lhe sbowers. The shower is actually a BSL- 4 requirement
3lld not a requirement of a BSL - 3 labOl1ltories. but the Primary Procedure Room is
intended for BSL - 3+ uses. BSL-3 usually requires only a sink. for washing upon exiting.
Showec ~oms 111 and 112 cannot achieve ADA compliance :in their cunent
configuration.

.

~
j

FoUow:ing is detailed discu.ssi'OD and the Washington Group rtCOmmendations for the
major items requiring correction andIor completion.
1. Issue - ADA Compliance: If the requitemeDts of 28CPR Part 36 "ADA Standa(ds
for Accessible Design" are applicable to this BSlr3 Laboratory. the facility $ con.st:mcted, appears to contain variances in Ante Room 110. Eme.rge.ncy Exil.l19.
and Shower Rooms 111 and 112. The flISt approach is to consi~ whether or not the
handling and processing of potentially bie-hazardous materials precludes a disabled
pelSOR from working and using this BSL-3 laboratory portion of the ficility. It is
unlikely that anyone in a ~tion of authority would or could make that
determination, and if they did, proponents of potential future disabled nsers would
likely challenge the decision.

,

P
IIi

Accessibility~

does not appear
to relieve this type of facility from compliance with the requirements of the ADA,
based Oll occupancy or any other reason. Noex.amples could be found in Chapter 1"1
that might apply to this or similar facilities exempting it from meeting accessibility
requirements.

The International Building Code (lBC), Chapter 11 -

<

I

.i: !
!

!i;
I;

.i
,

Assuming then that the goal is to make this portion of the facility accessible,
confomrlng to the ADA requirements. Washington Group explored the physical
changes needed to achieve compliance as descn1Jed below.
Ante Room 110 bas clear'inside dimension of about 7' -6" in the easllwest diR:ction.
which conforms to ADA accessibility requirements. However, one possible issue is
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the I!ppI.l)aCh to Door 11 OB from inside ROOM 110. For that door. swinging into the
space. there should be 18" clear between any obSlIUcUonand the strike side of tpe
door opening.

..

.~ :

Shower Rooms 11 1 and 112 each feature a sink and \\'3.rdrobe locker, and are
connected by a showeraceessed from both rooms. Because of door swings into
Room112, adequate clear space is DOt provided in front of the shower, because both
Door 1l2A and the shower door i1seJf encroadl into the required 'Clear space. Also,
as..bui.lt measurements indicate that the shower doors them$elvea do not provide the
required 32" clear when open. Replacing the shower doors with units that achieve
the 32" clear opening would provide ADA passage cleatances. or eliminating the
shower doolS and replacmg them with curtains might satisfy the requirement. but
adequate clear space in front of Door lilA Itill remains an issue. Note also, that an
access problem exists at both sinks in Shower RooDl$ III and 112•• A nominal 8'17 X
8" stainless steel access panel is inst;dIed in the wall behind each sink to provide
access to the concealed shutoff valves. However. each panel is centered behind the
gooseneck faucet affixed to the sink. and the gooseneck faucet must be removed to
alJow the access panel to open.

I~

Emergency Exit 119 appears to confonn to aU accessibility requirements except for
its over.tlJdimension in the eastlwest dire<::tlon. 'Ihe .~nstlUCtion documents indicate
a clear inside dimension of about 6'.fr. With a 3'-6" door swjnging into the spaCe
and an additional 48" clear space .requirement beyond the door swing. the requ.ired
total clear inside dimension woukl be 9<r or 7~ -6". Any reconfigmation of this room
would likely have 10 occur to the east because of the impa<:toD door approach
clearances required at Door No. U8A into Laboratory 118. However, moving the
east wall of Emergency EXit 119 could also create a canDict with the equipment
shown in Vestibule 120. The space within Emergency Exit 119 does have ample
room in the north/south direction, creating a .large wheelchair maneuvering area.
which eouId mitigate the easflwest dimension issue. This should be a favorable
:factor in seeking an exemption tfl the strict requirements if expansion of the room in
either direction is deemed impossible or impractical •
.B£sommmclation: Given the advanced slate of completion of the laboratory. and if
full ADA rompUancc could bewail·ed. replacement of the non--compliant shower
doors instdled between Shower Rooms III and 112 with units that provide the
specified 36" width and the ADA recommended 32" minimum passage cl~
would be the least traUmatic remedy. Modification of the shower wing walls would'
be necesSlll')' to accommodate the new doors. No other changes would be needed.
However, on the basis tbat.ADA compliance will not be waived, Ante Room 110
all respects except the 18» clear wall area on the striker side of door
118B. Washington Group believes that installation of autonWic door operators
would mollify the need for the extended wall clemmec and gain acceptance. If strict
adherence is mandated however. it will be necessary to modify the gowning
cabineay along the south wall to provide the required c~ce.

ConfOllDS in
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sh<lwcr ,ROOn:iS Uland 112 will require tQta1 IeOOtlfigunUion of lhe tw.o ~. to
aChieve AbA, 'COntplliUioe. That :teconfigurntionmay t.tr:atepi'Oblmm witIJ~' .

program requirements in ~: of wardrobe, lockers- ~d sinks. By Dio,lng. the sink
(ortiRks) and the shower to the south wallt , the required ADA ~ can be:met.
But this. would result in the 100000f one wardrobe locker or xiilk because of the limited
space on that Sooth' wan.' A preliminary $ketch is· provided in Appendix B to this
'dQcumcnt that shows a possible reconfiguratioo of Shower Rooms ~ 11 and 112 that
.could 1!.Chle~~ ADA CCl1DPliance.
~cy

.Exit 119 w()Ul4 alsn reqiiire compleb! reconfiguration

.

I
I

to provld~, ~

reqUired c1~ in strict compliance with ADA sbu)dards. The east waU would

move about 14"

I

farlbcr ~t;. dpc>, 119B would .thm:foz:e have to relocalesouth to

ave.tt intrusion into the setVice UlQ a~ ueas ~ for the 8l)toclave in
TBlMycology Room 118, and :the cabinetry on the souib wall of Room 119\Vould
b!lvC to rel.QCme to the north wall Because there is ampJe wheel chair tmUl.e\lVedDg
area \Vi~, ~ room; albeit ,to the side of .the doors rather thaD linearly, Washin~n
Group beliey~ that iruitalJa1ion 'Of autumatic door operators would satisfy the intent
of the ADA access standards and recommends pursuit of that approach.

,

\
I

I

2. Issue - Wood Doors and ACcess Controi System: During design reView. tbe \lse Qf
W9Qddoom in the laboratoiy areas surfaced ~ , conmu for ptOpet dccoatamina,tion.

$imilar

:\
i

~0A.CemS

werevofced in correspondenCQ from contmctors and their
sev~ of the doors, Problems exist related to
proper door aIignfnent and ~jUstmeDt The key lock system fJIl door 113A i$ nonfJmctional and wUl not ~ a key_ Installation ofhiatdwate and wiring forlh~ door
access BY$C~ m'tIle ceiling space is ,incomplete; components are not affi~ed to
s1IUcmrc, wiring ;$ not ~ in a worlanan like manner, enclosute$ 8:r(I not
provided. andlQi:-encIosmc covers are not installed.
consulta:nts~

!

i

Warping i$ (;Vitlent on

/

i
II
Ii
.
.1

Recommendatiom Upon physical inspection of the facility, the quality and integrity
pi the surface treatmenton these doorS quietedCODeems and verified that
decontamination of the door 5UIfaces can be effectively achieved, at least initially.
~ wooddQors will:requite constant and ongoing monitoring of the sealed 'finish
and.a deaica~ maintClUUlCC' program to assure :bng-term protection from organisms
and decontamination agents. After inspection and test, it appears the doors can be
a,dequatelyadjustcd to allow the ventil~tion system to overcome the potential
ptQb~ caused by the door warping. Washington Group proposes to complete the
ipsta]Ia:Uon and adjust the doors and hardware to fulfill the intent of the design
tiocmnents

i

I

I
,

II
!

l

3. Jpue - CeWngAccess Panels; The ceiHng acCess panels installed in Wock Room
114 and in Clinical Sample Storage Room IfJJ are cumbersome to operate ~d leak
air. ThC(e are about 5 paneIs.in Worlc RoomU4 mld 3 in Clinical Sample StQl1lge
Room.107. Another acttss panel is needed to allow access to valves in -existing
piping systems serving the- balance of the Laboratory Faciijties CoInplex.
Rscommgdation:. While the pan~ls are difficult to operate. Washington G,roUp fed$
tJle.y are adequate, insofar as the need for:~s shQUld be infrequent after Ihe
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construction deficiencies identi'fied in the BSL-3 f3ciJity ue.temedieiciJlnd ~.~iiity
is eomrnissiooed. l'he aitl~kage pr£lblem ~$ a, by-prodQctd tbe.rlCficieli.cies 1n ~
liVAC ductwQrk system.. When ihosc deficiencies areeorrected. air1eAbge shOUlCl
be minimal. waShington Group wiU inspect and repair or;rep~ the gaskets on
these access doon to improve their integrity. The additiooal~s panel 10. serve the
existing piping sySICm valves will be installed.

I
j

I

I

II

4. Issue -LahGmtory Casework lnstaDatiOJ! fo1era!!teS; ~tion:of'the ~ork
inslallatiQll throughout the BSL-3 laboratory facilities re~ea1ed abnonna}ly wiQe
~on in lOlenmces between the casework baclrspl~hes and the w4il1s to whiCh
they abut. Whereas ph!$ or minus 114- would benonn~Jy ex:pe;cted Wjth the
constIUcIion methodS employed, gaps exceeding 1It ~ witDesse4. In some
instances:, mpplementary stainless steel $rips were applied because the gap exceeded
the closure capability of the caulking.
Recommendation: While quality (){ worhnnnshi,p.may be at the mot £lfthe problem.
Washington ~up proposes to pursue.rea1ignment.of the casework to reduce'
variances andJor provide closure plates to improve the appea11UlCe aesthetics of the.
installation.
5. Issue - Caulkfng and Painting 0uaJ1ty: Dnringrevicw and inspection Of the

aforeme:ntione4 casework insudlation. it was noted that the painted sUifaces of the
caulking WCl'e soft and sticky; possibly indicative of non-<;ompatibility between the
caolk product applied and ~e paint. Insofar as mOre thap 6 mQ1lthlil b~wexpired
since their ~ppJiCation; compatible products should be well cured. with a hard
cleanable surface. Jt was also noted pt some door trims that theqqllk·bad not-been
trimmed and it extended erratically well out from the trim onto thcwaliSJltface.
Recommendation: The conditions witn~ may be indicative that a uon-paintable
caulk product wa,s applied. Washington Group intends to further investigaLc the
quality of the ptVduct appli~ during casework .tealignment ~fforts. Ifnon-pJUntable
~aulk was applied. it wiD be removed andtcplaced with a $ui~ble. p1;Dduet.
6. lfiS1l8 - Pass-Througb Capabilit.y, Clinical San;mle Storage Room 107 to Primary
Procedure Room 108: The original design t>asi$ for ~WQ' Qf samples from .
stomge to the laboratory was through the autoclave, whi$ Was to dOJ)ble as it pass
through. Due to a procurement error however, the control cycle .of this:autoclave will
not ~Iow its use for pass through putpOSes. An eiectronicJock out in the unit's
control circuit requires initiation andoompletion of the ~ierilizaiion cycle before
opposite doors can be opened.
Rerommendatlon: Wasrungton Group solicited advlces and ~ froJ;n
Consolidated Still and Slerlli~, the autoclave manufacturer, m.d J'ohmon', Med,ical.
Consolidated's area repieSenta1ive.lo deteonine whether theautoclavc ~ be
modified to allow its dual use as an autoclave and a pass-througb. Consolidated
advises thattbe desired pass..fiu:ougb capability is achlev~e.. bu.twiU require
development of special programming to accomplish. Because .. possibility.of crosscon1amination will exist after elimination of themandato.rysterl~oll cycle,
Consolidated will gquirc formal documentation from H&W.acknowledging their
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cOgnizance of the contamination issue and requesting the modi.ficaUop.
A prlmaty design objective for PIimary Procedures Room 108 i$·to minimize
pcnetrati~.inthe nlOIn'S enclosUl,.uuct.ure as a key CODtamination conIrol

.J.

measure. While eliminating the need to stc.dlize between door openings does
.incrcaR the cross-c:ontamination potentW, other options woWd.bc· an even greater
compromi&e of that importantdesi81l objeCtive; 1bemo.re Washington Groty)
proposes m imPlement the modifica1ion. While Consolidated alJc'p an dectroDics
teclmician ~d occOlllpJish the installation, Washington Group belieVes the Lab'~
inteJesls wiD be better served· if the instaIl!lli()D. and check out of the modification
softwate is performed by tecbniclans cognizant with the operating cycles of
autoclaves, and thdorc proposes So have Iohnson"s Medical ped'mm the
modification and check out of the autoclave.

!~
}:
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1. Issue- Commissioning the BSk3 Laboratory; Upon completion of the
co.nstmction. repair. and modification activities. including testing and balancing of
theHVAC systems, apro~ tommissioning entitY inDSt verifY that the
completed work activities confonn 10 the design intent and satisfy NIH requixemeDu.
R.,eropnneDdation: Washington GroUp proposes to retain Too.r:nbs & Associates as
the commissioning agent for the BSL-3 LaboratoIy. Toombs & Associ. bad been
designated to pedorm the cotnmissioning aclintics originally on the }m;)jecc, but the
completion level never reached the point of commissioning readinesS. Mike
Dormand, the Toombs agent fot the BSL-3 facility is inlimatdyfamiliar with the
~esign and its systems. and bad physicaIIy visited the project site twice durln~ its
CQnSt:ructicn•. During his visits. Mr. Dommod provided consuuctive input. related to
resolving the problems then being encountered, and had deJllODStI21ed the operability
of the system. Though Mr. Donnand was intimately involved with the project, his
invoIvemeut and reporting responsibility was indepeudent from tbe: t;On$UCtion
team. Mr. Dormand bas offered supportive advice and assistance during Washington
Group's design review efforts. His continued involvCD:lent as the ~sioning
agent wID be an asset to the BSL-3 Laboratory.

"

!:

!
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8. Jssue - Jiire Extiufmi§hers: Section 10522 specifies 42" AFFmounting height for
the fire. extinguisher han~ which oonfonns to ADA.AG guidelines. ADA.A6
guidelines also limit top of cabinet height to 54" AW. wben cabinets are employed.
Installed heights for the units in the BSL-3 )abora.tQty exceed 48" for the extinguisher
handle, with the top of cabinet dimension well above the 54" ~endation.
Cabmet frame construction is also not welded construction as specified, and fastenerS
are DOt of compatible material, llor are they countersunk as specified.
,Recommendation: :In order tp bring the fire extinguisbers 8nd their cabinets into
roafonnance with ADA.AO recOnu:nendatiODS and specified criteria. Washington
Oroup ptOJlOSCS to reset the equipment toconfonnto the 42"AFF and 54" .AFF
dimensional criteria.. In concert with the resetting of the cabine.ts~ frames win be
welded. Attaclunent screws of compatible quality and countemunk design will be
installed.

,
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9. Issue - Shelving Design: Section 12345 s~jfies that open shelves are 10 be
provided with a lip to provide seismic restraint and containment for reagent
containers. Details ate included on the drawings to help define the requirement.

Unistrut support channels are to be provided with finish coverp]a~.
Recommendatipn: Washington Group proposes to contract with YMC, Inc. to
fabricate and install new shelving that meets the requirements of the specifications
and drawings. The new &helving will be powder coat finished to match the finish of
the cabinet;ry.
l\lechanic:al
,<

While the Washlngton Groop design review team has confumed that the mechaniCal
HV AC systems the Idaho BSL-3 Laboratory described above were designed in
general conformance with National Institute of Health (NIH) guidelines for BSL-3
facilities, several problem areas were identified with the installation that require
completion or modification to pennit the system to function in conformance with the
design intent. Following are brief summaries of the problems identified and their
proposed resolutions. A few areas were also identified where the system can function as
designed. but where Washington Group suggests upgrades to improve the operability
andfor :responsiveness of the system. Descriptions of those upgrades proposed by
Washington Group to improve operation ~d eu~ssful commissioning of the BSL-3
Laboratory also follow.

(;

for

1. Issue - Air Leakage in Ceiling Space: There is Significant airflow in the equipment
space above the finished ceiling which is especially noticeable as a downdraft whcm
an access panel is opened. Upon inspection. the major so~ appears to be leakage
from the medium pressure supply ductwork on the inlet side of the VAV box,
between the MUA and CV box, and possibly the Jaw-pressure supply ductwork
between the CV box and the air tecminal. Leakage was also witnessed from the CV
box casings and their access panels.
ReconlllleHdation: Wasbington Group proposes to contract with YMC, Inc. to
physically i ospect and test the entire supply dUct system from its entry point into the
building to the ceiling diffuser t.enninals, including the CV boxes. To the extent

achievable, the medium and low-pressure duct systems will be pressure t~ted before
and after repair work is performed. All identified leaks will be sealed to minimize
leakage of tramp air into the ceiling space. Where possible, access panels on the cv
boxes wiJ] be removed, new gaskets installed, and the panels replaced.
2. Issue- Cbange out of the 95% Efficiencv Filters in MUA-landMUA-2: As
presently configured, the 12" deep 95% efficiency filters in the makeup air units are
virtually impossible to replace. as the belt and housing guards for the fans are within
about 8" of the face of tile filter.

Recommendation: Washington Group proposes to move the filter retainer frame
bank 12" to 18" downstream to anow adequate access to effect filters change out. To
accomplish that filter frames relocation, it will also be necessary to relocate the steam
humidification manifold a similar distance downstream and to reroute the steam
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piping between the humidifier and the manifold That piplng reroute will also require

relocation of1he penetration .tbrougbthe MUA waiL The existing hole will be
repaired .and painted to match the existing.

.)

3. Issue - Supply Air Damper Leakage.: During onsite inspections of the mechanical
systems, significant leakage through the mGtomed supply dampers. into the idle
MUA was noled. Though the motorized supply dampers were specified to be integral
to the MUA and specified in section 15721, the dampers are mounted in the discharge
ductwork downstream of the units. Further. access doors at rbesedampem were
specified in section 15800, but they were not installed,. thus it is iIDpOSS)"ble 10
detemrlne the manufacture and quality ofthese dampers. Leakage through dampers
conforming to section 15721 Should not exceed about 25 CFM; however wihlessed
leakage lS estimated to be more than 10 times that amOUnL
Recommendation: As part onts investigation effort, Washington Group requested
YMC. Inc. to install access doors as specified in section 15800 in the ductwork in
proximity to these dampers, to allow their inspection. The installed dampers are
extruded aluminum low Jeakage units that meet the requirements specified in section
15721. but they are poorly installed and ~ not eea1ed to the duct waIl. A:t. the result•.
a substantial quantity of air bypasses the dampe.rwhen closed, causing the problem.
Washington Group proposes to have YMC Inc. cOIDplete the damper instaUation to
confonn to the damper manufacturers recommendations and the specified
requirements.

4. Issue - INA C Svstem Testing and Balancing: Thougb the design review verified
that the concept.$ reflected by the construction documents confonn to Nlli
requirements for the BSJ.....3laboratory usage intended, implementation of those
concepts and commissioning of the systems bas proven to be difficult. Prior efforts
of the contraCtors fai1ed to achieve the integrated operation of the HVAC supply and
exhaust systems needed. A key clement of system balancing is pIoper operation of
the BSC's, especially the two hard-ducted units jn Prima:cy Procedure Room 113. All
of the BSCs were factory caJibrat«l prior to &hlpment, however available
documentation indicates that the factory settings nave been altered.
Recommendation: Washington Group proposes to retain NorthwestEngineenng.
Services, Inc. (NWES1), a professiooal testing and balancing entity to perform the
HVAC system testing and balancing. NWESI is a NEBB member fum with
extensive experiences on projects similar to the BSL-3 Laboratory requiring
maintenance of critical airlIow patterns. An early goal of the balancing effort will be
to restore the BSC settings to the range of acceptable values listeQ on the factory
calibration reports by the manufacturer. Subsequent to successful completion of the
HVAC system testing and balancing and the commissioning activities, Asepsis Air
Control wjJJ certify the BSC's for operation.
5. Issue - Calibration or the Ebtron Flow Measurement Stations: The calibration
settings of the Ebtron flow measurement stations employed as the primary method of
control for exhaust fan capacity :md MUA capacity have apparently been altered and
are nol providing accnrate readout data. Ebtron flow stations are factory calibrated in
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accordance with NIST standards and are intended for "plogand playn·appHcation.
when insUllled per Ebtron recommendations.
Recommendation: Technical services at the Ebt.ron factoJ;y ad~lhat the units can
be readily restored to the factory calibl1ltion .settings. Washington Group proposes to
contract with YMC. Inc. and their subcontractor. Total System Services. to recalibrate
the existing units in compliance with Ebtron provided procedures. If residual
problems: ue encountered due to components damage, lhe faulty components will be
< \.

replaced.

6. Issue - Magnehelic Gauges on REPA Filter Housings: DuriJ1g a mechanical
inspection, the magnehclie differential pressure gauges on both HBPA filter housings
on the inlet ductwoJ:k to EF-l and EF-2 werefoIind to be non-ope,rative.
Recommendation: Washington Group proposes to verify the condition of these
magnebe1ic gauges and repair or replace as warrailted to restore them to operational
status.

!I
I'

7. l§§ue - MUA-t and MUA~2 Cap!dtv Control:. Section 15920 specifies that fan
speed be nx>dulatcd to maintain control volume as the basi8 of control for MUA~ 1
and MUA-2. Section 15920 also specifies that the CVNAV terminal units be
cOlltroUcd to maintain constant volume. Though the system am be made to operate
as specified. It may be \ulnenible to unstable operation as upsets and variation~ in
space conditions occur, sucb as reduced flow and BSC decontamination activities.
Recommendation: Wcshingfou Group proposes to co~trol MUA-l and MUA-2 fan
speed based on static pressure in the supply ductwork downstream of the l'tIUA 'Units.
With constant pressure in the supply ductwork, unit capacity will be efficiently
CQntrolled in response to the demands of the CV/VAV tenninal units; be it the normal
constant volume control scenario, or an upset condition such as reduced flow or BSC
decontamination. The installed fan capacity monitoring equipment wiD be retained
for the equipment and system status monitoring functions specified.

j

~
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8. Issue - MUA-l and MUA':2 Changeover Time: No time parameters are $peciIied
for operational changeover from MUA-l to MUA-2 orvice versa, the~ontrol cycle
specified these units js the .industry standard, and the damper open1tom are as
specified. The time reql.tired for a 9O-degrec ope.rating cycle fOf each installed
Belimo damper operator is ISO seconds. As the result, the witnessed time
xequirement for changeovefof operation .between the lIrWA's is currently about 7
minutes. '.nle time requirement for changcover between exrumst fans is about 3
minutes. "'hile the system may be able to accommodate those time parameters for

roc

orderly changeover ducingnon~occupancy periods. they c;reate·.safety concrolS if a
unit failure occurs during normallaboralruy occupancy ti~ or if emergency
laboratory operations oo:ur simultaneous with the scheduled changeo~. NOIlDal
industry accepted parometers for equipment changeovers are about 1 minute.
Recommendations: Washington Group proposes to replace the existing damper
actuators Oll the: control dampers for the MUA' s and the EF's withactuaton that have
time requirements for a90-degree operating cyC1e oHess than 20 seconds. Retaining
the specified control cycle for the equipment, the resUltingcbangeo'Ver times will be
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about 1 minute for ·the MUA's, and less for the BF's.
9. Issue - Seismic Restraints on BSC's: Specification $eCtion 11601 required sejsmf~
anchoring of the BSC' s, and further required detailed drawings of the proposed
seismic ardloring systems with supporting calculations stamped and signed by a
registered structural engineer. The Baker Company, manufacturer of the BSC's,
offers both wall and floor seismic reStraints as ayailable options for their hoods.
depending on the results of the site specific seismic analysis. 'The wall type J:CStraints
were furnished by Ba.kerwith all their cabinets for the BSL-3 Laboratory. The
restraints are instalJed on the four ESC's mountedagaiDSr interior partition walls in
the Bac-TNiro}ogy Lab and the TBlMycology lab. No restraints are installed on the
two ESC's abutting the exterior wan in the Primary Procedure Room. and the Eaker

furnished restraints are not installed on the hood in the Clinical Sat11ple Storage
Room, but 4 clip angles are affixed to the feet of this hood. Neither the specified
seismic calculations nor the installation drawings have been located. Questionsexist
regarding the adequacy of Ute installed seismic restraints for the criteria. applicable to
the Idaho BSL-3 Laboratory. Further. determinations and recommendations must be
developed for the hoods that are without seismic restraints.
Recommendations: Washington Group proposes to have a licensed structural
.engineer analyze and verify the suitability of the seismic restraints for application to
the ESL-3 structure in conformance with section 11601 requirements and applicabl~
codes. Jnsofar as the wall to wbich the four BAe's are anchored is a gypsum board
over metal studs wall, it may not achieve Code seismic :requirements. Evaluations
and recoD1llendations will be developed for (he more appropriate method of
anchoring and its integmtion into the ESL-3 structure.
10. Issue - Htuwdifier Blow Down Dr.lin Freeze Protection: Bare copper drain lines
arc routed from each humidifier to the nearest roof drain. a distarJce of 40 to 50 feet.
The internal control system for the humidifiers will autonw.ticaIlyinitiate .a drain
cycle at intervals between 1 and 24 hours,adjustabJe to suit humidifier usage and
supply water quality_ Detailed inspection also indicated inconsistent grnde in panS of
the $ystem that will not allow efficient dnrlning of the system. There is potential for
freezing of these drain lines during severe cold periods.
Recommendations: Washington Group proposes to modify both drain tiT;es to
provide consistent draining ability~ and to insulate the systems ful11ength with closed
cell polyurethane insu1ation and finished with a weather resistanl vinyl jacket to
reduce the rate of cooling and freeze potential during cold weather.
11. Issue - Condensate in Plumbing Vent REPA Housing: Bag-inlbag-out HEPA
filter unit F-3 was added to the scope of section 15800 in Addendum 3 to prevent
release of biological contaminants.to the atmosphere through the laboratory plumbing
system vents. The specified unit was furnished and is a single wall stainless steel
houslng unit installed outdoors on the roof ofthe facility. ·Durlng inspection, large
amounts of condensate were noted within the unit from exposure of the vent gases to
the cOld walls of the hoosirig. A drain valve is installed, but insofar 8.5 the housing
sits directly on the root surface, the valve is also very close to the roof 5urface and the
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only option is to discharge accumulated liquids onto the roof sQrfacc.
Recommendations: .Though the potential contaminated W3StCstreams produ~iri.;.
the BSL-3 laboratory are biOlogical waste, Washington Croup believes U. the
procedm:es and practices applicable to hazardow waste man~t arc prudent for
application. In that tqard, for design purposes. wasleS generated upstream of the
HBPA filter are consUb"ed contanUnated until }XOvetl clean by test. 'I'berefom. the
condensate fOlIIled within the housing is a liquid waste sneam generated by the
process with no means of capture or treatment Washington Group explored
insulation of abe housing. and insulation and hC<lt tracing of the housing as potential
remedies. Jnsulating Ute housing would merely reduce the quantity of condensate
generated but would not e.liminate it, thus was deemed unacceptable. The heat trace
and insulate option .is therefore proposed as the most cost effective resolution of the

problem. A third option of providiJlg a heated enclosure was quickly dismissed
because of excessive CO$l. Waslrington Group proposes to insulate apd beat trace the
housing of HBPA filter housiogF-3. The beat trace capacity wm be sized to maintain
aU SUIfaces and the internal chamber of the bousingabove the dew point of the vent

gases, which are. assumed for design purposes, to be saturated at room tempeJ:ature.
The design temperature for heat trace sizing is therefore 75-degrees F. In,Ulation
thickness will be opt.imized to minimize eDergy usc. Multiple layers of closed cell
urethane foam insulation covered with a weather resistant PVC jacket wiU be used.

Provisions should also be made to safely collect condensate from the housing 4rain
valve in the event an upset such as a power outage or equipment failure results in a
condensation condition. Washington Group suggests that housing F-3 should be
supported on aped ptatform 10 ~ it IS" to 24: above 1he roof. The platfonn
should be large enough to allow filter service and removal 81'Ound its, perimeter. A
handrail around the pJatfonnmay be warranted. Further. under normal operation.
condensate may yet occur in the discharge vent piping. therefore a low point drain
coupling or drip leg should be added. At that point any condensate accrued is not
contaminated and can be released to the roof surface without reservation.
At completion of the aforementioned modificati~. the discharge vent pipe will be
fitled with a support for stability.

.

12~ Issue - Basement Located wasCe Water Collection Tank: A single wastewater
tank is located in the basement for collection of all liquid wastes genen'lted in the
BSL-3 Laboratory. The tank is equipped with a pump to allow discharge to the sewer
system when disposal is warranted.. Howeyer nofonnal disposal procedure has
apparently been established The installed system may require modification to not
impede laboratory opem.ions. In addition, specie! operations must be employed for
decontamination and disposal of the accrued liquids, which could be cum.beI$Ome.
Further. concw:rence and acceptance by the regulatory agencies havingjutisdiction
does not appear to be documented.
Recommendations: WashingtOn Group interfaced With the Boise City Public Wotks
Department. the directly affected regulatoty authority. for infonnation and guidance
on this matter. and with Dr. Hudson, the manager of the laboratory facilities to verify
planned decontamination procedun:s. The City is amenable to accepting the waste
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from the labotatory ont,be cOi)ditiQl1. that the S}$tem and it!! ~~g pr~
inclUde provisions.f6riso1atio~un4;~~ ~ verification by ~ 'pri9r to rel(:~
iothe city sewer system. p~tive-~g :rneUlods lIlliSt be eml>loyedduUng tile
df+o~wnination process to CllSUIC compL:te n~on. 'The pH of ~ effluent is
alsQ a, COllCCOl efthe Public Woib DepartnieIrt, Tbeyalso request aptilication of
so;ondary containment within the ~ystem lopreclnde acciaental.release of
Contaminated w~ mo the City-$eWefsystem. A CQPyof the Washington (hoop
letterbf understandl.n,g to Bol$e Cityis provided in the.Appead.ix to this document for
Icfcirence. Dr. HUdson averred ~Super--chloriDatiOD is the 'p~l
decontamination method tha.t will be ~oyed on the wastes from ~ BSL-3
Laboratory, $d that retention times Qf.... to 6 hoursWll1 ensure the.desit:ed

\

I
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i
I

I

neutr.di2;aliOJ;1 ~ults.

1

Afterintegmtion ~ ualjlSis ofthe.j;ombinea:inputafrmn the interviewed parties.,
WaShington Group~ned ,that the existing single tank installed will $iJfficeior
the app1ication l'fOVided that-the 4econbinrlnation and,disposal
w
soheduled and a~hieved duMgperlodsof non-qccupancy feethe BSL-3 I..aboratoryi
~h as nights or \veekciids. To achieve the positive mixing process required by
Boise City in 1he~tiD8tank, Washington Group pwpPSeS to install a multi-Dozzle
spray tIee intemal to the Wlk. nearibe :top. A 3-way ball valve will be installed in the
p,timp dischatge piping to allow its usefor recirculation and ~ng during the
decontamination process~ After ex.Phationof the 4 to6 houuetention time and
vcrlfiJ;an()I1 of nwna:Uzation success. the 3-way valve \Vlll be Jedirr.cted to allow
pump 4iscb.arge to the City sewer S)'Stem. The itJstalled pump has a nameplate
capacity of 12 Gf){I 023' IDB; ahout 113 tbeoriginally specified capacity and
inadequate to «:ffect tbC¢OUgh mixing of the nentifflHzing·liquid'with the taok contents
to the satisfaction of thcCittDepartment of Public Works. Washfugton Group
therefore propoSes to install' 0. rePlacement pump of companW1e chemica.l~istlUlt
construction, but withvolumetiic cap~city of about 35 GPM. To allow.orderly
scheduling of the decontaniinationprocess during l)on-<>eeupancy periods. additional
level switchcswij) be itstallea.in the tank'lo initiate an alarm to the facilities manager
when the liquid jn thctanl< reatihe$ -a predetennined level (e.g. 60 percent full).

I
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Mer pb}'6icalinspcctibn Of the basement &:oa inhabited by the tank. Washington
GI'9Up ~cd that tberequested secondary containment can be best
accomplished by installing eontaiIl11ltnt cwbsaround theexistmg sump pump basin
and the existing floor.dJai.n near the !lir handling unit. This win preclude accidelltal..
release of CoIttaminated liquids into the ~wenystem•.and at the same ~me will allow
unim~d access'to tlw ator.age'tarik and PtUnp systems for operatiOil during
decantaminationand di$posal operations. To allow orderly and safe delivery of
hypochlorite ~lut,ionto the w~watertank. a 30-gaJlon solution-mixing tank with
agitator and ~tcring. {JllmP. wID be installed adjacent to the storage.tank and piped for
di:rect deli ¥ay of the b)pochlotite solut;ion bIto the recirculation sytfem.
Upon completion of the above modifications, Washington Otolq> wiD prepare written
procedw"es to aChieve the iIeoontanlination and liquid,disposal operations. A copy
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will be provided to the Boise Crty Department of Public Works as a courtesy to verify
that the system fulfills their needs.
..

13. Issue...; Seismic Design for Mechanical Hangers Rnd Supports: Sections 15050
and 15070 provide general support and seismic criteria to be applied to equipment
supports, piping systems, and ductwork systems and specifies review and certification
of specific applications by a licensed prOfessional engineet. Those requirements are
then refmnccd in the other division 15 sections of thespeci&ations for applicability.

The certifications ofcompliance must be submitted for review ~ approval; thereby
becoming part of the project record Upon inspection of the installed systems, no
evidence of complinnce with the specified seim)ic hanger typeS was evident, and the
required documentation of analysis and certifiC;ation by a registered structural

Cllgineer ap~ to be absent from project records.
Recommendation: Washington Group proposes to have a registered professional
structural engineer perform the specified seismic analyses and support designs. If
deficiencies are encountered, Wa.sbiItgton Group will contract with YMC to upgrade
the equipment, piping; and ductwork syst~ supports as teqUired to meet specified
requirements.
14.1s.'lue - Isolation Dampers on BSC's: Section 11601 specified airtight dampers to
prevent leakage of gases during decontamination for all BSC·s. Review comments
affixed to the submittal packagefor the BSC's reiterated the isolathm damper
requirement and notated their location. Based 011 the equipment installed however,
apparently those review comments were not incorporated, and duct mounttd isolation
dampers were instead furnished and.instal1ed for all 7 :SSC's. Those dampers are
suitable for sealing and isolating ilic 2 hnrd-ducted hoods in the Primary Procedures
Room, however the other 5 BSC' ~ are aU thlmble.-connected and the duct-mounted
dampers are superfluous for isolation purposes during decontamination operations.
In addition, after detailed inspection. the seals on several of the dampers. including

the dampem on the 2 hoods in the Primary Procedures Room, were found to be
damaged, apparently because during installation the connecting duct was extended
too far into the damper body and interfered with the damper daring operation.
Recommendations: A gasketed sealing plate (knife gate) is offered by The Baker
Company as an optional accessory fOf isolation on thimbJe-wnnected units, which
erroneously was not provided on the BSL-3 hoods. After discussions with Baker, the
rtfCIDired retrofit components are available, thOugh their installation onto the finished
cabinets is mucb more difficult than in$tallation during manufacture. Washington Group proposes to coordinate and contract with YMC, Inc. to procure and instalilhe
required sealing plates and their operating and storage frames from Baker to satisfy
BSC isolation requirements for decontamination. The damaged dampers on the
thimble-connected hoods will be :repaired or replaced to restore their intended
integrity. The damaged dampers in the Primary Procedure Room will be replaced
with new units to provide the required isolation capability for decontamination.
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15. Issue - BAS Calibration and Final Toning! With minorexcepUons. the hardware
specified and required for Lbo BAS bas been furnished and installed. Basic
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programming has also been developed and installed. However. few calibration
activities have been accomplished and the system must. be fme-tuned. including
"
modifications to the programming to achieve ~ecifjed operational parameters.
Recommendations; Washington Group intends to contract with YMC Inc. -and their
subcontractor. Total System Services, to complete the BAS installation, calibration,
and fine-tuning. Total System Services is a reCognized controls subcontractor that is
conversant in application and setup of Alerton control systems. They will complete,
calibrate, and fine-tUne the installed AlertoD control system to achieve specified
controls parameters. The BAS refinements and improvements noted elsewhere in this
report wilJ also be incorporated into the system 2nd fine-tuned.

16. Issue·- SolenoId Valves on MUA Preheat Coils: Section 15920 and drawing M6.1
specify a normally closed solenoid valve in the heAting glycol fluid supply to each
MUA, so that heating glycol fluid flows on1y to the active MUA. Redundant heating
glycol pumps P-land p. 2 are sized to circulate only the amount of glycol fluid
required by the active MUA. Due to nuisance tripping of the heating glycol system
relief valve in the basement however. the solenoid valves wae rewired so that both
are routinely open whenever either MUA is operative.
Recommendation: With the circuits to both MUA units coosta:ntly open; the active
unit is vulnerable to being unable to maintain desired discharge rur temperatures at
design conditions. due to inadequate heating glycol fluid supply. Washington Group
recommends that the valves be restored tQ their specified operating mode. !fthe
nuisance tripping of the relief valve persists, the valvewHl be reset to a higher
pressure or replaced by a new valve with a higher-presaure setting, to eliminate the
problem.
17. Issue - Temperatnre Sensor in MUA Fan Inlet Plenum: Section 15950 specifies a
temperature sensor to be located jn the fan inlet plenum of the MUA fan to modulate
the 3-way control valve on the prehent coil to maintain the required flln inlet
temperature. The sensor is not reflected on the BSL-3 Air Handling Systems Control
Diagrams. nor is it installed.
Recommendation: Washington Group considexs th~ specified control sequence the
most viable, given the parameters applied for sizing the pUID~ and heat exchanger.
thus will cQntractwith YMC,Inc. and Total System Services to install the
temperature sensor to provide the control sequence specified in the original design.

,

,,

18. Issue - COIDmissionmg of Air Conditioning Equipment: Section 15670 specified
factory start-up and operator training for the air-cooled condensing unit. Section
15670 also required verification of completion to the commissioning as well as
providing assistance to the commissioning agent to verify equipment perfonnance.
No documentation appears to exist to verify confonuance to this specified

requirement.
Recommendation: Washington Group proposes to perfonn the specified
perfonnance testing and complete tbe required documentation and operating
personnel training. Washington Group will also interface with and assist the
commissioning agent to verify that equipment peIfonnance satisfies specified
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capacities.
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19.1ssue - Condensate in Exbayst Ductwork: The inlets to BF-l IIlld EF-~ consist of
an extensive network of ductwork installed on the roof an.d external to thobailding.
Insofar as the fans are redundant, with only one operating at a time. about 5()..percent
of the ductwork netwOIK is always idle and static. Humidification equipment is
installed in the MUA's to maintain xelative bumidity at desired levels~ with design
capability u.p to SO percent relative bumidity at 70 degrees F space temperature. The
ductwork js single wall stainless steel construction and non-insulated. Assuming
occupied space conditions are maintained at the 70 degrees F 50-percent condition
achievable, condensate can form within the ductwork whenevcrthe outdoor
temperature is below 48 degrees F, especially in the idle portion of the syStem.
Recommendation: As stated fot the F-3 HEPA filter housing modifications,
Washingtoo Group believes that applying regulations and policies applicable to
hazardous waste management is the prudent design approach for this potential
biologically contaminated waste. In that regard, the air stream and any condensate
wastes generated upstream of the HEPA filters should be considered contaminated
until they are proven clean by tesL A ootter approach is to minimize or eliminate the
waste when possible. Washington Group therefore proposes to eliminate the potential
formation of condensate upstream of the HEPA filter units by insulating and beat
tracing theductwork. The insulation and heat tracing will commence at the point of
exit from the penthouse and extend to a point nominally 5' downstIemD of the HEPA
filter housings. and wilJ include the sound attenuatOI and the tilterhousings. The heat
tracing will be sized to maintain 50 degrees F temperature Within the ductwork at 0
degrees F outdoor temperature. HEPA filters are very susceplible to failure when
exposed to water, especially as they become loaded. which is added justification for
eliminating the condensate.
Condensate will yet occur in the ductwork downstream of the HEPA fIlter housings.
but it can be assumed to be nOD-contaminated_ Washington Group intends to install
collection )eg~ with traps and drain 'Valves at the system Jow-points to allow its
ongoing removal. The outdoors located ductwork for EF-3 and EF4 is minimal, thus
condensate formation will also be minimal compared to the EF-l and EF-2 systems,
but low point collection legs and drains will be installed to also allow its periodic
removal.

; ;

20. Issue - Damaged lfEPA Filters in BSC's: During detailed inspection of the HEPA
filters in the :SSe's, many were found damaged. Refet to the photographs in
Appendix A to this document. Similarly. the HEPA filters in housingsF-l. F-2. and
F-3 are damaged or dirty. and the filler housings uc dirty ~nd were contaminated
during installation opera,Uons. Again ref~r to the photographs in Appendix. A. Both
the prefilters and the 95-percent efficiency final filters in MUA-I and MUA-2 are
dirty.

RCC<lmmendationj As noted elsewlJere in lltis document. major repair and
modificatioo work is required on most of the fj}ter systems and their associated
ductwork. At projecL completion and commissioning, Washington Group proposes to
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contract with \'Me Inc. to thoroughly clean the housings and replace all filters in the
BSC's, housings F-l, F-2. and F-3,and the MUA's with new filters.
}
21. Issue - Glvool HeatigSvstem Confimgation: The glycol heating system installed
in the baSement mechanical room is cUmbersome and almost non-accessible for
service. The glycol pot feeder is difficult to access. Recharge Qr addition of
propylene glycol to the system is impractical if not impoS$ible. Piping is not clearly
idenlified Floor and waJl penetrations are sealed.
RecommendatioD! Washington {iroup proposes to contract with YMC .Inc to
modify and pipe the glycol system components [0 allow practical addition or recharge
of the system when required. Tbe pot feeder will be moved to an accessjble location.
Piping systems wJll be tested and affixed with identification labeling as specified.
Glycol fluid perCentages win be confirmed at 35-percent minimum to ensure freeze
protection as specified. Isolation valves win be added to permit equipment service.
AJlpenetmtions will be caulked and sealed.

22. Issue - Integrity of Stainless Steel Exhaust Systems: The exbaustsystem ductwork
from the BSC's and the general exhaust in the Shower Room are specified 10 be
bbricatedfrom type 316L stainless steel. During inspection of the accessible
portions of the duct systems. seve:ml irregularities were noted in weld qnality and
flange closure bolting. Washington Group therefore commissioned YMc, Inc. to
pe:dorm in-depth inspection of these systems to ascertain their adequacy to support .
planned operations. .Inspections were perfonned both intemaUy and extemallyon the
systems; Much of the ductwork is improperly or inadequately supported. Flange
joints are randomly installed beyond specification allowances and are inadequately
bolted and in some instances appear to not be gask.eted. Welds contain undercut. and
in some instances appear to be cold-lapped. Attachments to inlets and appliances are
partiaJly incomplete andlor are made with improper materials. A camera inspection
of the duct interior reflected ex.tensive sugaring of many of the welds. apparently

indicative that the welds were performed without the proper shielding. Large
quantities of dirt and foreign debris or contaminants exist in key portions of the duct
system.
Recommendation: Washington Group proposes to contract with YMC Inc. to
modify and repair the stainless steel duct systems for EF-l and EJt.2 as well as fw
EF-3 and EF-4 as required to bring them in compliance with applicable Codes and
specified requirements. to permit safe operation of thosesysteInS. Damaged
components and portious of ductwork will be repaired or replaced. Flange joints wiU
be j~lcd, repaired. and regasketed as required. Unnecessary flange joints will be
removed.in concen wjth the repair and modification work. system bangers and
supports wHl be upgraded to meet the seismic criteria specified in section 15070.
23. Issue - Maintenance Manuals: At tenniOatiOD of the construction contract for the
BSL-3 facility, a random assortment of maintenance dala waadeIivered to DPW. The

materials arc not inventoried and,may not be all·jnclusive for the equjpment installed.
Recommendation: At completion of the project, Washington Oronp proposes to
inventory the available data and secure any absent data for the existing eqrupmenl
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along with.tbe,~ly pmc~.pmeo1, arid ~e iUn~ informative and ~~
manuals for1l&C }ly main_~nance personnel

~

iledrie1

I

1. Issue -tight '.FixtureLens Gaps;' The llgbt fixt:uie lens casement an41)lc fi.xture
gasket at 'the ceiling requiresan.evaluation todetennine if the imures ~ sealed
properly to prev~t leakage from the labom.ory.spaces. lf the seal is suffiClen41b"
~ lens~ntl1lAyrequire additiotlal fasteners ~ ~ scalantto elim.inate

\!

I

I

the gaps w~~'thcceiling fixture meets the ceiling. The gaps al~ are not cOnduclve
to easy decontamination ~d cleaning.
Becommendatlon: Washingt(ln GrOlJP proposes to remove everyligi}t
fixnm, lens casement in the labonltOrics area, verify tb.c seal integtity of the· light
mtl1re body to the ceiling structure. and replace the lens casemcnt. New psketa
apdlor additiona.l. retamer6CteW's will.be installed as warrante.d to-provide a high
integrity seal between the casement and the, ceiling.

1

t

I

1I

2. Issue- mgb LeVel Swikhin Waste Water Tank: A high level SWi1Ch 'is installed
in the waste water stonge tank in the basement to cl()Se<solenoid vales in ~ hot and
cold water supply lines to the BSL-3 laboratory in the event water level in the tank
reaches its set point The system's openrtion could not be cot)fiDDed during
l~pec
•
ti0&.
ReCommendation: 'Washin,gtqn;GI«tp intends. to install additional instrumentation
into lhe WB$lewater storage'tank as JW1. of its propoSed upgrade to satisfy Boise City
Pul>lic Worlcs Depa:ttment,conccms. 1be integrity and operabi1ity of the-solenoid
valve watenhutoff system win be confirmed or GOmplel:ed in concert 'with the

I!

Ii

!

!j
i

I

.,'\!i

uwade·
3. Isime - AtrLeakagent Switch and Convenience Outlet

,

Wan Plates: Air leakag~

!

into the BSL-3 Laboratory area was noted IU.Bcveml of the switch and convenience
outlet cowrplates.

\

Recommendation: Silnila,r to .the approach planned for ·the light f~ lens
easements, the cover piatt':S will be removed and gaskets installedor·tepaired as
wammted.1o reduce 'the ~~de of the problem. When the ductwork i$~d to
minimize air leakage into·the ceiling space, the air leakage through cover plat~ will

I

!
\

,,

be inherently reduced in magnitude.

I

I

II

4. Issue - Electrical Hardw8f& 'Locations: Severa1ins~ of conv~ni~ outlets or
junction boxcs located partially behind casework ~ were noted, ~d wiring
raceways ate misaligned (see photQ~ph$ in Appendix A).
Recommendation: As part of the overall modification and upgrade of the facility.

l

!
I

I1

the non-accessible and/or misaligned components will be corrected.

I;

Ii
t!

i

,
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CONCLUSION
;.

As discussed in this report, the results of the Washington Group de$jgn review confumed
that the design concepts reflected in the conslxUction drawings and specifications
generally confoon to N1H requirements for BSL-3 laboratory facilities. The mechanical
systems provide the separations and airflows required by NlH and CQmprise an operable
system as presented. However, as also discussed in this report, a feW deficiencies and
sho.rtcomings were identified that are integmllo the design, and could create operating
.problems intermittently andIoron a seasonal basis. These deficiencies and shortcomings
should be remedied to produce the year-around reliability needed for a BSI.r31abo(8tory
with regional responsibjIities. This reportde.scribes the more appropriate remedy to be .
lmpl~ted for each item.

Also of concern and potential impact to faciHty operations are the construction quality
control deficiencies noted during Washington Group's inspection review ofthe facility.
For example, caulking gaps between casework countertops and )VaIl surfaces range from
a BOnnal W' to an unacceptable 1 ~»in some areas. Caulking around several doors was
observed to extend onto the adjacent wall surface and is painted over. Weld joints on the
stainless stccl exhaust systems reflect undercuts, cold-lapst misalignment, and other
imperfections. Camera inspection of the stainless steel duct system interiors revealed
similar imperfections on the inner side of the Weld, plus extensive sugating of the duct
area adjacent to the weld, probably caused by failure to purge and mruntain an inert
environment in the weld area during weld completion. Substantial quantities of dirt and
foreign materials were noted internal to the stainless steel e~haust duct systems. Many of
theelastomeric seals on isolation dampers installed at the BSe's are damaged, apparently
due to careless or improper installation of the adjoining ductwork. Of 14 totaIHEPA
filters installed in the BSC' 0, 13 are damaged beyond the point of usabiJjty. The damage
apparently occurred either during shipping or during handling and installation on site. At
the minimum, they should 11ave been replaced prior to attempting testing and balancing.
01 particular concern regarding the damaged condition of these HEPA filters is the fact
that they serve as the primary prot.ection element of the entire exhaust system during
tests. Had the system been started and operated with these filters inplacc. the entire
system could have been contaminated. Also of concern, HEPA filter housings F-l and F2 on the roof that WQuld serve as secondary protection for the Primary Procedures Room
BSC's where critical hazardous tests are planned, are contaminated with metal shavings,
dirt. and dcl>ris. apparently from weld operations performed on ductwork adjacent 10 the
housings. Those HEPA fi1Lers are contaminated beyond usabili ty due to the lack of protection during installation operations.
The design review and inspection ruso identified frequcnt non-compliance \....iLh
specification and Code criteria !.hat also contributed to the project's current non-usable
status. For exampJe, 36" \\~de stainless steel framed shower doors were specified. but
32" wide anodized aluminum units are installed. Tempering valves were specified for the
sinks in Rooms 111 and 112 but are not installed. No evidence was found that seismic
analyses for equipment and systems were petfoxmed lI.S specified in section 15070, and no
seismic hangers or suppOrts were identifiabJe in the installation during inspection. No
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isolation dampers are inStalled on the 5 tlllmble-connected BSC's, though they are
specified and were rugbJighted as a requirement during submittal review. Fire
extinguisher cabinets are not installed per specified criteria, or per NFPA
recommendations. Additional non-compliances nre highlighted throughout this report.

Included in Appendix A l() this report is an accumulation of more than 160 photographs
taken during in-depth analysis ofproject status on site. These photos delIlDnstrate the
construction quality deficiencies and the project's cunent non-usable status.
Appendix B includcsa pre1lminary sketch for the proposed rearrangement of Shower
Rooms 111 ~ 112 to achi~eADA conformance. Also included in Appendix B is a
letteI: of undeJ'standing from Washington Group to the Boise City Public WOlb
Department to document the agreement reached related to decontamination and release of
waste waters from the accumuiation tank located in the bas~ent.

\e.

,

!

~:

Appendix C contains written documenfation of cost proposals received from selected
'Vendors. They are provided in support of th~ data contained in the Price Schedule below.
While it is probably not economically feasible to· totally remedy all of the deficiencies
and shortcomings that exist in the BSL-3 LaboIatory~ Washingtoll Group proposes to
upgrade the facility to pen:oit safe and unimpeded operation as mandat~d by NIH
standards. Insofar as the mechanical systems are the dominant discipline requiring
.remedial services on this project. Washington Group proposes to contract with YMC Inc.
to serve as tho primary comractor to perform the modification and completion work..
YMC Inc .• in tun:l. has arranged with the following subcontractors to provide relevant
services: AE1 EnteIprlses to proVide general contracting services; Enterprise Electric to
provide electric seNices as needed; Total System Services to complete, calibnte. and nne
tWle the BAS s.ystem; and Commercial Mechanical IDsolation to fulfill identified
insulation needs, primarily on the outdoors located portions of the exhaust ductwork, and
plumbing vent HEPA housing F-3.
,,
!

All are reputable local contractors and are State of Idaho licensed to perfonn work on
Public Works projeCts. To ensure independence and autonomy for their servic~,
Washington Group will contract directly with Northwest Engineering Services, Inc. to
perfonn the HVAC system testing and balancing. and with Toombs and Associates to
perform commissioning services. Upon successful completion of required modifications,
HV AC system balancing, and acceptance by the commissioning agency. Asepsis Air Control will certify the BSC's for operation.

"

.

i'

Modification of the autoclave to permit pass-thrQugh capability betWeen the Clinical
Sample Storage Room and the Primary Procedures Room neither affects nor is dependent
upon completion of the other wQrk tasks. That pass-through capabiJityhowever, is a key
requirement for organized tchedu1jng and performance of test operations in the BSL-3
Laboratory. Washington Group therefore proposes to contract directly with Joonson's
Medical to implement the change simultaneous with completion oCtile upgrade tasks .
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MANAGEMENT AND SUPP0itT
Washin~ Cho.up. pt~poses (P'pIO'lidc ptojectmanagement and technipa1 and,

!1

~nistrative support as required throughout the projects dmation.

Services proVided
wnI include overall ~gement ~administration of.the contract. oversight pf
tCcbnicaland eonsti1ictionactiv.itie$. ~gnof facilities as 'needed to. achieve ADA
~iDpliance, SUbcOnltaclSpreparation and admini&m.ltioa. and bi-Week1y progress
reporting to. DPW.
..
,

Ii
!

I

I!

MalJ~t and S1I.pp9rt

D~ption

Hours per Week

Jlroject Manager

6 per week

Adliilli. Asst.
Ptocure.menl

4 per week
40 per '.'1.
.As Required I-

Architect
'SCientific
Engineering

.

~.j
As
40 per week

Total
1

Duration

30weeb
I

30 weeks
30 weeks
30 weeks I.

SOweeks:S
30 weeks

'.rotal

Hours
180

~$

120

120

Total

22.800
11.400

80 J

45.
95
95
110

1.200

110

132,000

240

1

120:;1

1,949

i

Cost $
21,600

!

I

5.400

I',~

8.800
$202.000

•

Sit; subcontnct pa.cka.gtl& arepJanned for ISSue by Washington Group
i

2 Bulk of services will

o<;curat project onset with periodic review ofconstruc,tion.
1 If required to s'URport interface with ABJ.

!

i
j

I
t

••

I

COST SUMMARY

I

lui jndicated in the mtroduttionparagrnph oithis documeQ1. the nebulous nature of the
repair work required makes dtWeloprileritof fixed price proposols diffteultFor that _
reason. Washington Group has encouraged jt~ selected subcontrnctoIs to s~a£lequate
time at the proj~et site becom~intimate1y f~miIiar with existing conditions and thereby
develop credible estimates to compl~tc Jh~ req~d work. Though copious hours were
expended 10 develop cost estimates however. many tmknoWDS yet exist that cause
estimatom to be generally conservative in their value determlnations. WashingtOn Group
~ore ptQposes to contraclwith its selected subcontractors to perform ~ needed
services on a time and1Wlteria1$ basis, with the monetary values reflected below a '~not to
et.ceed" value for the work
defined in this report.

11
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Washington Ot:oup estimates that the repair and completion .services will.require a peri~
of ~()l,It 7 caIendiir:· months to complete. As is nonnalto the construction industry~
;.
Washington Group also expects to be incrementally invoiced mOllthly by t~
SllbcontractOI1 for completed work osth~y progress toward project co~plenon. As
:reflected in the Price Schedule below. Washington Oroupwin add lo..percenhnark up to
each subcontractor invoice to defray the administrative costs assOciated with
~menting

and paying those invoices.

Price Schedule
Man-

Item

houTs

7.002
YMC Inc.
ABied General
N/A
NortnwemEnwneering NlA
Toombs &Associates ,N/A
NlA
Johnson's Medical
AsepSis Air Control
NlA
Washington Group In1'1 1.940

TOTAL

Rate

Subtotal

Multiplier

Total,

82.00
72.00

1 189.()23'i 1.10
17,221° 1.10

1.307,925

95.00

14.12SC 1.10
12600 e 1.10

15.537
13,860
3,025
1.848
202000

NlA
NlA
N1A
Varies

2,750 c 1.10
1.680° 1~10
202,000 WA
1.439,399

18 943
3

$1.563.138

a Includes

Required Materials, Subcontractors, and Labor
Required Materials and Labor
C Includes Professional Services, and Travel and Lodging Expenses

b Includes

I,

,
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Washington Group International
Integrated Engi~ring. Construction, and Management Solutions

October3t,2007
MI. Elaine Hill.
Project Minager
Division ofPublic Works
502 N. 4th Street
PO BOX 83720
Boise. ID 83720-00721
Bio Safety Lab Level 3 Improvements IDPW# 06-350
Summa,ry of non-anticipate<l problems encountered

Subject:

Dear M; .Hill:
As you are aware, Washington Group Inteinationa~ Inc (Washinooton Group) and its team of
subcontractors has encountered an amos t unbelievable and seemingly endless chain ofnonconfonnan~e items that hl}.ve caused the cons1ruction costs for completing the subject Rio Safety·
lab Level 3 J1llprovements project to skyrocket far beyond what was anticipated and budgeted. An
obvious question that arises related to these skyrocketing costs is "why weren't the deficiencies
causing the cost Qvenuns identified during compilation ofthe original bid," given the fact that
Washington Group had performed a fairly comprehensive analysis of the project's status. We offer
the ens uing text of this letter in explanation.

The BSlr3 project had been represented to be nearly complete but with inherent mechanical
problems that precluded successful air balance and commissiQning. Our initial walk through had
revealed nothing to dispute that representation.. Our original goal was to asses s and verify the
integrity ofthe design, then to develop a cost estimate to bring the project to completion and
successful commissioning. While their were a few design deficiencies identified in the original
design, none were show stoppers, and the concepts proffered in the construction documents were
deemed to be in general conformance with Center for Disease Control (eOC) and National Institute
of Health (N1H) recommendations. Insofar as the project was neWly constructed, near completion,
and appeared to be adequate, our basic assumption was that the work had been completed in
compliance with the construction documents. The nearly complete status and the non-accessible
nature of the hard ceilings had limited our investigatory effurts to non-destructive measures.
Because of the documented inability of the original contractors to achieve system air balance in
compliance with specified parameters~ much of our investigatory effort was fucused on the
mechanical aspects .. As defined in the December 2005 report prepared by Washington GrouP. the
stainless steel exhaust systems were deemed, as the product of in-depth analyses, to be deficient
and warranting replacement Our approach toward that replacement task was to open an access
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Letter to Elaine Hill
November 28, 2007
Page 2
corridor into the hard ceiling, perfortn the exhaust system removaVreplacement, and then patch the
ceiling access corridor to match the existing.
Upon initialization of the project however, when the access corridor was opened, the nonconformance issues began to unfold. The framing systems for the ceilings, despite being specified
to be all meta~ were cobbled together in part with wood framing members and with pieces of OSB.
Further, the. ceilings were not level and were bO~led within individual rooms. creating a sealing
problem fur light fixtures and odler ceiling mounted components. Given the critical need for high
integrity sealing in BSLlaboratory environments for operating personnel and general public safety,
corrective measures became a requirement The obvious but necessary remedy was to remove and
replace the entire ceiling in most ofthe lab areaS.
Removal of the ceilings revealed several more previously unidentified problems. An abandoned
water pipe above the ceiling in the Primary Procedures lab and the BAG-T vn-ology lab was leaking
and the leak was causing mold growth.. It appeared a balf.hearted effort to repair the leak with a
compression coupling was unsuccessful and had actually added to the leakage problem. That
leaking pipe has now been removed to permanently remedy the problem.
While details AI and AI3 on drawing AS.Ol are quite specific in requiring angled bracing at 4 foot
spacing on alternate sides fur short partitionwalIs, after removal ofthe ceilings, the walls were found
to have no bracing, or at best a single brace on the entire length ofthe wall. The prescribed bracing
has now been added.
.
Sections 1 and 6 on drawing lPO.S provide specific details and requirements for the unis1rut support
columns fur the island casework in the BAC-T \1roIogy Lab and the 'l.'B.'Mfcology Lab to extend slab
to slab to provide adequate support fur the extensive shelving arrays attached thereto. After ceiling
removal however. the columns were found to terminate just above the ceiling without additional
support at the termination. contrary to the specified criteria. While extension to the slab above coold
not be effected because of piping located above, supplementary bracing has been installed to
provide adequate support

While the e1ectrical drawings and specifications ~quired virtually all wiring in non-accc$sible areas
to be routed in conduit.,. none was provided. Anominal credit had been tendered to DPW for deletion.
ofthe conduit for the wiring to the door security system. That alteration was accepted because the
door security wiring is mostly accessible from the access panels in the Work Room ceiling. The
contractor apparently extrapolated that relaxation however, to all low voltage wiring above the
ceiling. Deletion ofthe conduit in the non-accessible ~reas created a potential long term
maintenance issue, in that any problem with the wiring above the non-accessible ceilings wou1d
require partial removal of the ceiling to remedy. WIth concurrence ofDPW, all ofthe low voltage
wiring VVciS therefore redone in conduit to provide the security and reliability 'Warranted fur this
project
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Acursory review ofthe HEP AFi1ter Housings during preparation ofthe December 2005 report and
proposal had indicated system compatibiliqr. However, in-depth review of those housings during
project execution revealed serious defiCiencies. k. detailed in our July 23, 2007 letter, not only was
the filter type erroneous, causing a capacity shortfiill. but the housings lacked the scan test sections
and decontamination ports recommended by COC{N1H The remedy entailed total replacement of
the filter housings and complete rearrangement ofthe ductwork configuration on the roo~ including
modifYing and relocating the support curbs fot the housings and patching the roofing. In concert with
the filter housings replacem~nt, it was also deeme<;l advantageous to relocate the installed sound
attenuator downstream of the filter housings and install a redundant attenuator, to eliminate a
possible contaminated waste hazard, should a contamination event ever occur.
Upon analysis of the plumbing systems installed in the lab area, several cross connections between
contaminated waste and house drainage and vent systems were encountered in violation of the
IntemationalPlumbing Code. During resolution of those problems, another serious problem was
identified, in that the systems couldn't be pressured up for testing. After researching the problem, it
was found that shelving and ~ cabinet supports had been drilled into the CQntaminated vent
piping. Beyond the costs ofrepiping noted above, the expensive Fuseal acid resistant piping for the
vent had to be replaced.
Another plumbing related problem encountered was related to the backflow preventers installed in
the Gas CylinderlEquipmentStorage Room, whereinfrequentleakage ofwater was experienced in
response to fluctuations in building water pressure, vvith the leakages bypassing the retrofit installed
floor drain and leaking into the basement storage area. The. solution was fairly simple and required
installation ofspring loaded checkvalves on the influent to these backflowpreventers and epoxy
sealing of the floor drain, but the remedy did add. appreciably to project cost overruns.
Low point drains in the stainless steel exhaust systems were specified to include a diaphragm type
drain valve at each drain, which. were nOt installed. :Mlre importantly however, because the exhaust
duct systems are under negative pressure during nOImal operation. the low point drains can only be
opened to allow moisture removal during system shutdowns. Both exhaust systems are designed to
operate 24n. with only a brief non-operating interval ofless than 60 seconds occurring during fun
cycling which will be programmed to occ~r weekly, dwing non-occupancy periods at night or on
weekends. The solution to the problem is an automated system that will drain any accumulated
moisture during the briefinterval when the system is non-operating while the fans are cycled. WIth
the electrical interlocking and control system programmiugnecessaryto make the system
operationa~ costs became substantial
Another non-conformance problem that became apparent \Vhen the ceilings were removed is duct
hangers. While the specifications were explicit in identifYing duct hanger requirements based on
duct sizes and types, they were mostly ignored and not installed. Both the replacement exhaust
systems and the salvaged supply systems have now been provided with duct hangers complying
with the specified criteria.
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While the medium pressure duct system was tested for leakage and met specified criteria by the
original installing contractor. several post test non-conformance issues were encountered. The
connections to the reheat boxes. after completion of the test were deficient and not in compliance
with specification requirements. Each ofthe connection points to the reheat boxes had to be
reconnected and properly sealed to eliminate the excessive leakage. Further. the low pressure duct
systems were seriously deficient By actual test, leakage rates for the low pressure systems totaled
more than 700 percent of anowable leakage rates. To. achieve conformance. it was necessary to
strip off the installed insulation, inspect, ideI1tifY> and seal an leakage points, retest and gain DPW
witness acceptance" then reinsulate the systems.
Another major cost overrur'l item encountered waS the incorrect installation of the humidifiers at the
makeup air units on Roof1f 1. Nominal problems related to grading and insulation of the drain lines
had been identified in Our December 2005 report However, in concert with. rectifYing the filter
replacement deficiency also identified in the report, it became apparent that the humidifiers, as
installed, not only did not comply with the specified installation criteria, but they also blatantly ignored
many minimum installation requirements of the manufacturer. To remedy the problems, the
humidifiers had to be relocated and totally repiped to meet the installation requirements. of the
construction documents as wen as the installation requirements of the manufacturer.
While the Building Automation System (temperature controls) was generally properly specified and
installed, problems were encountered during system checkout. Several ofthe controllers and
strobes were .found to be non-operative, either due to sitting idle for the extended. periOd or due to
short-circuiting during earlier start-up efforts. Replacement was necessary and obvious, but at
substantial added cost
One item that had been discussed in our December 2005 report that is now an added cost item is the
wood doors throughout the BSlr3 facility. Though Washington Group had pointed out that woOd
doors were not normal to BSLlaboratory installations, we felt during preparation of our report, that
they could be salvaged and with diligent maintenance would suffice. lAuing commencement of
construction activities and removal ofthese doors for protection from damage however, they were
found to be much more deficient than expected Not only were they badlyW(irped as identified in the
report, but the coatings were deficient and not in compliance with the specified criteria; in fact,
coatings were essentially non-existent on the top and bottom edges of the doors~ rendering them
highly vulnerable to contamination and deterioration during normal laboratory decontamination
activities. On reassessment, the long tenn objectives ofthe ultimate user oftrus facility will be better
served if the doors are replaced with hollow metal.doors that are more amenable to the frequent
cleanings inherent to laboratory facilities.
In the course of removing and replacing the stainless steel exhaust ductwork serving exhaust fans
EF-l, EF..2,. EF-3, and EF-41ocated on the roof of the Penthouse, it became apparent that no safety
provisions had been provided for personnel protection during the frequent servicing required for
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these mns and their motorized damper acces sories. Division 29CFR 1910 of the OSHA regulations
provides criteria applicable to operating mcilities and requires both conforming access ladders and
perimeter handrails, neither of which were provided. The Washington Group construction team
therefore provided compliant components~ but at significant added cost.
D.uing completion ofplanned reconfiguration work for the glycol system heat exchangerl air removal
system, and recharging vessellocated. in the Basement, but serving MAU-l and MAU-2 on Roof1~ a
test sample ofthe glycol fluid was sent to <).n independent laboratory for analysis. Though a 35
percent glycol mixture was specified to provide freeze protection to 0 degrees F, the actual glycol
content proved to be just 8 percent, which provided freeze protection to about 29 degrees F; a
temperarure frequently experienced during normal winter seasons at the laboratory location. Insofilr
as a leak had been experienced in the MAIl that also contains white rust, probabili1ies exist that a
freeze condition occurred to cause the leak The possmili1y also exists that the white rust is the result
of the glyco1leak When the system is recharged by the Washington Group construction team, the
mctory premixed glycol solution specified is planned for installation, thereby affording the 0 degrees
F freeze protection specified,
While hand held combination eyewash/deluge units were installed throughout the laboratory areas,
they do not supplant the need for centrally located deluge shower/eyewash units, which are required
by 29CFRPart 1910 OSHAreguiations, butwere not provided JAuingreviewwith the State of
Idaho Building Safety Department, it was determined that a single deluge shower/eyewash unit
would suffice for the mcility, and it should be centrally located in the Workroom. ~lding that
directive with the existing building cOnstruction features, the deluge shower/eyewash station is being
located west of column D, adjacent to the FAScope booths.
After the ceilings were removed in the laboratory areas, numerous suspicious outcroppings ofwood
framing members and OSB were found to be protruding above the partiJion walls. In compliance
with the construction documents, none ofthese items should have existed, therefore in concert v,;ith
DPW representati.ves~ the bases for these materials were explored. The resul1; a partial but
incomplete attempt to provide backing for wall hung shelving and cabinets. Though metal backing
had been specified, none was installed, and the wood substitute was seriously non-existent in many
areas. Further, much of the shelving and cabinetry had been installed with moly bolts into the
gypsum board, and in some cases With wood screws into the gypsum board. Ameeting with the
State ofJdaho Buildings Safety Department determined that the wood did not create a fire hazard
and could remain, but the serious lack of backing in many areas necessitated removal of all ofthe
wall cabinets and shelving, removal ofthe gypsuni board behind, installation of metal backing in
compliance with specified criteria; then replacement ofthe gypsum board in preparation for finish
painting and reinstallation ofthe shelving and cabinetry.
One of the issues identified in Washington Group's December 2005 report was the obvious noncompliance of some ofthe ins taIled caulkiiig with specification criteria, in that the materials remained
tacky, even though it had been applied and painted 3 or more years prior. In the process of
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removing the caulking to replace it. the adjacent painted sur.mces were found to peel offin large
sections. Further, blue painteis masking tape applied to the sw:fuces to afford damage protection,.
also remQved large portions ofthe painted sur.fu~ when removed, Asimilar situatjon ~
encountered in the Shower Rooms~ 'VIIhere a Dex..Q Tex glass impregnated sur.tace :finish had been
specified and installed. large sections ofthe materials were found to be flaking off'YIith little effort,
because of an obvious lack Qfbond betweeh the surtace materials and the substrate. We do not yet
have a resolution to these problems. Washington Group has solicited assista1iCe from 2 paint
manumcturer laboIatories and an mdependent test laboIatoIyto 1) determin,e the caUSe ofthe
proble~ and 2) offer recotnn1efidations for remedy- Apessimistic solution could require removal
and replacement of aU ofthe wall ID'psum board In addition, because ofthe se~uentialinstallation
methods nece!>sary~ that approach could also necessitate removal and replacement ofthe sheet
vinyl flooring. M. the tninimum, the final solution will likely entail removal and resetting ofthe
casework. We are optimistic that a more amenable solution than total waH board replacement 'Wi1l
be found, but un1il responses are received from the laboratories and experts consulted, we cannot
provide a lesser costing solution "With any level ofconfidence.
The above fist ofnon-confonnance items encountered is not all encompassing, but is instead a
synopsis ofthe major items not previously identifiable during.our non-destructive research for
proposal preparation that have caused most ofthe cost ovemms experienced.. We also have not
fisted any ofthe numerous items identified during discovery Work performed during prepaxation of
our December 2005 report. as those items -were included in the proposal presented and are being
e~cuted in accordance with that pr.oposal.
As we indicated during our last progress meeting. the cumulative effect ofthe non-conformance
items fisted prior to identification of the paint issue, combined with the necessary se.quential
applications of finish operations had postponed project completion to FebruaIY 4~ 2008-. Ifthe
pessimistic resolution to th.e paint issue becomes necessa,ry, another 6 weeks delay could become a,
necessity.

We are hopeful that this letter and. its COntent will be helpful to your needs.
Sincerely,

AlbeIt F. Mmio
Project Engineer
Washington Group International. Inc.
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0092.1

INTRODUCTION

This report is a supplement to my original expert report dated June 18, 2007. The objective of
this supplemental report is to update costs reflected in my original report. The substance of
my original report remains unchanged. As stated in my original report, I was engaged by the
State of Idaho - Office of The Attorney General to review expected costs related to completion
of the DPW Project No. 02-353 known as the new Bio Safety Level 3 Laboratory in
Boise, Idaho. Further, as stated in my original report and still applicable to this supplemental
report, some of the costs contained herein will not be paid until future time periods. and it is
expected that this report will be updated and/or further supplemented before trial based on
actual costs incurred.
The entities/activities referred to in this report will be identified by full name or as shown below:
Project

DPW Project No. 02-353 known as the new Bio Safety Level 3 Laboratory in
Boise, Idaho

DPW

Division of Public Works for the State of Idaho

WGI

Washington Group International

YMC

YMC.lnc.

Data relied upon in support of the opinions contained herein are as noted in each opinion
and/or as listed in Table 1, which follows the opinions.
In addition to documents referenced in my report, I may summarize information contained in
such documents in exhibit form to assist the explanation of my opinions.
I also may use (as schedules to support my opin!ons) such documents. and documents
contained in those documents referenced above as having been considered by me in formi"ng
my opinions.
As additional information or testimony becomes available, I may find it appropriate to revise or
supplement my opinions, analyses and conclusions staled herein. I may also be called upon
to provide testimony with regard to additional data or records and/or data received from or
testified to by the other parties and/or their witnesses.
The original costs reflected in my report dated June 18, 2007 and supplemental costs
discussed in the opinions which follow, are presented on the following page as a summary for
illustrative purposes.

a~~

1-:J..-7 -Of

Dennis R. Reinstein, CPNABV, ASA, eVA

Date

1
(

DPW Project No. 02-353 Bio Safety Level 3 Laboratory
SUPPLEMENTAL SUMMARY OF COSTS

The following is presented to summarize and illustrate the costs identified in the opinions reflected in

my original expert report and my supplemental expert report.

Project
Enhancement

Total
Costs

Claim
Development

Project
Completion

Opinion 2

Opinion 1

ORIGINAL REPORT
Pre-construction costs

$149,975

$0

$23,430

I

Opinion 3

Opinion 4
Costs to complete construction

Totals

$1,746,063

$109.194

$22.670

$1.896.038

$109.194

$46.100

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT
Costs to complete construction

Updated Totals

$126,5451

I

$1,614, 199 1

$1.740,744

Supplemental
Opinion 2
$932.564

$37,457

$0

$2,828,602

$146,651

$46.100

$895,1071

$2,635,851

2
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SUPPLEMENTAL OPINION 1
At the date of this report. I noted two typing errors in my original expert report.
My original Opinion 1 stated:
The pre-construction costs paid to WGI for inspection and development of the scope of
work necessary to complete the Project were $117,980.
My original Opinion 1 should have stated:
The pre-construction costs paid to WGI for inspe-:::;tion and development of the scope of
work necessary to complete the Project were $126,545.

My original Opinion 2 stated:
The pre-construction costs paid to WGI related to the dispute with the original Project
contractor were $29,995.
My original Opinion 2 should have stated:

The pre-construction costs paid to WGI related to the dispute with the original Project
contractor were $23,430.
There were no changes to the Summary of Costs, Opinions 3 & 4, or in Schedule 1 & 2
which were all part of my original report dated June 18,2007.

3
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SUPPLEMENTAL OPINION 2

Additional costs identified since my original report dated June 18, 2007 to complete
construction of the Project are expected to be $895,107.
This opinion may be updated before trial as a result of a review of actual costs incurred.
This opinion is based upon:

1) The "NONCOMPLIANCE LOG - COST WORKSHEET' submitted by YMC Inc. dated
November 12, 2007.
2) Schedule 3 reflecting an analysis of

supplementa~ expected

costs.

SUPPORTING DATA
This opinion relied upon the above noted sources and information and/or documents identified
in Table 1.

4
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FREDERICK J. HAHN, III, ISB #4258
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE & BAILEY, Chtd.
477 SHOUP AVENUE. SUITE 107
P.O.BOX 50698
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83405
Telephone: (208) 528-610 I
Facsimile: (208) 528-6109

.015

J.

Counsel for SEiZ Construction, LLC
DAVID M. PENNY, ISB #3631
COSHO HUMPHREY, llP
800 PARK BLVD, SUITE 790
BOISE, IDAHO 83712
PO BOX 9518
BOISE, IDAHO 83707-9518
Telephone: (208) 344-7811
(208) 338-3290
Facsimile:
Counsel for Hobson Fabricating Corp.
TRAEGER MACHETANZ, WSBA 19981, Pro Hac Vice
.J. TODD HENRY, WSBA 32219, Pro Hac Vice
OlES MORRISON RINKER & BAKER LLP
701 PIKE STREET, SUITE 1700
SEATILE, WASHINGTON 98101-3930
Telephone: (206) 623-3427
Facsimile:
(206) 682-6234

Counsel for Hobson Fabricating Corp.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiff,

v.
SEIZ CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; and STATE OF
IDAHO, acting by and through its
Department of Administration, Division of
Public Works,

NO. CV-OC-2005-08037
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
OF HOBSON FABRICATING'S
AND SEIZ CONSTRUCTION'S
JOINT MOTION FOR
DETERMINATION OF
PREVAILING PARTY STATUS,
AND AWARD OF COSTS AND
ATIORNEYS FEES

Defendants,

~

i

I

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF HOBSON'S AND SE/Z'S JOINT MOTION FOR DETERMINATION OF
PREVAILING PARTY STATUS, AND AWARD OF COSTS AND ATTORNEYS FEES
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STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through
its Department of Administration, Division of
Public Works,
Counter-Claimant,

v.
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP. an Idaho
corporation.
Counter-Defendant.
SElZ CONSTRUCTION. LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Cross-Claimant,

v.
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through
its Department of Administration, Division of
Public Works,
Cross-Defendant,
STATE OF IDAHO. acting by and through
its Department of Administration, Division of
Public Works,
Cou nter-Cross-C la imant,
v.

SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC. an Idaho
limited liability company,
Counter-Cross-Defendant,

STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through
its Department of Administration, Division of
Public Works,
Third Party Plaintiff,

v.
RUDEEN & ASSOCIATES. a professional
company, an Idaho limited liability company,
Third Party Defendant,

HOBSON FABRICATING'S AND SE/Z CONSTRUCTION'S JOINT MOTION FOR AWARD OF
COSTS AND AnORNEY'SFEES - 2
'
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Plaintiff

Hobson

206 6233427
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INTRODUCTION

Fabricating

Corp.

("Hobson")

and

Defendant/Cross-Claimant

SEZ

Construction, Inc. ("SElZ") (collectively, the "Contractors') by and through their respective counsel of
record, Oles Morrison Rinker & Baker, LLP and Racine Olson

Nye Budge & Bailey, Chartered,

hereby move the Court under I.R.C.P. 54(d), LRC.P. 54(e) and I.C. § 12-1171 for an Order:

a)

determining that Hobson and SEIZ are the prevailing parties in this matter; and b) awarding Hobson
and SE/Z their reasonable costs and fees from Defendant State of Idaho Department of Public Works
(the "State").
This motion is based on the facts that: a) Hobson and SEiZ prevailed on the majority of their
causes of action in this matter; b) Hobson and SEIZ defeated the State's counterclaim, which was the
largest of all claims herein. and the defense of which imposed upon Hobson and SEll the vast
majority of the costs and fees incurred by them in this action; and c) the State, having admittedly
failed to satisfy any of the contractual pre-requisites to maintain its multi-million dollar cross-claim,
continued to insist to the Court, contrary to law, that it was entitled to maintain that cross-claim,
forcing Hobson and SElZ· to needlessly incur many tens of thousands of dollars in costs and
attorney's fees.

II.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

In 2004, the State contracted with SE/Z for the construction of a Bio-Safety Level 3 laboratory

in Boise, Ada County. Idaho (the "Project"). Affidavit of Frederick J. Hahn, III, Ex. 1.

The State

drafted the contract it had with SElZ. Id.
In turn. SEiZ awarded a subcontract for the mechanical construction portion of the Project
work to Hobson, Affidavit of J. Todd Henry, Ex. 1. The Project subcontract with SE/Z obligated
Hobson to same terms and conditions to which SE/Z was obligated in its contract with the State. Id.
, All parties' initial complaints asserted the right to prevailing party attorney's fees under I.C. §12-120.

HOBSON FABRICATING'S AND SEll CONSTRUCTION'S JOINT MOTION FOR AWARD OF
COSTS AND ATTORNEY'S FEES - 3
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By early 2005, the Project was beset with problems, not the least of which was an inability to
balance the Project's critical HVAC system pursuant to its design.

The Contractors and the State

blamed each other for the inability to resolve the problems and to complete the Project.
On June 3. 2005, with the Project still not able to be balanced, the State terminated SE/Z's
Project contract for convenience. Hahn Aff., Ex. 2.
for convenience.

Henry Aff., Ex. 2.

In turn, SEIZ terminated Hobson's subcontract

Thereafter, the Contractors submitted their termination for

convenience costs in the form of a Request for Equitable Adjustment ("REA"). Hahn Aff., Ex. 3. The
State refused to make any further payments to SEIZ under the Project contract, including for
undisputed amounts owed or for the release of retainage. Id., Ex. 4. Additionally. SEiZ and Hobson
agreed to jointly defend any claims brought against them by the State. Id.
On September 21, 2005, SEIZ and Hobson entered into a Claims Prosecution Agreement. by
which they agreed to jOintly pursue their respective claims on the Project. Henry Aft., EX.3.
This action was filed on October 25,2005. In its original complaint, Hobson brought a cause of
action against SEiZ for breach of contract, noting:
Plaintiff Hobson and Defendant SEll have, consistent with the provISIons of the
Subcontract Agreement. entered into a Pass-Through Agreement ("Agreement") as
contemplated by the Severin Doctrine, whereby Defendant SEIZ will remain fully liable
for all of Plaintiff Hobson's loss, cost and expenses incurred, as alleged heretofore,
subject to compensation as and to the extent received from Defendant State in
connection herewith.
See, Hobson Complaint at p. 5.
On December 9. 2005, the State filed a Counter Cross-Claim (the ucross-claim") against SEIZ.
asserting damages for alleged deficiencies in the Project work, many of which the State alleged were
the responsibility of Hobson. See, State's Counter Cross-Claim.

In support of its cross-claim. the

State engaged Washington Group International ("WGI") , and produced a number of reports (the 'WGI
Reports") al/eging to detail the deficiencies in SEZ's and Hobson's work, as well as that of Rudeen &
HOBSON FABRICATING'S AND SEIZ CONSTRUCTION'S JOINT MOTION FOR AWARD OF
COSTS AND ATTORNEY'S FEES - 4
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Associates ("Rudeen"). Henry Aft., Exs. 4 and 5. The WGI Reports were the basis for the damages
sought, and eventually alleged by the State to be in the principal amount of more than $2.6 million.
The State's cross-claim also asserted a right to recover "liquidated damages" as well as "reasonable
attorneys fees and costs pursuant to the Contract Documents and the applicable statutes, including
but not limited to Idaho Code §§ 12~117, 12-120 and 12-121 and I.R.C.P. 54 ... " See, State's Counter
Cross-Claim at p. 8.
As a result of the State's action, SEIZ and Hobson were forced to cooperate on a joint defense
to the

cross~claim.

the WGI Reports.

Hahn Aff.,

11 5.

Henry Aft.,

11

Hobson, on behalf of the Contractors engaged experts to refute

6.

Based on the State's claim and allegations in both its direct

counterclaim against Hobson (later dismissed) and the cross-claim against SE/Z, Hobson took the
lead in defending issues related to the HVAC systems. Hahn Aft.,

11

5.

SE/Z participated in the

defense of the technical issues, and assumed the lead on the State's claims that involved
architectural portions of the Project.

Id.

During the litigation, the parties collectively took 33

depositions. the vast majority of which involved the State's claims, and not the affirmative claims of
the Contractors. Henry Aft.,

117.

During the initial pre-trial period, the Court decided a number of motions for partial summary
judgment, including, inter alia, that: a) the Contractors were entitled to payment of their termination
for convenience damages under the Project contract; b) the State was not precluded from proceeding

with its counterclaim: c) certain change orders executed by the parties had preclusive effect on the
ability to make further claims on the subject matter of those change orders; and d) Hobson was
precluded from making any Spearin-doctrine claims in the action.

See, Court's Memorandum

Decisions and Orders dated July 27,2006, February 28,2007, April 24.2007 and October 31,2007;
Ruling on Directed Verdict.

HOBSON FABRICATING'S AND SEIZ CONSTRUCTION'S JOINT MOTION FOR AWARD OF
COSTS AND ATIORNEY'S FEES - 5
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In opposing the Contractors' motions for partial summary judgment to dismiss the cross-claim,

the State repeatedly asserted that the Project contract allowed its pursuit of post-termination relief
against the Contractors:
The Contract and the statebf the law do not, as Hobson and SEIZ assert,
unambiguously entitle those pa~ies to summary judgment in their favor, but instead
provide for the State's right to I assert is counter-claims and seek an offset against
Hobson's and SElZ's claims.
I
State's Opposition to Hobson's and SE/Z's Motions for Partial Summary Judgment, May 22, 2006 at

p.9.
Hobson and SElZ's strict and narrow interpretation of the Contract provIsions is
unsupported by Idaho law. Hobson and SE'/z had adequate notice of issues underlying
the State's counter-claims in this matter had have not been prejudiced by any purported
lack of compliance with the Contract's notice provisions. In addition, the majority of
issues underlying the State's counter-claims were not fully discovered until after the
Contract was terminated; thus, the notice provisions are inapplicable to any resulting
claims.
State's Opposition to Hobson's and SElZ's Motions for Partial Summary Judgment. November 20,
2006 at p. 11.
In October 2008, the matter proceeded to trial. The Court declared a mistrial after 11 trial
days, and rescheduled the matter to be re-tried beginning in April 2010. After the mistrial, the Court
allowed Hobson's counsel to withdraw, and Oles Morrison Rinker & Baker, LLP appeared for Hobson
in December 2009, as the matter was preparing for its second trial date.
On March 24, 2010, the Court heard a series of motions in limine and a motion to dismiss
Third-Party Defendant Rudeen & Associates ("Rudeen") brought by Hobson as part of its joint
defense with SEIZ. Henry Aff., 1110.

Following the hearing on those motions, on March 26, 2010,

the Court issued an that: a) applied its earlier ruling in regard to the preclusive effect of executed
change orders to all change orders executed on the Project; b) precluded the State from introducing
evidence of any asserted damages resulting from work by the Contractors that the State alleges was

HOBSON FABRICATING'S AND SEiZ CONSTRUCTION'S JOINT MOTION FOR AWARD OF
COSTS AND AnORNEY'S FEES - 6
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deficient, unless the State could also show compliance with the "notice and opportunity to cure"
provisions of the Project contract; and c) dismissed Rudeen with prejudice based on the State's
failure to have named an expert witness to testify as to an architect's standard of care, thereby
precluding the State's ability to prove any of its professional negligence claims against Rudeen.
Memorandum Decision and Order dated March 26, 2010.
Thereafter, on April 2, 2010, in responding to the State's motions in limine, for reconsideration
and clarification, the Court held that: a) the Contractors' damages were limited to those amounts due
or which would have been due under the Project contract at the time of the termination, together with
what post-termination costs were allowed by the contract; and b) the State's cross-claim and/or

assertion of "offset" were barred by its failure to have complied with the "notice and opportunity to
cure" provisions of the contract. Memorandum Decision and Order dated April 2, 2010.
On April 29, 2010, SEIZ and Hobson reached a settlement of their causes of action in this
cause, reserving only the issue of the determination by the Court of a prevailing party and an award
of attorney's fees, which SEIZ and Hobson agreed to pursue jointly pursuant to their Claims
Prosecution Agreement and Joint Defense Agreement. Hahn Aft.,

11 6;

Henry Aft.

11 11.

On that

same day, SE/Z and the State reached a verbal agreement on a settlement of the remaining
substantive causes of action between them, reserving only the issue of the determination by the
Court of a prevailing party and an award of costs and attorney's fees. Hahn Aft.. ,-r 6.
On April 30,2010, those parties remaining in the action provided notice to the Court that with
the exception of the Court's determination of a prevailing party andlor an award of costs and
attorney's fees, the matter had been settled. On May 5, 2010. the parties filed a stipulation with the
Court, informing the Court that: a) the substantive causes remaining in the litigation had been settled
for a payment by the State of $225,000 to SElZ; and b) the parties had reserved for determination by
the Court the issues of the taxation of costs or fees. Parties' Stipulation dated May 5, 2010.
HOBSON FABRICATING'S AND SEIZ CONSTRUCTION'S JOINT MOTION FOR AWARD OF
COSTS AND ATIORNEY' S FEES - 7
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ISSUE STATEMENTS

Under Idaho authority, should a trial court determine that parties conducting a joint

prosecution/defense in a matter are the prevailing parties for purposes of an award of costs and
attorney's fees when those parties: a) prevailed on a significant majority of causes of action brought
in the action; b) defeated the opposing party's counter/cross-claim, which sought significantly more
damages than the total of the other parties' causes of action; and c) the opposing party agreed to
settle the matter (save for costs and attorney's fees) by paying amounts to the parties to the joint

p rosecutionldefense ag reement.
2.

Under Idaho Code § 12-117, should a trial court issue an award of costs and attorney's

fees against a State agency when: a) the agency brought and prosecuted a counterclaim and crossclaim to which it was never entitled; b) asserted untenable interpretations of a construction contract

that it drafted in order to bring and later avoid dismissal of its improper counterclaim and cross-claim;
c) the improper cross-claim resulted in the unnecessary expenditure of hundreds of thousands of

dollars in costs and fees to the other parties in the action; and d) the trial court eventually properly
barred the State from presenting any .evidence to support its cross-c/aim at trial.
IV.

AUTHORITY

A. SEIZ and Hobson are the Prevailing Parties Under Idaho Law.

The determination of a which party is "prevailing" for the purpose of an award of attorney's fees
is dictated by Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(d)(1)(B). "Determination of who is a prevailing party is
committed to the sound discretion of the trial court and will not be disturbed absent abuse of
discretion." Bouten Constr. Co. v. H.F. Magnuson Co., 133 Idaho 756,767, 992 P.2d 762 (1999).

I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(B) provides:
In determining which party to an action is a prevailing party and entitled to costs, the
trial court shall in its sound discretion consider the final judgment or result of the action

HOBSON FABRICATING'S AND SEIZ CONSTRUCTION'S JOINT MOTION FOR AWARD OF
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in relation to the relief sought by the respective parties. The trial court in its sound
discretion may determine that a party to an action prevailed in part and did not prevail in
part, and upon so finding may apportion the costs between and among the parties in a
fair and equitable manner after considering all of the issues and claims involved in the
action and the resultant judgment or judgments obtained.
The I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1}(B) criteria also must be applied by a court when determining which party is
"prevailing" when a statute providing for an award of attorney's fees is at issue. See, e.g., Shurtliff v,
Northwest Pools, Inc., 120 Idaho 263,269, 815 P.2d 461 (Ct. App. 1991).

For purpose of awarding

costs, "[t]he determination of which party prevails on what issues and to what extent is within the
discretion of the trial court." J. R. Simplot Co. v. Western Heritage Ins. Co., 132 Idaho 582, 584. 977
P.2d 196 (1999).

"In a multiple-claim action, the trial court is vested with discretion to determine which party
prevailed overall, and may apportion costs and fees, taking into account the disposition of all claims,
counterclaims or other multiple issues." Holmes v. Holmes, 125 Idaho 784, 788, 874 P.2d 595 (Ct.
App. 1994), citing, I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(B); Inn Engineering Co., Inc. v. Daum Indus., Inc., 102 Idaho
363, 366-67, 630 P.2d 155 (1981); Jones v. Whiteley, 112 Idaho 886, 889-90, 736 P.2d 1340 (Ct.
App.1987).
"In determining which party prevailed in an action where there are claims and counterclaims
between opposing parties, the court determines who prevailed 'in the action.' That is, the prevailing
party question is examined and determined from an overall view, not a claim-by-claim analysis."
Jorgensen v. Coppedge, 148 Idaho 536, 224 P.3d 1125, 1127 (2010)2, quoting Eighteen Mile Ranch,
L.L.C. v. Nord Excavating & Paving, Inc., 141 Idaho 716.719, 117 P.3d 130 (2005).

Here. SEIZ and Hobson prevailed by any measure the Court cares to use. Based either on:

a) the amount ultimately agreed to be paid to the Contractors by the State; b) the number of claims on
which the Contractors prevailed; or c) the results obtained in comparison with the value of the
2

Jorgensen was decided on January 27, 2010. and therefore no pinpoint Idaho Reporter citation is available.
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damages asserted in the parties' various claims (especially by defeating the State's cross-claim),

SElZ and Hobson clearly prevailed in the matter.

Consequently, SE/Z and Hobson respectfully

request that the Court determine them to be the prevailing parties in this matter, and tax the State
with those parties' costs and fees in this matter.
1. SEIZ and Hobson Achieved a Positive Recovery from the State.

I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(B) states: "In determining which party to an action is a prevailing party and
entitled to costs, the trial court shall in its sound discretion consider the final judgment or result of the
action in relation to the relief sought by the respective parties." The Idaho Supreme Court has held
that offers of settlement, including offers of judgment, should be considered in determining the final
judgment or result of the action in relation to the relief sought. See, e.g., Zenner v. Holcomb, 147·
Idaho 444,448-49. 210 P.3d 552 (2009), citing, Polk v. Larrabee, 135 Idaho 303, 313, 17 P.3d 247
(2000).
The State agreed to pay SEIZ $225,000 to settle the causes of action that remained for trial in
this action. In turn, SEIZ agreed to pay Hobson from that amount to settle Hobson's share of this
action, including its pass-through claims against the State. Therefore, pursuant to the rule published
in Zenner, in making its determination regarding which parties prevailed, and therefore would be

entitled to any award of costs and attorney's fees, the Court should consider the fact that the
Contractors' various causes of action against the State resulted in a positive monetary result for them,
while the State recovered nothing from its several causes of action.

2. The Contractors Prevailed on the Vast Majority of the Affirmative Causes of Action
they Brought, While the State Prevailed on None of the Affirmative Causes of Action
it Brought.
In the consolidated matter, a total of 22 causes of action were asserted by the parties (see the
table below). including the three causes of action brought by the State against Rudeen. At the time

of the settlement agreed to by the parties in April 2010, only four causes of action arguably remained
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for trial, all of which involved the Contractors' affirmative claims. Given that the State settled those
causes of action for a cash payment to the Contractors, of the 19 causes of action that were brought

in this matter between the State, SE/Z and Hobson, the Contractors prevailed on 14 of them (shaded
in the table below). and DPW prevailed on 5.
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Leaving aside the settlement of the final four causes of action, the Contractors succeeded on
1 0 of 15 causes of action determined by the Court before trial. In considering which party prevailed,

a long with having received a recovery from the State on their affirmative claims, the Court may also
consider that the Contractors prevailed on many more of the individual causes of action than did the
State,
3. The Contractors' Defeat of the State's Cross-Claim Further Cements Them as the
Prevailing Parties.

In making determinations regarding which party is prevailing, Idaho courts must also consider
not only what affirmative amounts were recovered, but also what opposing claims were defeated. In

Eighteen Mile Ranch, L.L.C. v. Nord Excavating & Paving, Inc., supra, the Idaho Supreme Court
expounded on this concept in its reversal of a District Court's denial of costs and fees. Explaining
how a District Court properly applies the "overall view" analysis, the Eighteen Mile Ranch court
explained why the District Court erred in denying Nord Excavating its requested fees:
Viewing its success from an overall standpoint, Nord Excavating was a prevailing party.
In ruling it was not, the district court focused too much attention on the Company's less
than tremendous success on its counterclaim and seemingly ignored the fact that the
Company avoided all liability as a defendant. The district court improperly undervalued
the Company's successful defense. Avoiding liability is a Significant benefit to a
defendant In baseball, it is said that a walk is as good as a hit. The latter, of course, is
more exciting. In litigation, avoiding liability is as good for a defendant as winning a
money judgment is for a plaintiff. The point is, while a plaintiff with a large money
judgment may be more exalted than a defendant who simply walks out of court no
worse for the wear, courts must not ignore the value of a successful defense. In this
HOBSON FABRICATING'S AND SEIZ CONSTRUCTION'S JOINT MOTION FOR AWARD OF
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case, logic suggests that a verdict in Nord Excavating's favor and a victory on its
counterclaim (albeit, a relatively small one). by definition, makes it a prevailing party.
141 Idaho at 719.
Here, not only did the Contractors prevail on the vast majority of all claims, and the vast
majority of their claim, they also defeated the largest claim in the entire action-the State's crossclaims. In fact, the State's cross-claim causes of action dwarfed the combined affirmative causes of
action of the Contractors.
The State's cross-claim was in the principal amount of $2,635,851.00, the amount included in
the Supplemental Expert Report of Dennis R. Reinstein, dated December 7, 2007. Henry Aff., Ex. 6.
The State's cross-claim also asserted its entitlement to "liquidated damages," prejudgment interest
and costs and attorney's fees. The Court will recall that the Project Contract contained a clause
setting interest on amounts past-due under the Contract at eight percent (8%) per annum. Assuming
a June 3, 2005 beginning date for that interest (the date of the termination for convenience). and a

May 14,2010 date for the entry of judgment (being generous with the time the Court had set aside for'
the trial), had the State prevailed, it would have asserted entitlement to interest for the 1806 days

between those dates. totaling $1,029,172.60. When coupled with whatever claims the State would
have made for "liquidated damages," costs and fees (keeping in mind that Rudeen has made a claim
for its costs and fees for $432,OOO-and was "defending the case together" with the State), there is
no question but that the Contractors were facing a potential liability in this matter of more than $4
million.
The State will attempt to obfuscate the issue of the disparity between the parties' claims by
asserting the Contractors' claims were roughly equivalent in value to the State's. However. any such
assertion is simply untrue.

After the termination. Hobson assembled a Request for Equitable

Adjustment ("REA") that originally asserted an entitlement to approximately $1.39 mil/ion. However,
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examination of that "claim"-in contravention to the principal amount of the State's alleged crossclaim damages-demonstrates that Hobson's original REA included a number of items that could not
have been part of litigation under the Project Contract, and constituted essentially a "negotiating"
position. Such items included: a) $375,000 in estimated attorney's fees; b) nearly $160,000 for
"misuse of CCD's [Construction Change Directives] & failure to pay contractor"; c) nearly $51,000 for
"Acceptance, Measurement & Payment inefficiency"; and d) thousands of dollars of extra costs on
executed change orders. See, Hahn Aft., Ex. 3.
So, white SEIZ's original claim amount of $1,973,107.38 (including amounts claimed by both
Hobson and Lea Electric) may facially appear to approach the State's principal damages claim, the
Court must keep in mind a number of important things, including: a) the amount included in the SEJZ
Damages Summary was not the amount being sought by the Contractors as the matter approached
trial (something the Court specifically questioned counsel about and confirmed during the hearings on
the parties' motions in limine), due to limitations imposed both by the language of the Contract and by
the prior rulings of the Court; and b) the SEIZ claim included all the mark-ups to which the
Contractors asserted entitlement, including costs, attorney's fees and interest on amounts alleged to
be unpaid (and some of those mark-ups used incorrect, overstated percentage rates).
In contrast, the State's cross-claim damages never changed, and were the very same
damages the State was prepared to assert at trial before the Court issued its March 26 and April 2
Memorandum Decisions and Orders on the efficacy of that cross-claim. Further, the State's $2.635
million prinCipal damage amount included no: a) prejudgment interest; b) costs; or c) attorney's fees.

At the time of the Court's ruling on April 2, 2010. the Contractor's allowable damages were a fraction
of what the State would have asserted to the jury if its cross-claim was allowed to proceed.
The State had prepared a parade of witnesses to present at trial in support of its cross-claim
causes of action, all of whom were scheduled to testify as to the costs of completion of the Project
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(including the millions paid to WGI and its completion general contractor, YMC). and/or to lay the
blame for the fact that the State incurred those costs at the feet of the Contractors, with that blame
clearly asserted by the State against both SEfZ and Hobson.
The State's more than four-year prosecution of its cross-claim required the Contractors to
cooperate in their mutual defense of it, including requiring the Contractors' counsel to: a) conduct or
attend 48 depositions, the vast majority of which involved witnesses that were testifying in support of
or defense to the cross-claim: b) engage and work with expensive experts to refute the State's crossclaim contentions; c) engage in expensive written discovery and pre-trial motion practice. in an
attempt to defeat and/or narrow the cross-claim issues for trial.
Consequently, like the Idaho Supreme Court observed about Nord Excavating, the efforts of
the Contractors that ultimately barred the State's cross-claim cannot and should not be lost in the
Court's consideration of which parties prevailed in this matter. The Contractors anticipate that the
State will contend that it "prevailed" or "partially prevailed" in this action because of the dismissal of
Hobson's two direct claims against the State, and the dismissal of the causes of action against the
individual defendants the State consolidated into this cause.

However, under the authority cited

above, using an "overall standpoint" analysis, the Contractors should be determined by the Court to
have been the prevailing parties.
In weighing the efficacy of Hobson's direct claims against the State. the Court should be
mindful of the Idaho Supreme Court's decision in Gillingham Construction

v. Newby Wiggins. 136

Idaho 887. 42 P.3d 680 (2002). in which it declined to determine whether a subcontractor could
proceed directly against a project owner with claims for costs alleged to have resulted from a
defective specification. The court, in deciding the matter, left that question open. See, 136 Idaho
887, 42 P.3d 680 at n.1.

By contrast, as the Court determined in this matter. there is no authority

that allows a project owner to: a) terminate a contractor for convenience; b) fail to comply with the
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contractual pre-requisites for any claim or setoff against the terminated contractor; and then c)
engage in a protracted suit against the contractor based on allegedly defective work discovered after
the termination of the contract.
Under the admonition provided in Eighteen Mile Ranch. the Court should consider which
parties prevailed "overall in th[is] action," and should determine that to have been the Contractors.
The Contractors: a) achieved the sole monetary recovery in the action; b) prevailed on the vast
majority of their causes of action, (which the State did not); c) successfully sought the dismissal of
Rudeen. whose presence in the matter made it both more complicated and expensive to all parties;
and perhaps most importantly, d) defeated the State's cross-claim, which had by far the largest
amount in controversy of all the causes of action brought in this matter. By so doing. the Contractors
should properly be deemed by the Court to be the prevailing parties in this action.
B. The State is Liable for the Contractors' Costs and Fees Under I.C. §12-117.
The State wrongfully pursued its cross-claim against the Contractors, which the Court
determined (on the Contractors' motion) was untenable, because the State had failed to satisfy the
contractual pre-requisites to bring and maintain it. The State. which drafted the Project contract,
erroneously interpreted the contract's provisions to the Court on a number of occasions in order to
avoid dismissal of the cross-claim. By having asserted flawed and wrongful bases to maintain its
causes of action, this litigation was needlessly expanded, and many tens of thousands of dollars in
costs and attorney's fees were incurred as a result. Under I.C. §12-117, it is appears no stretch for
the Court---especially given the statue's stated, purpose that it is "a remedy for persons who have
borne unfair and unjustified financial burdens defending against groundless charges"-to determine
that §12-117 is applicable here, and the Contractors are entitled to an award of their costs and
attorney's fees thereunder.
I.C. §12·117 provides, in pertinent parts:
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(1)

Unless otherwise provided by statute, in any administrative proceeding or civil
judicial proceeding involving as adverse parties a state agency or political
subdivision and a person, the
state agency or political subdivision or the
court, as the case may be, shall award the prevailing party reasonable
attorney's fees, witness fees and other reasonable expenses, if it finds that
the nonprevailing party acted without a reasonable basis in fact
or law ...

(4)

For the purposes of this section:
(a) "Person" shall mean any individual, partnership, corporation,
or any other private organization;
(b) "Political subdivision" shall mean a city, a county or any

association

taxing district;

(c) "State agency" shall mean any agency as defined in section
Idaho Code.
Idaho authority holds that "I.C. §12-117 provides the exclusive basis upon which to seek an award of
attorney fees against a state agency." State v. Hagerman Water Right Owners, Inc., 130 Idaho 718,
723,947 P.2d 396 (1997); see a/so, Westway Constr., Inc. v. Idaho Transp. Dept.,139 Idaho 107, 116
73 P.3d 721 (2003).3
Under these holdings, in order for a party opposing the State to recover costs and attorney's
fees. the State must be shown to have "acted without reasonable basis in fact or law" (see, e.g.,
Lockheed Marlin Corp. v. Idaho State Tax Comm'n, 142 Idaho 790, 797, 134 P.3d 641 (2006». The
seminal consideration in whether or not the State is liable for costs and attorney's fees on whether or
not the trial court determines that the State's pursuit of its claims in a matter was "reasonable."
The Idaho Supreme Court has observed that I.C. §12-117 has two purposes:
(1) to serve as a deterrent to groundless or arbitrary agency action; and (2) to provide a
remedy for persons who have borne unfair and unjustified financial burdens defending
against groundless charges or attempting to correct mistakes agencies never should
halve] made.

It is important for the Court to note that the State claimed entitlement to an award of attorney's fees against the
Contractors, based upon an application of Idaho Code §§ 12-120 and 12-121 in addition to § 12-117. The Contractors
submit that applying the mandatory fee provisions of I.e. § 12-120, they would unquestionably be the determined to have
prevailed in this mattar. and would be entitled to the mandatory award of fees thereunder. Howaver, based on the
authOrity cited here. the Contractors submit no different result is proper under I.e. § 12·117.

3
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In ra Estate of Elliott, 141 Idaho 177, 184. 108 P.3d 324 (2005) (emphasis added), citing Rincover v.
State Dep't of Fin., Sees. Bureau,132 Idaho 547, 549, 976 P.2d 473 (1999) (citation omitted). Under

L C. §12-117, if the Court determines that a party acted without a reasonable basis In fact or law, an
award of attorney fees is mandatolY. Id. (emphasis added). "The statute is not discretionary but
provides that the court must award attorney fees where a state agency did not act with a reasonable
basis in fact or law in a proceeding involving a person who prevails in the action." Fischer v. City of
Ketchum, 141 Idaho 349, 356, 109 P.3d 1091, 1098 (2005). citing Dep't of Finance v. Resource
Service Co .• Inc., 134 Idaho 282,284, 1 P.3d 783,785 (2000).

In Ralph Naylor Farms v. Latah County, 144 Idaho 806, 172 P.3d 1081(2007),
the Idaho Supreme Court engaged in a significant analysis of the "reasonable basis" language
included in Fischer and other decisions. Ultimately, the court held that if the agency's action is a
"reasonable but erroneous interpretation," I.C. §12-117 costs and fees should not be awarded. Id.,
144 Idaho at 809, 172 P.3d at 1089.

However, important to this Court's consideration of the

Contractor's req uests for an award of costs and fees under I. C. § 12-117. was the observation by the
Ralph Naylor Farms court that "[wJhere an agency acts without authority, it is acting without a

reasonable basis in fact or law." Id., citing Fischer, 141 Idaho at 356. 109 P.3d at 1098; Reardon v.
Magic Valley Sand & Gravel. 140 Idaho 115, 120, 90 P3d 340. 345 (2004).

The State's cross-claim was dismissed by the Court based on the State's admitted failure to

have followed the provisions of Subparagraph 2.4.1 regarding the takeover of the Project work,
rendering moot the State's reliance on Subparagraph 13.4.2 as a way to preserve its cross-claim. In
its March 26, 2010 Memorandum Decision and Order, the Court discussed the intersection of
Subparagraphs 2.4.1 and 13.4.2, and why the State's failure to have complied with the requirements
to provide notice and opportunity was fatal to the cross-claim.
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While that provision [13.4.2] on its face allows the State to pursue its independent
claims against the contractors, the Court finds that its ability to pursue those actions is
otherwise foreclosed by its failure to provide notice and the opportunity to cure.
March 26, 2010 Memorandum Decision and Order at p. 8.
The Court understood in ruling on Hobson's motions in limine that because the State had failed
to provide the Contractors with notice and opportunity to cure under Subparagraph 2.4.1, it never had

the ability to bring or prosecute its cross-claim.

The State repeatedly acknowledged having

terminated SE/Z's Project contract for convenience and the Deputy Director of the Department of
Public works testified that the State never intended to comply with Subparagraph 2.4.1 (Deposition
testimony of Jan Frew, September 18. 2008, p. 263 II. 20-22; p. 264 II. 1; 22-23). Yet, inexplicably,

the State continued to insist to the Court-right up to the time that the Court ruled on its Motion for
Reconsideration on April 2, 2010--that the Project contract somehow entitled the State to maintain its

$3 million cross-claim.
In deciding In fe Elliott, 141 Idaho 177, 108 P.3d 324 (2005), the Idaho Supreme Court found
that the State's misinterpretation of an "unambiguous statute" was "unreasonable and without a basis
in law," giving rise to a mandatory award of fees and costs under §12-117. Elliott at 184.
Here, the Court has repeatedly held that the SE/Z contract is "clear and unambiguous"
("[i]nterpretations of the provisions of this clear and unambiguous contract is a question of law ... "
Memorandum and Decision dated April 2,2010 at p. 11). Further, the SEiZ contract was issued by
the State. Idaho authority provides that its courts are required to construe a contract against the party
that drafted it "We construe the contract against the person who prepared the contract." Straub v.
Smith, 145 Idaho 65,69 175 P.3d 754, citing, Win of Michigan, Inc. v. Yreka United, Inc., 137 Idaho
747.751.53 P.3d 330 (2002).
In Idaho. a contract term is deemed ambiguous when there are two different reasonable
interpretations, or the language is nonsensical. See, e.g., Swanson v. Beco Constr. Co., 145 Idaho
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630, 226 P.3d 1277, 1280 (2010)

(citing Swanson).4

Here, because the Court determined the

Project contract to be "clear and unambiguous," the state's assertions that the contract entitled it to
pursue its cross-claim, knowing it had not complied with the prerequisites to do so was a factually
erroneous. and a patently unreasonable position.
The fallout from the State's wrongful pursuit of its cross-claim on the Contractors and Rudeen
cannot be understated. In order to refute the content of the WGI Reports. which were the basis of the
state's contentions in the cross-claim, the Contractors had to engage in extensive discovery,
including both discovery of the State's experts, and the engagement and discovery of their own. The
State's wholly unreasonable interpretation of the contract it drafted visited on the other parties to this
matter the kind of "unfair and unjustified financial burdens" the In re Elliott court said warranted an
award of costs and fees against the State under I.C. §12-117. There is no question that the other
parties to this action incurred the lion's share of their costs and attorney's fees in "defending against

groundless charges or attempting to correct mistakes [the State] never should harvel made."
The State terminated the Project contract for convenience, but pursued this matter as if the
contract had been terminated for default-a position the Court determined was diametrically opposed
to uclear and unambiguous" language of the contract. It would therefore be patently unfair for the
Court not to hold the State accountable for the kind of "remedy" mandated by I. C. § 12-117, and
ensure that the statute's "deterrent" effect is enforced.
There is significant analogous authority that militates for this Court to enforce I.C. §12-117 in
this action. In In re Elliott, the Idaho Supreme Court affirmed a magistrate's decision (and the District
Court's affirmation) to award I.C. §12-117 costs and fees for the wrongful pursuit of the repayment of
medical benefits. In that case, the Idaho Department of Health and Welfare based its claims on an

4

Putlatch Edt.tcalion As,~ 'n wa~ decided on Fcbruaxy 3, 2010. No current Idaho Reporter pinpoint citation is available.
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"erroneous interpretation" of an "unambiguous statute." In this matter, the Court has repeatedly held

that the Project contract was "clear and unambiguous," and in its Order on the State's Motion for
Reconsideration, observed: "Where a contract is clear and unambiguous, it is the duty of the Court to
declare the legal rights of the parties under a contract." Memorandum Decision and Order dated April

2. 2010 at p. 11, citing Boyd v. Levy, 121 Idaho 993, 996, 829 P.2d 1342 (1992). Here, the "legal
rights" of the Contractors include an entitlement to costs and fees under I.e. §12-117.
A number of Idaho decisions have determined that a public agency had to pay costs and
attorney's fees under §12-117 for the agency's failure to make a reasonable interpretation of its own
rule or ordinance. See, e.g., Lane Ranch P'ship v. City of Sun Valley, 145 Idaho 87, 175 P.3d 776
(2007) (fees awarded based on a determination that a municipality abused its discretion in
interpreting an ordinance); Fischer v. City of Ketchum, 141 Idaho 349, 109 P.3d 1091 (fees awarded
for municipality's failure to have acted with reasonable basis in interpreting its conditional use permit
process); and Gardiner v. Boundary County Bd. of Commissioners, 148 Idaho 764, 229 P.3d 369,
374 (2010)5 (fees awarded due to County Board of Commissioners' acts contrary to an unambiguous
state statute and local ordinance).
Similarly to those cases, here the State set forth for the Court an erroneous interpretation of
the contract it drafted, in its attempt to convince the Court that a basis existed for its cross-claim. The
State repeatedly and consistently urged this Court to allow it to maintain its baseless cross-claim,
which the Court ultimately and appropriately dismissed based on the "clear and unambiguous"
language of the State's own contract. As the Court understands, because the State did not provide
the requisite notice and opportunity to cure, there was never a time-not at the time of the filing of the
cross-claim, and not at any point at which the State opposed its dismissal-when the language of the
Project contract allowed the cross-claim to be brought or maintained. Under Idaho law, the position
~ Gurdiner was decided on March] 8,2010, and no pinpoint Idaho Reporter citation is yet available.
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taken by the state in regard to its cross-claim is just the kind of "unreasonable interpretation" of a
contract that warrants an award of costs and fees to the Contractors under I.C. §12-117.
The Court's ruling on Hobson's motions in limine that the cross-claim was "barred" is adequate
enough to allow the Court to also find that no "reasonable basis in fact or law" existed for it the crossclaim to have been brought. And once the Court makes such a finding, I.C. §12-117 provides that an
award of costs and fees to the Contractors is mandatory. Therefore, the Contractors respectfully
request that the Court find them to be the prevailing parties in this matter, and order the State to
reimburse their reasonable costs and attorneys' fees, in order to correct the "unfair and unjustified
financial burdens" the State's wrongful cross-claim has visited on them.
C. The Contractors are Entitled to Certain Costs as a Matter of Right.
I.R.C.P 54(d)(1)(C) provides:
Costs as a Matter of Right. When costs are awarded to a party,
such party shall be entitled to the following costs. actually paid,
as a matter of right:
1.

Court filing fees.

2.

Actual fees for service of any pleading or document in the
action whether served by a public officer or other person.

3.

Witness fees of $20.00 per day for each day in which a witness.
other than a party or expert, testifies at a deposition or in the trial of
an action.

4.

Travel expenses of witnesses who travel by private transportation,
other than a party. who testify in the trial of an action, computed at
the rate of $.30 per mile, one way, from the place of residence. whether
it be within or without the state of Idaho; travel expenses of witnesses who
travel other than by private transportation. other than a party,
computed as the actual travel expenses of the witness not to exceed $.30 per
mile, one way, from the place of residence of the witness, whether it be
within or without the state of Idaho.

5.

Expenses or charges of certified copies of documents
admitted as evidence in a hearing or the trial of an action.
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6.

Reasonable costs of the preparation of models, maps,
pictures, photographs, or other exhibits admitted in evidence
as exhibits in a hearing or trial of an action, but not to
exceed the sum of $500 for all of such exhibits of each
party.

7.

Cost of all bond premiums.

8.

Reasonable expert witness fees for an expert who testifies
at a deposition or at a trial of an action not to exceed the
sum of $2,000 for each expert witness for all appearances.

9.

Charges for reporting and transcribing of a deposition taken
in preparation for trial of an action, whether or not read into
evidence in the trial of an action.

10.

Charges for one (1) copy of any deposition taken by any of
the parties to the action in preparation for trial of the action.

1.

P.038

The Contractors Are EntitJed to Deposition Costs

I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(C) provides that a prevailing party is entitled to recover the costs of a
See, e.g., P.O.

deposition and one copy of that deposition for any deposition taken in a case.

Ventures, Inc. v. Loucks Family Irrevocable Trust, 144 Idaho 233, 240, .159 P.3d 870, 877 (2007)
citing Lovey v. Regence Blue Shield of Idaho, 139 Idaho 37, 44-45 n. 4, 72 P.3d 877, 884-85 n. 4
(2003).

In this matter, the depositions of 33 witnesses were taken, spread out over 48 separate

deposition sessions. Those witnesses included:
.. ' ....

-

Deponent
Pamela Ahrens
Curtis Blough
_John Cooley
Rick Danise
James Dean
Michael Dormand
Jeremy Ferguson
Dennis Fife
J.R. FiQI~
Ba rry Figgerald
Jan Frew
Jan Frew..... -

.........,

Putative Witness For
..... ...
State
-_ ...
. State
Hobson
Hobson
-_...
Contractors
State
........,..
Contractors
.Hobson
Hobson
Contracto'rs
State
..
State
'

~

~-

~.'"

Deposition Date ..
10/25/2007
4/1812007
10/3/2008
10/25/2008
4/2412008
9/29/2008
12120/2007
5/10/2007
2/21/2007
12/20/2007
........ . 4/2612007
9/18/2008

,

, _ . b __ ._ _

...

~

Taken B~
Hobson
State
Rudeen..... _
Rudeen
Hobson
Hobson
Rudeen
State
--_ ......,. State
Rudeen
Hobson ..' - ' SE/Z
-.~.,

~

p'

~
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Randy Frisbee
Hobson
Hobson
Robert Frisbee
Hobson
Ted, f.ri~bee, Sr.
Hobson
Ted Frisbee, Sr,
Ted Frisbee, Sr.. - - -....... . ,......
Hobson
Hobson
Ted
Frisbee,
Sr.
.
Hobson
Ted Frisbee, Sr.
---'-"""- . . _-'*"
Ken Gardner
State
Traci Hanegan (Expert)
Rudeen
1-= .........Rudeen
Traci Hanegan (ExpertL ..... .. _-SEIZ
Barry Hays
State
Elaine Hill
Elaine
Hill.... _.
State
r-:--:--'
........
Rudeen
Matthew Huffield
<.,_.
William Kissinger
Hobson
Carol Mash._ .....Contractors
Hobson
Ron McMullen
Chris Motley
Individuals
AlbertMunio '(Expert)
State
Albert Munio (Expert)
State
AJbert rvfunfO{Expert)
State
.....
Dennis Reinstein (Expert)
State
David Rooke
State
Hobson
Gary Ruths
State
Joe Rutledge
Neil Schafer -< .... ....
SEIZ
Jimmy Smith
Hobson
-'i:robson (E~I?~£t)
Stephen Wiggins
Gerald Williams
Hobson (Expert)
Gerald Williams
Hobson (Expert)
.. ---~
Phil Wilt
Hobson
Phil Wilt
Hobson
Phil Wilt
Hobson
.
Phil Wilt
Hobson
-.. ...... _,,.,..
SE/Z
Steve Zambarano
SElZ" .
Steve Zambarano

1/512007
2/27/2007
4/4/2006
1/10/2007
1/11/2007
5/8/2007
9/17/2008
1/9/2007
5/27/2007
9/24/2008
4/1/2008
4/19/2007
10/9/2007
2/19/2007
9/2212008
9/19/2008

---

~~

-

p

I

State
Rudeen
State

,

....

.;

",

I
l

!
I

-"-r'

.. --. ··State
"

•.•••

.

.

State. . .
I
Rudeen
Rudeen
Hobson
Hobson
Hobson
.. ' .. --'State" "~,, ......-.-

.

I
I
,
I

e

l----- .

Hobson
Hobson
Hobson
Hobson
SE/Z

.........

._ .._12/~1/?.QQ? ... -- ..
-s..~.~~
'~
1/1212007
i
Hobson
I
212312007
Hobson
i
11/30/2007
I
Hobson
9/18/2008
Hobson
9/16/2008
Hobson___
"
-I
212012007
Hobson
I
12/1212007
I
State
I--" __
....
.• -'-,- 7/27/2007
I
Hobson
4/112008
State
I
I
4/17/2007
Rudeen
!
11/29/2007
State
11/16/2007-- - - - - .. 1··i ..····· ..·-···Rudeen
._- ... _.".9/8/2008
!
State
I
1/4/2007
State
-- .. '-!
I
12/1212007
Rudeen
I
' - - ' _._.. _- ... '-"- ·t·.. ..... " --_.12/18/2007
I
Rudeen
I
8/28/2008
Rudeen
5/9/2007
Rudeen
,.",-_.-,_._.
Rudeen
. .......-4/2/2008
... ,._....
,.
, .
. -.
.' .
~_._·_w

-.-~

-

~

'A~'._

--.-.---~

_

.-_--

. .

_

'

"

",--"

Hobson and SEIZ, cooperating in accordance with their joint prosecution/defense agreement.
together took 20 depositions. The State and Rudeen, apparently cooperating under an agreement
not disclosed to the Contractors or the Court,S conducted 28 depositions.

"rhe State and Rudeen h;)d essentially defended this C;ase to>lethcr from the outsel or this case [SIC) back In 2005." State's Motion to Vacate Trial
Setting, M~(Ch 30, 2010 at p. 4. The State's Motion to Vacate Tria! Setting, also informed the Court, "a'l part of the Slale and Rudeen

/I
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With a potential joint liability of $4 million, the Contractors had little choice but to fight the
State's cross-claim. and incurred significant expense in so doing. Under I.RC.P. 54(d)(1)(C), the
Contractors should be awarded as a matter of right their deposition and deposition transcript costs.
SEll has provided back up for its deposition costs of $8,115.87, and Hobson has
sUbstantiated its deposition costs of $31,528.45. The Contractors respectfully request that the Court
find those costs established, an award them pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(C).
2. The Contractors Are Entitled to Certain Expert Costs as a Matter of Right

"Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54 provides that costs shall be allowed to the prevailing party as

a matter of right, including '[r]easonable expert witness fees for an expert who testifies at a deposition
or at a trial of an action not to exceed the sum of $2,000 for each expert witness for all appearances.'''
Fritts v. Liddle & MoellerConst., Inc.. 144 Idaho 171, 175, 158 P.3d 947,951 (2007), quoting I.R.C.P.
54(d)(1 )(C)(8).

Here, the Contractors engaged a number of expert witnesses who testified, both in depOSitions

and at the trial. Additionally, the Contractors were required to pay a number of witness fees to the
State's and Rudeen's expert witnesses, which they should recoup under I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(C)(8). As
the prevailing party in this action, they are entitled to an award of the actual amounts incurred and

paid by the Contractors for the work of each such testifying expert, to a maximum of $2,000.
<

-.~

-~.

Expert Witness

.'

-.

...... _· .. ···0

Total',,_.
Paid
__ ....., ...... "".~.' .~ll?l(11(98 claim

Engaged By

Stephen Wiggins7

Hobson (HVACl

$43.293.9~

$2 ..000.00

Gerald Williams 6

Hobson (Damages)

$26,172.17

$2,000.00

Bill Kissinger

Hobson

,,~,_o_

. ,_._0

-_ ...

',-

$

,-.-....

~

25.00

relationship, counsel had ag.reed thatthe State would nol need to question Rudeen's witnesses during. depositions .. " rd. ·' __ .the Stale
had put together a (;USC to de1~nd against the Contractors' claim,;, with substantial Teliance upon Rude'!n for defending the
desi~n/contractor issues ... " Yd. at p. 5.
7 Stephen Wiggnls is with Newcomb and Boyd.
~ Gerald Williams WaS with R. Brown Consulting, and is now with Construction Research, Inc.
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-...-

._, ..

S E/Z

WGK

S tate

..

$70,674.42

$2,000.00

$ 3,967.14

$2,000.00

With the above witnesses identified by the parties as testifying experts, and with the total
amounts paid to those experts above, the Contractors respectfully request that the Court award
$2.000 to SE/Z and $8,000 to Hobson as a matter of right under I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1 )(C)(8).
3. The Contractors Are Entitled to Recover their Court Filing Fees as a Matter of Right
LRC.P. 54(d)(1)(C)(1) provides that a prevailing party is entitled to an award of costs as a
matter of right. to include it is fees. See, e.g., Nelson v. Anderson Lumber Co., 140 Idaho 702, 713,
99 P.3d 1092, 1113 (Ct. App. 2004).
Here, SEIZ has documented its payment of filing fees in the amount of $60.00, and Hobson
has substantiated having incurred filing fees in the amount of $ $711.87, an amount that includes the

pro hac vice fees for the temporary admission of Tyler Storti, Traeger Machetanz and Todd Henry
temporary admission. The Contractors respectfully request that the Court award those filing fee costs
to them as a matter of right under LR.C.P. 54{d)(1)(C)(1).
4.

The Contractors Are Entitled to Recover $500 Each for their Preparation of
Exhibits.

UA prevailing party is entitled to recover as a matter of right the '[r]easonable costs of the
preparation of ... exhibits admitted in evidence as exhibits in a hearing or trial of an action, but not to
exceed the sum of $500 for all of such exhibits of each party.' Lettunich v. Lettunich, 145 Idaho 746,
753,185 P.3d 258,265 (2008), citing I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(C)(6).
The trial exhibits assembled by Hobson alone comprise 12 volumes and hundreds and
hundreds of pages. The parties' joint trial exhibits comprise 16 volumes and many more hundreds of
pages still .. In addition, the Contractors have provided the Court with many dozens of exhibits to

:1

YMe is an IIV AC contractor, and was engaged by WGI as the general contract()T lOT the post-termination work on the Project.
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affidavits in motion practice. Under I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(C)(6), the costs of the Contractors' production of
those exhibits is recoverable as a matter of right up to $500 each.
Hobson has demonstrated that it has incurred costs for copying and reproduction services in
the many tens of thousands of dollars in this action, including copying that resulted in exhibits
produced both in motion practice and for trial.. Likewise, SEIZ has proven that its copying expense for
trial and motion exhibits easily exceeds the $500 allowed by I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(C)(6). Therefore, the
Contractors respectfully request that the Court award them each the $500 aUowed as a matter of right
under l.R.e.p. 54(d){1)(C)(6).
5. The Contractors Are Entitled to Recover their Costs for Process Service.
J.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(C)(2) provides that a prevailing party is entitled to recover the "actual fees for
service of any pleading or document in the action whether served by a public officer or other person."
Here, Hobson has demonstrated that it paid $1,042.75 to process servers, and SE/Z has
substantiated that it paid process servers $55.00.

Under I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(C)(2), those respective

amounts should be awarded to the Contractors.
However, additional "actual fees" for service of pleadings and documents were incurred by the
Contractors, and should be awarded them under the Rule. The Contractors incurred thousands of
dollars in Federal Express and like overnight delivery charges for service of documents and
pleadings, both on other parties and on the Court. Hobson has substantiated that it spent $3,202.38
on Federal Express charges to send documents and pleadings to SEIZ. the State. Rudeen. and the

Court.
Under the plain language of I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(C)(2), the Contractors respectfully request that
the Court award $55.00 to SEIZ and $4.245.13 to Hobson for service of process expenses as a
matter of right.
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D. The Contractors Must be Awarded their Reasonable Attorney's Fees Under I.C. §12117.
As set forth above, once the Court determines that entitlement exists for costs and fees
against the State under §12-117, the award of attorney's fees is mandatory. Here, the Contractors
have litigated the instant matter for more than four years, with much of that litigation involving the
State's improper cross-claim.
Here, Hobson has substantiated reasonable attorney's fees incurred of $274,175.26, and SEIZ
had substantiated reasonable attorney's fees incurred of $278,059.40.

Given the State's pursuit of

its wrongful cross-claim, and given that the Contractors ultimately achieved a positive monetary
recovery from the State on the causes of action that remained for trial, the Court should determine
that the attorney's fees incurred by the Contractors were reasonable, and tax the State for them
under

I.e. §12-117.
In considering the "reasonableness" of the attorney's fees, the Court should keep in mind that

no fees appear in this request for Hobson's original trial counsel, who litigated this matter for more
than three years, including at the first trial. Unquestionably, had those fees been billed to Hobson.
the Contractors' attorney's fee request being made here would be several hundred thousand dollars
more than it is.
Further, the Court will recall that it granted the Motion to Withdraw made by Stewart Sokol &
Gray, LLC, which necessitated Hobson having to engage new counsel in mid-2009.

Therefore,

neither the Court nor the State should be able to effectively challenge the reasonableness of the
attorney's fees incurred by Hobson from Oles Morrison Rinker & Baker, LLP on the basis that work it
was forced to do (and bill its client for) was somehow duplicative of work done by Hobson's previous
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counsel. With I. C. § 12-117 making a fee award mandatory I in reality the State is avoiding liability for
several times the portion of this attorney's fee request attributable to Hobson's counsel.
Finally, the Court should consider that the fees being requested here were incurred by the
Contractors only on those portions of this action in which they prevailed. SEIZ had none of its causes

of action dismissed in this action, and ultimately settled its causes of action for a payment to be made
by the State. And, by the time of Hobson's engagement of Oles Morrison Rinker & Baker, LLP, all
causes of action it had brought directly against the State had been dismissed, as had those causes
against the individual defendants consolidated into this action by the State. Consequently, the work
done by the Oles Morrison firm on behalf of Hobson (and the Contractors under their Joint Defense
Agreement) only: a) resulted in the Contractors' positive recovery from the State; b) the dismissal of
Rudeen from the action; and c) the dismissal of the State's multi-million dollar cross-claim.
Consequently. the Court should consider those factors in making any discretionary adjustment to the
fees requested here by the Contractors.

E. The Court Should Exercise its Discretion and Award the Contractors Additional
Costs and Attorney's Fees under I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(D) .
A prevailing party can be awarded discretionary costs if the trial court finds that they were
necessary and exceptional costs reasonably incurred that in the interest of justice should be
assessed against the adverse party. See, e.g., Lettunic) h supra, 145 Idaho at 753, 185 P.3d at 265

citing I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(D).
Discretionary costs may include "long distance phone cal/s, photocopying, faxes, travel
expenses" and additional costs for expert witnesses.

See, e.g., Auto Club Ins. Co. v. Jackson, 124

Idaho 874,880, 865 P.2d 965, 971 (1993): see also, Bailey v. Stanford, 139 Idaho 744,755,86 P.3d
458.469 (2004), citing Turner v. Willis, 116 Idaho 682686, 778 P.2d 804.808 (1989).
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Under LR.C.P. 54(d)(1)(D), a trial court must make express findings as to why a party's
discretionary costs should or should not be allowed. The Idaho Supreme Court has repeatedly held
that express findings as to the general character of requested costs and whether such costs are
necessary, reasonable, exceptional, and in the interests of justice is sufficient to comply with this
requirement See, e.g., Inama v. Brewer, 132 Idaho 377,384,973 P.2d 148, 155 (1999). citing Fish
v. Smith. 131 Idaho 492,494,960 P.2d 175, 177; Roe

v.

Harris, 128 Idaho 567,577,917 P.2d 403,

408 (1996).
In regard to what constitutes an "exceptional" cost under I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(O), the Idaho
Supreme Court has said:
This Court has always constrUed the requirement that a cost be 'exceptional' under
I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(D) to include those costs incurred because the nature of the case
was itself exceptional. In Great Plains Equip., the Court specifically noted that
discretionary costs, including those for expert witness fees, were "exceptional given
the magnitude and nature of the case."
Hayden Lake Fire Protection Dist. v. Alcorn, 141 Idaho 307, 314 109 P.3d 161. 168 (2005), citing
Great Plains Equipment, supra, 136 Idaho at 475, 36 P.3d at 227.

Here, the matter involved a

unique set of facts, in which the State, after having terminated the Project Contract for convenience,
asserted affirmative claims for alleged construction deficiencies discovered after the termination, the
principal value of which were more than twice the amount of the Project Contract.
Further, the nature of the cross-claim, involving highly technical aspects of HVAC construction,
design and commissioning required this matter to be heavily expert-driven. Further, the State's nowdismissed claims for professional negligence against the architect also added to the technical nature
of the dispute, requiring extensive discovery and examination of witnesses who both supported and

refuted the architect's liability.
The complicated nature of this case, and therefore its proper determination to have been
"exceptional" in regard to awards of discretionary costs, is borne out by the significant pre-trial motion
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practice that occurred in it Multiple motions for partial summary judgment were filed, as we repeated
motions for reconsideration and clarification.

The technical interpretation of the Project Contract

\Nere significantly tested before the trial, which necessarily involved the Court, since "interpretation of

a clear and unambiguous contractn is the sole purview of the Court.
Idaho authority demonstrates that in cases in which expert testimony is essential to the
establishment of the claims, a determination that the matter is "exceptional" for the award of I.R.C.P.
54(d)(1 )(D) discretionary costs is proper.

For example, in Swallow v. Emergency Medicine of Idaho,

P.A., the district court found that the fees for these experts were necessary and exceptional because
medical experts are essential in a medical malpractice case and they cannot be retained for the $500
awardable under Rule 54(d)(1)(C) as costs as a matter of right. See, 138 Idaho 589,59967 P.3d 68,

77 (2003). The Idaho Supreme Court affirmed that finding.
No different logic applies here. In a matter in which millions of dollars were at stake involving
the technical aspects of the design and construction of a Level 3 Biosafety Laboratory, the proof of
each party's claims was going to have to be bolstered or refuted by experts. The State (through WGI
and others) made factual allegations of wrongdoing by SE/Z Hobson in regard to paint adhesion, duct
welding, HVAC commissioning, air balancing and other aspects of their work. SEIZ and Hobson were
forced to defend themselves by not only refuting the allegations of bad work, but also by pointing out
what aspects of the State's direction (i.e., design and design clarification) to the Contractors was
flawed.

Therefore, reliance on experts-both those independent experts whose expertise could

address design and cost issues, as well as those who could testify about construction issues-was
required to prepare to present and defend the various causes of action.

And, the preparation of

cases based on the competing expert testimony required significant effort by counsel to understand,
grasp and be able to relate to the trier of fact what was important about the technical issues in play in
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this matter. For those reasons, this matter is much like Swallow, and should be determined by the
Court to be "exceptiona'" for purposes of a discretionary award of costs.
The grant or denial of discretionary costs is committed to the sound discretion of the trial court
and will only be reviewed by an appellate court for an abuse of that discretion. See, Fish v. Smith,

supra, 131 Idaho at 493, 960 P.2d at 176. A party opposing an award of discretionary costs bears
the burden of demonstrating an abuse of this discretion by the trial court. See, e.g., Great Plains

Equipment, Inc. v. Northwest Pipeline Corp., 136 Idaho 466, 474, 36 P.3d 218, 228 (2001). citing
Perkins v. United States TransformerW, 132 Idaho 427.431,974 P.2d 73, 77 (1999).
In regard to expert costs, I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(D) provides for the payment of additional items of

cost in an amount in excess of that listed in subparagraph (C) as discretionary costs, "upon a showing
that the costs were necessary and exceptional costs reasonably incurred, and should in the interest
of justice be assessed against the adverse party." Van Brunt v. Stoddard. 136 Idaho 681, 689, 39

P .3d 621, 629 (2001). Here, like in Swallow, the services of the experts required in this matter by the
Contractors far exceeded $500 in costs. The Contractors therefore respectfully request that the Court
exercise its discretion, and find the necessity of experts in this matter to have been "exceptional," and
award SE/Z $68,674.42 and Hobson $69,50829 in additional expert costs. to include the experts'
time, travel, subsistence and miscellaneous costs during their involvement in this matter.
In a litigation as heavily briefed as this one, the Contractors incurred significant amounts for
computerized research. No Idaho case provides authority on whether or not the use of computerized
legal research should be determined to have been "exceptional" or not for purposes of a discretionary
award of costs under l.R.e.p. 54(d)(1 )(0). However. most of the Contractors' computerized research
costs were incurred just before the scheduled April 2010 trial date, during the time that the parties
were contesting the motions in limine brought by Hobson and the state. Given the gravity of the
determinations made by the Court on those motions, and their ultimate effect on the status of the
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action, the Contractors respectfully request that the Court award SEll $2,323.13 and Hobson
$3.800.48 as discretionary costs for their computerized research.
In the event that the Court does not determine that the Federal Express and other next-day
mailing charges incurred by the Contractors is awardable as a matter of right, they respectfully
request that the Court determine them to be "exceptional, and award them as part of a discretionary
II

award of costs under I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(D). Regardless, the Contractors request that the Court award

SEll $810.16 and Hobson $2,721.06 in them discretionary costs for Federal Express, postage,
telephone and facsimile expenses.
The Contractors incurred significant costs for copying and reproduction far beyond the $500
allowed as a matter of right for the preparation of trial or hearing exhibits. Consequently, they request
that the Court exercise its discretion under I.RC.P. 54(d)(1)(D ), and award an additional $2,380.26
to SEIZ and $72,298.81 to Hobson for their excess copying, digitizing, photo reproduction and
reprographics expenses.
Both Contractors incurred significant costs for counsel's travel, lodging and subsistence.
Again, no Idaho case addresses how a trial court should view such request, and the application of
discretion with regard to them appears to be the rule. In Stanley v. McDaniel. 128 Idaho 343, 913
P.2d 76 (Ct App. 1996). the court addressed a district court's denial of a request for reimbursement
of counsel's travel expenses as costs, indicating that it would be considered as a part of attorney's
fees. In determining that the district court had abused its discretion in so ruling. the Court of Appeals
observed:
Because we conclude that these expenses, if reimbursable, would be allowed as costs
and not as part of attorney fees, we agree with the Stanleys that the district court's
finding on this matter constituted an abuse of discretion. We remand to the district court
for a determination of whether travel expenses for the Stanleys' attorney to attend the
depositions in Atlanta and Denver were reasonably incurred and therefore chargeable
to the respondents as costs.
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128 Idaho at 349, 913 P.2d at 82. Consequently, to the extent the Court determines the travel
expenses of the Contractors' counsel to be "exceptional" under the circumstances of this matter, and
therefore reimbursable under I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(D), the Contractors request that the Court exercise its
discretion and award $22,573.44 to SEIZ and $46,629.87 to Hobson for those incurred expenses.
Given the nature of this matter and the number of depositions in it. Hobson incurred and has
substantiate expenses for the preparation of deposition summaries in the amount of $5,365.26.
Should the Court determine that the nature of this matter, including the large and complicated
discovery included in it to be "exceptional," Hobson requests that the Court exercise its discretion
under LR.C.P. 54(d)(1)(0) and award it those deposition summary expenses.
Finally, due to the complicated nature of this matter, both SE/Z and Hobson incurred a number

of miscellaneous costs in this action, which should be rightfully taxed to the State. The Contractors
request that the Court exercise its discretion under I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1 )(0) and make the following award

of miscellaneous costs to SEZ: a) $613.66 in miscellaneous discovery costs not recoverable as a
matter of right;b) $200.45 for the costs of transcripts not recoverableas a matter of right; c) $1.750.00
in mediation costs; and d) $743.83 in miscellaneous other expenses as detailed in counsel's affidavit.·
Hobson also requests that the Court award it miscellaneous costs of $3,207.93, which includes, inter

alia, supplies required for trial and the expenses associated with transporting the large number of
assembled trial exhibits.
V.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, and particularly because they are properly determined by the Court
III

III
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to have been the prevailing parties in it, the Contractors respectfully request that the Court exercise
its discretion and make them awards of their reasonable costs and fees incurred in this action.
Dated this 25th day of June, 2010.
OlES MORRISON RINKER & BAKER, LLP

RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE & BAilEY, CHTD
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Frederick J. Hahn, III, Esq. (ISB No. 4258)
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE & BAILEY, CHID.
P.0. Box 50698
477 Shoup Ave. Suite 107
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
Telephone: (208) 528-6101
Facsimile: (208) 528-6109
Attorneys for SEIZ Construction, LLC
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IN TIffi DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TIfE

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an
Idaho corporation,
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Plaintiff,

v.
SEIZ CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; and STATE OF
IDAHO, acting by and through its
Department of Administration, Division
of Public Works,

. Case No. CV-OC-05 8037
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STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and
through its Department of Administration,
Division of Public Works,
Counter-Claimant,

v.
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an
Idaho corporation,
Counter-Defendant,
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STATE OF IDAHO

)
: SS.

County of Bonneville

)

FREDERICK J. HAHN, ill, being first duly sworn, deposes and states as follows:
1.

I am an attorney with Racine Olson Nye Budge & Bailey, Chartered, counsel

for SEIZ Construction, LLC, and make this affidavit based on my own personal knowledge
in support of the Joint Memorandum in Support of Hobson Fabricating's and SEIZ
Construction's Joint Motion for Determination ofPrevailing Party Status and Award of Costs
<::::>

and Attorney Fees.
2.
=
o

Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of the general contract

issued by the State of Idaho, Department of Administration, Division of Public Works
("DPW"), for the Biosafety Level 3 Laboratory Project, DPW Project No. 02353 (the
"Project").
3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy ofDPW's letter dated

June 3, 2005, tenninating the contract on the Project for convenience. Subsequent to the
termination for convenience, SEIZ Construction and Hobson Fabricating COIp. submitted a
Request for Equitable Adj ustment to DPW, pursuantto the provisions ofthe general contract.
Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of Sections 1-5 of the Request for
Equitable Adjustment submitted by SEIZ Construction. In addition to Exhibit 3, Hobson
Fabricated submitted three (3) large binders in support of its portion of the Request for
Equitable Adjustment.
4.

Subsequent to the tennination for convenience, I requested on several

occasions that DPW release the retention due under the contract and pay the fmal pay request
AFFIDAVlT OF FREDERICK. J. HAHN. m, IN SUPPORT OF THE Jom MOTION AND MEMORANDUM
REGAllDlNG PREVAILING PARTY AND AWARD OF COSTS AND AITORNEY FEES· Page 3
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to SE/Z Construction. Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of my
correspondence dated November 10,2005, to JoAnna Guilfoy, counsel for DPW, requesting
release of retention and payment of the amounts due under the contract. DPW steadfastly
refused to release SEIZ Construction's retention.
5.

In December 2005, based upon a report from Washington Group International

=

L5

("war'), DPW filed a crossclaim against SEiZ Construction and a counterclaim against
Hobson Fabricating, alleging that DPW was entitled to damages even though the Project
contract had been terminated for convenience. Much of the damages sought by DPW related
to the mechanical work on the Project. Based upon DPW's aIIegations, SEIZ Construction

=
C>

=

"->

and Hobson agreed to jointly defend the crossc1aim and counterclaim, with Hobson taking
primary responsibility for mechanical and HVAC issues. Hobson agreed to hire expert
witnesses to defend DPW's claims relating to its mechanical work on the Project. Hobson's
experts were necessary to defend DPW's claims in both the counterclaim as well as the
cross claim against SEIZ.
6.

On or about April 29, 2010, SE/Z Construction and Hobson agreed to settle the
CD

causes of action between them, reserving the issue of prevailing party attorney fees, which

=

co

SEiZ Construction and Hobson agreed to jointly pursue against DPW. On or about the same
date, SEIZ Construction and DPW verbally agreed to settle the substantive causes of action
between them, reserving the issues of the prevailing party, as well as an award of costs and
attorney fees. Consistent with the agreement between the parties, a stipUlation was filed with
Court identifying that the substantive causes of action had been settled with payment to be
made in the amount of $225,000.00 to SEIZ Construction.
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FURTHER AFFIANT SArTI:! NAUGHT.
DATED this

~ of June, 2010.

=

RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE &
BAJLEY,C~TERED

c...:::

=

=

B'

en

1. HAHN,m

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this2J1~y of June, 2010.
<:::>

=

<:>

NOTAR~Ie FORIDAiro'"
Residingat:~o ~5

My Commission Expires:J\)\ l)

d-I do \~
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=
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=
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that I serve<l a copy of the following described pleading or document
on the attorneys listed below by hand delivering, by mailing or by facsimile, with the correct
postage thereon, on this 25th-day of June, 2010,
.
DOCUMENT SERVED:

AFFIDAVIT OF FREDERICKJ. HAHN, ill,
IN SUPPORT OF THE JOINT MOTION
AND MEMORANDUM REGARDING
PREVAILING PARTY AND AWARD OF
COSTS AND ATIORNEY FEES

ATIORNEYS SERVED:

=
<::>

Traeger Machetanz
J. Tood Henry
Oles Morrison Rinker & Banker, LLC
70 I Pike Street, Suite 1700
Seattle, WA 98101-3930

( ) First Class Mail
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
( ../ ) Overnight Mail

Phillip S. Oberrecht
Chris Comstock
Hall, Farley. Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A.
PO Box 1271
Boise, ID 83701

(

) First Class Mail
( V ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
( ) Overnight Mail
!~
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=
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=
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=
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(

) First Class Mail
(v ) Hand Delive ry
( ) Facsimile
( ) Overnight Mail

Robert A. Anderson
Anderson, Julian & Hull, LLP

PO Box 7426
Boise, ID 83707-7426

)

.
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Predepqk 1. Hahn. III, ES>f.
RAC~ OLSON NYE13UDGE & BAaEY, CHTD.
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5.1
FINAL PAYMENT
S.2.1 Final paymenl. conaiitutint; Ihe entire unpaid balanr.e oflhe Cont... ,! Sum, shaU be
made by the Owner to \he Contrnelot when:
"
.1

~CQllirac.tor'$

the Contraclor has CI111y perfonned Ihe Contmcl except for
respol15ibilily to correct Work a8 pro dad in Subparagraph 12.2.2 of
Document
A10l-1991. and to satisfy other requ meals. if any. which exle • beyond linal
payment; and
I

.2 II fmal Certificate for

)

I

Paymt=n~ Jl~ beel issuea hy the .Archilect.

5.2.2 The Owners final payment to the Can riidor shall be: made no later tbjan 30 days after
the issuance of the .Archll.ec:t's final Certificate fi r Paymenl. or as follows:
J.

I

ARTICLE 6 TERMINATION Oft' SUSPENSION
6.1 • The Conlracl Jnay be tetminaWd by tbe Owner or the Contrador as provided. in .
Article 14 of AlA Document A20l o1997. a
e Su lamenta Conditions.
el II.S provided in Article 1~ 0

The Work mfty be tru:ipended by the 0
modified b the Su Ierne

6.2

.A2.01-1.~7. as

condlflons.

01997 AtA.

AlA DOCUMENT A101-1997

r
OWNER-CONTRACTOR A~REEM£NT
1.1
Where J'Cferen~ is made in tbis Agre ent to a provision of AI~po1meUl A:wl'1'97 The American In~'lt"'la of Arc.hitec:t.
Of anolher Contract p{Jc,!~ent. the nfe
ce refers to ~l1at provISion . s amended, or 1735 New York AVQnUe, N.W.
.
sl.!ppiemenled by other proViSlons of the Contr l Documenls.
,
Washington, O.C. 20006.S292

ARTICLE 7 MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
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rll:an nst

ute

0

Archi1Ktl. Reproduttlon of thl material herein Dr sub tilntlal quotation of Its provlllon wlthDut wrlMen
permISsion of the AlA vlclalel1he copVriShl laws of fh United States and will sUbjt<:r t Violator to leBal

pro~ecullon. WARNING: Unlicensed photocopying lolates us copyright laws and will subject the
violator to 11:$11 prosecutlan. lhls rIot:umel1l was ele-ct onlcally produc:ed with permis$jQ of the /1.1'" and
can be reprDduced In accordanc:e wilh your IIceru. wi! ut violation until th. dala of ex Irati on as noted
below. expiraliofl lIS noted btlow. expiration as nare below. Uler Oocument: 2)$3AI •• S/1I2oo1. AlA
L~en$e

Number llJOeS2, Which

eMpires Dn

911012003.

, 00971

'1.3

.j

The Owner's representaliv~ is:

(NlIJle Jddrrss"ld otlJcrinlqrmation)

P.O. Box 83720
00189, Idaho 83720-0812

ttci
y'

.

The Conixaclor's repr:esen

{N.mt.ltIldrtSS6JII1~IM'infDl111miJn

.AN ArTORNl'Y IS fNCOUIlACiED wrrH
RESPEcr rQ irS C0MPLE1101J OR
MODIFICAnON. AlJTHM/CATlON OF
ms ELECrRONfCALJ..Y DfWlED AlA
DOCUMENT MAYBE MADE.y USING AJA
OOCIIME'NT 0401.
.

I
Ii

Elaine Hili. ProJeQS Man;!Rer
DiviSion of Public Worts!

• \...-1'7.4

TillS DOCUMENT HAS IMPOfrTIWT LEGAl.
CONSEQUENCES. CONSUtTA7JON WITH

.

'D

01,....

SEJZ Constructl0D. LLC
p.O. Box 1469
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83.03
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IJIl'1fJ
1

i

I<JA D«vmenl A20 J. 1991, Gemr.:l
ConditIons of ,he Canlr<1ct for
Constrvclioll.lJlldapledinthTsdocvmeM
by r«mnc.e. Do IIOtWfI wi,hom".
~n.r~ CDndll/ortr ~

l

mod/(JItd. .

,hJsJlX1Jment I:

I

7.5
Hell.Ju:r the Owner$ nor the Contrac:to " n:presenlative 6h.aU be chanJcd without ten 7hl' dowml!rlt Iw beeon approvftl.nd
endorsed by 1M AsUK"l"ed GI1J1(!ra
days wrlllell notice to the other party.
I
CDnlracton: Df Amorita.
1.6

.

Other provisions:

II

I

None

ARllCLE 8 ENUMERATION OF CONTRACT DO UMENTS

I

The Conlmct Documents, except fa Modifications usued s1\er e1cuUon of this
Agreement, ate tlllumeraled. as foUows:
8.1

!

0.1.1 The Agreement is this executed 1997 edition of the Standard Fo~ of Agreement
Belween Owner and Conlraclor.AIA. DocuJilen ./uON9!17· .
I

)

8.1.2
The General Conditions are the 1.9
COnlracl Cur Con5txuction, AlA Document A21)

S.1.3

I

edition of the General Co~ditioIli

,:
I

1m.

of the

'l'he Supplementary and other ConeiU OIlS a f the Conixa.cl arc th05e dontaincd in tbe

Project M.nud dated M.~ 21,2003 ...d...
Docul1lent .

foil_

Tille

Contractor'

I

(Gilber list Ilzt IIp<<lfi••uoIJ3

Section

0011

n.tN rJr~fer lUll exhibll J
Title

See Attached Uat

. . .~
-

I

......

i -

davit Conaernln T~X9

8.1.4 The Spec:ificalioni are those
Subparagraph 8.1.3. and BIB as [oUows:

~

pJges

Supplementary Condttlons

.1_

ined in the ProjecL Msnu1l daled

rI

to IlJIGAgrammlJ

.
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a& 10 AlA DOCUMENT AI01-1997
OWN£R-CONTJ\ACTO~ AGREEMENT

prIges

rhe American tnt/lillIe: of Archlt_C:ls
\135 New York Avenue, N.W.
WashlnSron, D.C. lOOO6·SZ92

)
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I
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,
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,
•
•
,
•
, .
y e
rlC;an nstl ute 0
Archlrect$. lI.eproductlon of the malerlal bergin Of $\1 slantial quotat;on of Its provlslD wlfhout written
permission ollhe AlA viola res the copyriRhf laws Df 1 United Statn: and will subject' e vlolalor 10 I~al

prosacullon. WAlNINCi: Unlicensed phOiCCOpYlnS lolat•• US copyright laws and will subjRCt the

viglslpr to leatl proscc"tlon. This clotumant wa, tlec: ronlcally produced With parml"i n of the AlA and

tan be reproduced In accordance with your license Wi hovt vlolallon unlll the dale of e plr.tlon as noted
balOW. a"plration as nllled balow. expIration af not. belol.ll. Ulef Document: 2353AI - BJ1I2003. AlA
License Number 112OQal, which expires on 911012003.
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Tbe Drawlng$ are as

I

(OUOW5,

and are d led May 21. 2003 unless a d1lferenl date 15

.'ihown below:

:.
Da~I

Tille

Number

.

1

(EiJbt.f lisi 'J:~ DI4winplst:teo("ltr to III ~(Nt lJltdtd I Ibis A8mm~l1r.)

I

See Attached l.las .

B. to

i

I

The Addenda, if any. are as follow.; .

i

Pli.&es

Dale

Nunib"

I
l.

Tm "OCUMENT 11M IMI'OATAN TUGAL
CONSEOUENC£5. CONStJLTATIONWTTH
lIN ArrOTWEY AS ENCOURAGED WTm

h

3 Att
Ju
~~~~~~________~~~~~~
____________~+~~a~w=~

~sna70IBCO~UnONOR

1.
MODIFICATION. AU11-£NTIC;'TrON or
ddendum 3
4 + Attt.chme t.
THlHJ.ECTRONICALLY DIlAFTmAJA
.
.
'
L .
DOCUMENT MAY BE MADE BY USING AlA
Portions of Addenda relating to bidding xequlre enlJ are not part of the Contrr-i pocuments DOCUMENr DfOl.
unless the bidding ~Ulrements aN also enllm~ led illi.hu Article 8.
;
.Ju
Jut

)

i
AlA Document NQ].J99', GerIer.lJ
Other documenlc. if any. forming part f lbe Conl.tact Document, are Ijs (ollows'
Condiffons of tIw Conrf.cr for
(lisl b~ IIny 6dditfOllu doauntnrs lh.llUe JIIrt:r1tkd (p . p.ut 01th' ConIr4Ct J)rxumtrits: A¥t Dncurrn:nl A2w- COllfrrvd/on, Is aJoplerJ III
({"'limen!
f.9W' prDvidtllh,1 bidding ~l.III'mImtll/1Ch ttl
•
~JQr fnViIAUDlI to bid. Jnsl.tUt:t.iaM.~~ Biddm, slII1Iplt .by rutr'Mt; Do not Vie Wltholbel'
(em/land 1M CrmJIiI,to1"s bid aN Tlol pqt flflhtt ~n
lJot:umnIll 1uU.t:u ItJJul1ltr.tr:cl in Jlti~ ~~t. Tht1 SMNaJ (ortdir/ollf un/w rhls document Is
IbcuJd Iw Jiltid bel'tDll/Y 1f'f1U:Jld~ ID Pf pm oflbeCcn
t D«uments.)
I
.
modJrled.
9.1.7

,IV,

Nona

!

This rJQr:tJ~nr hat bllQII 'pproveri and
This Agreement is entered into lIS of lhe dar an year first written above and ii executed in at eooorsed by 1he Auod.ted GefW.JJ
least lhJee orliio41 copies,
which one IS t be delivered to the Conttador, one l the Contr.ctor.s of America,
Arc 1· foruselntheadminislraiionoftheCo tract~c~de;J0t~
n
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hrcnitecl5. Reproduc1lon of ,he milt erial hen!ln or su stantlal quo/atlon ~f ITS provlslo~s Without wrllten
permission of lh. AlA violates the copvrlght laws of I United ~tate:; ana IlJillsubject I~e vlolalor to legal
prosecution. WARNING: Unlicensed photocopylns lolates US c:cpyrighl laws and 1 will subJect the
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DEPT. OF ADAIIN

State of Idaho

!

Department of Administration

~
DffiK KEMP'TIlORNE

650 WGS[ Slate Screel (83702)

.! p.o. Box 83720

GDvernor '

BOISE, ID 83720-0003

PAMELA J. ,Ulil.ENS

~

Telephone (20B) 332· J8"24 or FAX (208) 334-2307

Dilt:Clor

t

alTp:llwww:,tllc.id.u<lalim

lune 3,2005
SE!Z Construction LLC
AnN: . Steven W. Zambarano
P.O. Box 1469
Idaho Falls, Idaho
VIA FACSI1v.fIL.E: (208) 528-2316
Re:

s

DPW Project No. 02353
ESL 3 State Laboratory, Boise, ID
NOTiCE OF TERMINATJON

Pursuant to Subparagraph 14.4 of the General Conditions of the Contract Documents for Project No.
02353, this letter constitutes written notice that the Owner is terminating this contract for convenience.
Such termination is effective immediately. Pursuant to Subparagraph 14.4.2, SHZ Construction shall
cease all work on the project immediately a.nd take.all necessary steps to protect and preserve the Work
as currently installed. Termina.te all existing subcolJtr&cts and purchase orders related to the project.
After this termination, which is effective immediately, no representative of SElZ or any of its
subcontractors is pel1Jlitted 00 the site without a representative of the Division of Public Works .. You
may contact Joe Rutledge, 332-1.9 J0, at the Division of Public Works to arrange a time (or limes) to
remove your equipment and other materials from the site.

If )Iou wish to discuss this further, ·please contact Jan Frew, Design and Construction Manager.
Otherwise, and as I believe you lire aware, there have been significant delays and added costs associated
with ~his project. This termination is not, and shall not be deemed as, fJ waiver of any rights we may have
with regard thereto.
Sincerely,

C?c&a~
Pamela 1. Ahrens,
Acting Administrator

cc;

Jan Frew, Design !lnd Construction Manager, Division of Public Works
Joanna L. Guilfoy, Deputy Attorney General
Tom Long, Building Operations Manager, Facilities Management, Depamn~n1 ofHealtb and
Welfare
Elaine Hill, Project kchitectl Division of Public Works
Joe Rutledge, FieJd Representative, Division of Public Works

Exhibit "2"
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SEIZ CONSTRUCTION, L.L.C.
5471 SOUTH HEYREND DRIVE
IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO 83402
TELEPHONE: 208-528-9449
fax telephone: 208-528-2316
Monday, October 03, 2005
Bio Safety Lab Level III Serial Letter 084
Jan Frew
State of Idaho, Department of Administration
Division of Public Works
502 N. 4th. Street
Boise, 10 83702
Re: Bio Safety Lab Level III (DPW 02-353)
Termination for Convenience Request for Equitable Adjustment
Dear Jan:
Pursuant to the State Of Idaho's Notice of Termination for Convenience letter dated June 3, 2005
(see Attachment 1), we hereby submit the attached Request for Equitable Adjustment with all
documentation as ·noted at Attachment 2. This Request for Equitable Adjustment is submitted in
accordance with, but not limited to, General Condition Articles 4.3,4.4, 7.3, 8.3, and 14.4 as these
Articles in their entirety may apply to the costs shown at Attachment 2.
Pursuant to the fact that the Owner has terminated its Contract with the Project Architect, this
Request for Equitable Adjustment is submitted directly to the Owner. We hereby request tharthis
Request for Equitable adjustment be reviewed and processed in accordance with the aforementioned
General Conditions and the timelines stated at these Articles.
Should you have any questions or require additional information, please contact me immediately.

Sin~

~

c-)~~-

~i;);;barano.
~'

---

cc: serial letter file
F.J. Hahn, Esq. wiatt.
CIC 194 wiatt.
Ted Frisbee Sr., Hobson Fabricating wiatt.
Dave Lamarque, Lea Electric

Exhibit "3"
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ATTACHMENT 1 TO SE/Z CONSTRUCTION
BIO-SAFETY LAB SERIAL LETTER 84
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DEPT. OF ADMIN

06/0312005 11:14 FAX 93J42J

1iZl002

'.'

~, State of Idaho

!Department of Administration
~ 650 West State Street (83702)
DillE: KEMPTHORNE ~ P.O. Box 83720
Govornor
PAMELA 1.,.u.I.R:£NS
Din::c/or

c

BOISE, 10 83720-0003

~

Tdcpbone (208) 332·18'24 or FAX (208) 334-2307

t

hhp:Jlwww.ll:llcjd.utlodm

June 3, 2005

SE!Z Construction LLC
AnN: Steven W. Zarnharano
P.O. Box 1469
Idaho Falls Idaho
VIAFACSlMlLE: (208) 528-2316
j

Re:

DP.W Project No. 02353
BSL 3 State Laboratory, Boise, 10
NOTICE OF TERMWATJON

Pursuant to Subparagraph 14.4 of the General Conditions of the Contract Documents for Project No.
02353, this letter constitutes written notice that the Owner is terminating this contract for convenience.
Such lennination is effective immediately. Pursuant to Subpmgraph 14.4.2, SEiZ Construction shall
cease all work on the project immediately and take all necessary steps to protect and preserve the Work
as currently instalJed. Terminate all existing 5ubcol)tracis and purchase orders related to the project.
After this termination, which is effective mediately. no representative of SEiZ or any of its
subcontractors is permitted 00 the site without a representative of the Division of Public Wodes .. You
may contactloe Rutledge, 332-J.9 J0, at the Division of Public Works to arrange a time (or times) to
remove your equipment and other materials from the site.
If you wish to discuss this funner, please contact Jan Frew, Design and Construction Manager.
Otherwise, and as 1 believe you /.Ite aware, there have been Significant delays and added costs associated
with ~his project. This tennination is n.ot, and shaH not be deemed as, B waiver of any rights we may have
with regard thereto.
Sincerely.

C?~a~
Pamela 1. Ahrens,
Acting Administrator

cc;

Jan Frew, Design and Construction Manager, Division of Public Works
Joqnna L. Guilfoy, Deputy Attorney General
Tom Long, Building Operations Manager, Facilities Management, Depamn~nt of Health
Welfare
Elaine ffill, Project Architect, Division ofPubJic Works
Joe Rutledge, Field Representative, Division ofPublic Works

and
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ATTACHMENT 2 TO SE/Z CONSTRUCTION
BIO-SAFETY LAB SERIAL LETTER 84
SE/Z Gonstruction Supporting Documents Binders which includes:
-

SEIZ Gonstruction Request for Equitable Adjustment (2 Gopies)
Hobson Request for Equitable Adjustment (Vol. 1 of 5)
GIG #5, #39, # 73, # 75, #104, #108, # 159
GIG #47,#74,#81,#106,#124,#154,#156,#182,#186,#187,#189,
#190 (Vol. 1 &2)
- GIG # 4 (Vol. 1 & 2)
- GIG # 154 (Vol. 1 & 2)
- GGD#6
- GIG # 92
-. GIC #147
- GIG # 148 & # 149
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REQUEST '
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ONTRE

BIOSAFETY LEVEL 3 LAB
DPW PROJECT NO. 02353
BOISE, IDAHO

]
J
J

SE/Z CO STRUCTION, LLC

J

5471 S. Heyrend Drive
Idaho Falls, Idaho

J

Steve Zambarano

j
WOK Fll...E S521A
1

r .

September 1, 2005
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September 1, 2005

f

1
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I
Ii

.

SE/Z Construction, LLC
5471 S. Heyrend Dr.
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402

I

" I

Attn:

Steve Zambarano

Re:

DPW Project No. 02353, Bio Safety Lab, Boise, ID
SE/Z Request for Equitable Adjustment
WGK file S521A

I

I

Dear Mr. Zambarano,

I

J

As per your request WGK has performed a time and monetary analysis of the problems
that arose on the Bio Safety Lab Project in Boise, Idaho. WGK has visited the site,
spoken with key personnel, reviewed the project schedule, reviewed project changes and
reviewed project correspondence and documentation. The project facts show that this
project was plagued with contract document ambiguities, design flaws and untimely
responses to construction issue questions and requests.

WGK has found that due to the numerous design issues, project stop work directive and
lack of design direction the Owner is responsible for 332 calendar days of project
delay. These delay and suspension days are compensable to SE/Z in the amount of
$1,973;107.38.
It has been our pleasure to assist you in this matter. Contact me with any questions.

D~L.~Z:'

President

6600 W. 95 th ST Suite 209 • OVERLAND PARK, KANSAS 66212. (913) 648-0096
FAX (913) 648-7433 • e-mail david@wgkassoc.com

00980

I

I,

DPW Project No, 02353, Bie Safety
SEll Request for Equitable Adjustment
WGK fil.SS21A-OlSEP05

rl
l'l
rI

CONTENTS

II
[I
Item 1 - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

[1

Item 2 - CHRONOLOGY OF DISRUPTIVE EVENTS

LJ

Item 3 - DAMAGES SUMMARY

rlL:

Item 4 - SE/Z DAMAGES
Item 5 - HOBSON FABRICATING, INC. DAMAGES

. I

Item 6 - LEA ELECTRIC DAMAGES

i

".I

Item 7 - TIME 1MPACT GRAPIDC
Item 8 - CERTIFICATIONS
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DPW Project No. 02353, Bio
SEIZ Request for Equitable
WOK file 8521 A - OISEPOS

I

r

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

,I

:I
Notice to proceed - 03SEP03
Original contract - 267 cd - completion 26MAY04
Total time extension granted by owner 41 cd - completion 06JUL04

,I
I

f

r

I

r
I

I
I

I
Ii

j

I, I
I

.

SEiZ Construction, LLC was issued a Notice of Intent to Award on July 31, 2003.
Ultimately, the Notice to Proceed for the DPW Project No. 02353, (Bio Safety Lab),
State Laboratory, Boise, Idaho was issued on Septemher3,2003. The original
contract time was for a 267-calendar day project and, the original contract completion
date was May 26, 2004. The project consisted of the construction of a Level 3 Lab
(approximately 2,000 SF), and the tying-into existing mechanical, electrical & structural
components ..
From the onset of construction the project was plagued with contract document
ambiguities, design flaws and lack of timely responses to RFI's. As the project
progressed SE/Z and its subcontractors became increasingly aware of the numerous
.design problems. The original scope, as bid and anticipated, quickly and dramatically
changed. This project became more of a design - build project. To complicate these facts
the AlE refused to acknowledge that their design was flawed, inaccurate and incomplete.
The approach and stance held by the AlE created a very adversarial atmosphere, and
greatly added to the additional contract time and costs experienced by the Contractors.

~

j

r

J

I

I

The original contract documents were, as stated above, incomplete and flawed. In fact,
these drawings have resulted in SE/Z issuing over 195 Change In Conditions (CIC) ,
160 Requests For Information (RFI), 17 Construction Change Directive (CCD), and
over 28 Proposal Requests (PR). Through April 12, 2005 there have been 19 Change
Orders (CO) issued by the AlE.
The project did experience numerous disruptive and delaying events. The following
is a listing of the most critical "non-concurrent" of these:
•

The first Critical Project Delay (CIC #121) occurred in December 2003. This
stainless steel ductwork delay was not addressed by the AlE until Change Order
#7 was issued on April 8, 2004. This item was not resolved until October 2004.

•

The second Critical Project Delay (CIC #92) also occurred in December 2003.
This platform relocation delay was not addressed by the AlE until Change Order
#18 was unilaterally issued by the AlE on March 21, 2005 (it should be noted that
SE/Z did not agree with or sign this Change Order). This relocation work
continued into the spring of2005.

j

j
.J
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DPW Project No. 02353, Sic Sartly Lab
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•

The third Critical Project Delay (CIC #108) occurred in February 2004. Notice
of this damper regulator delay was provided to the NE on February 1,2004.

•

The fourth (and perhaps the most recognizable) Critical Project Delay (CIC #145)
occurred from April 6,2004 until July 12,2004, This was the Stop Work Order for
stainless steel welding,

•

The fIfth Critical Project Delay (CIC #149) occurred in August 2004, This was
the Owner requested exhaust pressure test delay.

•

The sixth Critical Project Delay (CIC #159) occurred from August to September
2004. This delay was a result of the Coffman Field Report.

I, !'

•

The seventh Critical Project Delay CCIC #147) occurred in October 2004. This
humidifier location delay was a result of the faulty specifications and design.

r I

•

The eighth Critical Project Delay (CIC #189) occurred in November (and, again
in December) 2004. This delay was a result of the pressure balances related to the
faulty design.

•

The ninth Critical Project Delay (CIC #4) occurred in November 2004. This was
the result of the required hot gas bypass. Ultimately, this item became Change
Order #10.

•

The tenth Critical Project Delay (CIC #189) occurred in December 2004. This is
the continuation of the pressure balances issues related to the faulty design.

Il

I ,

II
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I
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Not only were the above delaying events costly from a "time" perspective, but also from
a direct and indirect proj ect cost basis.

The following are among the most costly "design errors and deficiencies"
items:
1) Hot Gas By-Pass (HGBP)
The system as designed was flawed. An addenda to the contract specifications required
each compressor be capable of providing six (6) stages of capacity modulation. Neither
the specified units nor those researched from alternate sources existed with the "six
stages of capacity modulation on each compressor". The engineer (after becoming aware
of this error) required that the compressors be able to provide ''three stages of cooling
with hot gas bypass". A change order was requested for this variance. The Owner and
the engineer both declined to issue a Change Order. In lieu of a Change Order the
standard HGBP system was submitted for approval. The engineer followed this submittal
with an alternate system design. The "new alternate system design" was also found to be
faulty. Discussions on this item continued through December 2003. Finally, after
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numerous discussions the technical issues were resolved. The final HGBP system closely
resembled the original submittal (with a Change Order request), which was originally
rejected.

2) Fabrication of Stainless Steel Exhaust Ductwork

I

I

I!

The project contains two (2) exhaust ducting systems, both specified as 316L grade
stainless steel. In November 2003 a submittal for the use of spiral seam duct with spotwelded and sealed fittings seams (all joints to be welded) was forwarded to the engineer.
On December 12, 2003 the engineer approved this submittal. Fabrication of this
ductwork began on February 12, 2004. During the approved fabrication process, the
engineer issued a directive requiring "all duct joints and seams to be continuously buttwelded". This new requirement caused the fabrication to be extended by two (2) months,
and resulted in an increased cost of the fabrication.

1

r

3) Welding of Stainless Steel Ductwork

[!
lJ

[)

[!
I

I

I
J

Ij
,I
I

Following the engineer's directive requiring all duct joints and seams to be continuously
butt-welded, the engineer visited the fabrication facility and inspected and approved the
welding procedures. Following the fabrication visit, the engineer on March 31, 2004
went to the site and inspected the "installed ductwork" and identified several welds as
unacceptable. On April 5, 2004 the Owner at the recommendation of the engineer hired a
welding inspector to inspect the welding on the exhaust duct. It was discovered that the
welding requirements and procedures given to the inspector by the engineer were in
conflict with the contract specifications. Even after being notified of the discrepancy, the
Project Manager for the State (DPW) directed the welding inspector to continue to use
the non-specified welding criteria.
On April 6, 2004 the State, based on the welding inspector's recommendations, issued a
"Stop Work Order" on the exhaust duct. In May 2004 the State contracted with Mark
Bell, P.E. to inspect the exhaust duct. Following multiple meetings, jobsite inspections
and written reports, Mr. Bell recommended substantial rework of the duct. His
recommendations were not based upon the requirements outlined in the specifications.
The work on the duct, and the entire critical path of the project was suspended until the
"Stop Work Order" was lifted on July 12,2004. All contractors lost three (3) months on
the project's critical path. All contractors' onsite equipment and, to a large degree,
supervisory and craft labor personnel remained dedicated to the Project. Additionally, the
contractor's direct and indirect costs increased.

4) MAU (Makeup Air Units) Platform
The project design called for the Makeup Air Units and the Condensing Unit to be
installed on a steel platform that sat approximately four (4) feet above the roof. The
design was ba&ed upon the specified MAU's weighing 7,500 lbs each per the
specifications. However, the specified and approved MAU's weighted 9,400 lbs. each.
This actual weight difference caused a major project re-design and re-Iocation of the

!I
I

I

I
II
r
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platform.. This platform along with the MAU's, Condensing Unit, electrical and
mechanical services was relocated to a different section of the roof approximately 100
feet from the original designed location. The engineer was aware of the weight problem
as early as October 28, 2003; however, no action was taken to coordinate with the
structural engineer until January 2004. This re-design resulted in time and cost impacts
to the contractors.

5) Sound Attenuator (SA)

i
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The Sound Attenuator is an integral part of the exhaust duct. The sound Attenuator as
submitted and approved met the project specifications. However, following the
engineer's acceptance of the delivered SA to the site, the engineer Unilaterally directed
that a non-specified SA be installed. This change was made in conjunction with the
Directed new welding criteria as outlined in Item 3 above. The engineer did not grant
any additional time or cost for this Unilaterally direct change.

6) Humidifiers
Each of the above discussed (Item 4) MAU's were originally designed with an attached
and integrated humidifier. The original specifications called for both the MAU and
Humidifier to be 208 volts. The specified humidifier, however. was not available in 208
volts; it was only available in 460 volts. This design error necessitated that the
humidifiers be field installed, as opposed to off-site installed as designed. During the
field installation, the State electrical inspector advised the contractor that the space
(location of these humidifiers) was too close to the 460 volt power supply. The inspector
would not approve the location. The contractor was directed by the State to install the
humidifiers in a "separate cabinet"; causing additional field plumbing and electrical
work. The engineer did not grant any additional time or cost for this directed change.

7) Solenoid Valves (SY)
The hot water piping designed for each MAU contains a solenoid valve. Solenoid valves'
are available in two (2) configurations; the first, normally open "(NO) and the second,
normally closed (NC). The contract specifications did not call for a specific type, it was
unclear as to the type designed by the engineer. A "request for information" (RFI) (CIC
169-1) was submitted to the engineer for clarification; the question was stated, "Are these
valves to be normally open or closed?" The engineer's answer was that the solenoid
valves should be "normally closed (NC)", Following the engineer's clarification
"normally closed" solenoid valves were purchased and installed.
Normally Closed solenoid valves are designed to "open" at times of system failure.
Since the installation, power to the solenoids has failed several times causing them to
"open". The result has been large discharges of Glycol from the relief valve into the
basement. This problem has been presented to the engineer, and as of this date the
engineer has not responded with a solution.

I
J
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8) Air Balance

[I
I

I

II

The air balance .process began in December 2003. Using the specified contract
documents, attempts have been made to bring the Lab into "airflow and pressure
balance". This on-going and costly process has bee~ unsuccessful due to the Lab's
complex air flow to pressure relationships~ The air balance process continued until the
'~tennination for convenience" was issued by the State on June 3, 2005. To date the
engineer has not resolved the air balance design problems. The engineer has never issued
a Change Order to cover the additional time or cost of these "design problems" with the
air balance.
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9) Exhaust Balance Dampers
Each exhaust system was installed with two (2) dampers, as specified in the contract
documents. An "iris damper" was installed in the cabinet and a "volume/shutoff damper"
in the duct above. Due to the above air balance problems (Item 8), a recommendation
was made to the engineer that an additional third damper be added to help with the air
balance. The engineer's response was that the contract documents always required an
additional third damper.
As background during the installation process, the engineer, made numerous site visits
inspecting and approving the ducting and damper installations. Never once did the
engineer indicate verbally or in writing that there were any missing dampers. The
contract documents do not contain any provision for furnishing dampers in the
exhaust duct. Further complicating the situation, the engineer revised the original
ceiling heights and had them lowered. This precluded the space necessary for the
installation of any additional dampers.
The engineer ignored the above facts and directed the contractor to install the additional
(third) "low pressure dampers". These dampers contain dissimilar metals to the stainless
steel duct and will likely cause leaks in the system. Under protest the contractor
performed the additional work. To date the engineer has not granted a Change Order to
compensate for the additional time and cost of the directed extra.

Summation
Finally, due to the magnitude of the above discussed numerous time impacting and
costly "design errors and deficiencies" the contractor has stated its position.
The contractor requests an equitable "contact time adjustment" to the date of
termination of convenience by the Owner, June 3, 2005 (i.e., an additional 332
calendar days).
Additionally, the contractor requests an equitable "contract cost adjustment" of an
additional $1,973,107.38
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CHRONOLOGY OF DISRUPTIVE EVENTS
From virtually the first day of this project until the "termination for convenience" by
the Owner on June 3, 2005 this project has experienced unanticipated project delays.
These delaying and disruptive events are as follows:

[!

lj
LJ

I

~..J

I

_.1

Item

Description

Duration

Start

Finish

1
2
3

CIC #74 - Shower Doors - Notified AlE
CIC #4 - Hot Gas Bypass - Notified AlE
CIC #104 - Electrical Submittals - Delays
byAJE
CIC #74 - Shower Doors - CCD #12 issued
CIC #104 - Mechanical Submittals - Delay
byAJE
CIC #39 - Raising Duct - Notified AlE
CIC #5 - Asbestos Abatement - Delay
from Owner
CIC #121- Stainless Steel DuctworkNotified AlE
CIC #121- SS Ductwork - Notified AlE Continued
CIC #121- Stainless Steel Ductwork - PR
15 & 16
CIC #121 - SS Ductwork - Request for
C.O.·
CIC #39 - Raising Duct - Change Order
Delay
CIC #121- SS Ductwork - Notified AlEContinued
CIC #121- Stainless Steel DuctworkCCD#6
CIC #121- Stainless Steel DuctworkC.O. Delay
CIC #75 - Digi Trac - Notified AlE
CIC #4 - Hot Gas Bypass - RFI 2KNotified AlE
CIC #92 - Platform Relocation - Notified
AJE
CIC #108 - Damper Regulators - Notified
AJE
CIC #92 - Platform Relocation - ASI #12

71
73
23

03SEP03
08SEP03
110CT03

13NOV03
20NOV03
03NOV03

132
12

14NOV03
14NOV03

26MAR04
25NOV03

22
11

17NOV03
23NOV03

10DEC03
05DEC03

9

26NOV03

06DEC03

4

07DEC03

IODEC03

8

07DEC03

14DEC03

9

07DEC03

15DEC03

110

IIDEC03

29MAR04

63

11DEC03

1 1FEB 04

2

16DEC03

17DEC03

307

18DEC03

190CT04

69
345

20DEC03
21DEC03

26FEB04
29NOV04

48

23DEC03

08FEB04

32

01FEB04

03MAR04

11

o9FEB 04

19FEB04

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

87
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Item

ri

21

[ j

22
23
24

l;

[ j

[I
1I

25
26
27
28
29
30

'_I

31

_I

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Description
CIC #92 - Platform Relocation - Rejection
of AS I #12
CIC #92 - Delay from AlE - No Direction
CIC #4 -C.O. Requested to fully executed
CIC #92 - Platform Relocation - CCD 7 &
8 issued
CIC #92 - Change Order Delay - on going
CIC #75 - Digi Trac - CCD #11 issued
CIC #74 - Shower Doors - Change Order
Delay
CIC #108 - Damper Regulators - PR issued
by AlE
CIC #147 - Humidifier Location- Notified
AlE
CIC #108 - Damper Regulators - ASI #15
issued by AlE
CIC #39 - Raising Duct - C.O. fully
executed
CIC #108 - Damper Regulators - C.O. #8
issued
CIC #145 - Stop Work Order- Stop Work
Order by Owner
CIC #145 - Stop Work Order- C.O. #9
Delay
CIC #145 - Stop Work Order - Welding
Repairs PR #21 by AlE
CIC #74 - Shower Doors - C.O. #8 fully
executed
CIC #149 - Exhaust Pressure Test - by
Owner
CIC #145 - Mark Bells Report ofPR #21
by Owner
CIC #159 - Coffman's Field ReportCover CLGS Lab
CIC #145 - Stop Work Weld Repair CO #9
executed
CIC #147 - Humidifier Location - C.O.
Delay
CIC #75 - Digi Trac - Change Order Delay
CIC #121 - SS Ductwork - C.O. fully
executed
CIC #75 - Digi Trac - C.O. #11 fully
executed

Duration

Start

Finish

1

10FEB04

10FEB04

12
22
25

11 FEB 04
13FEB04
23FEB04

22FEB04
05MAR04
18MAR04

312
235
132

24FEB04
27FEB04
04MAR04

31DEC04
180CT04
13JUL04

22

04MAR04

25MAR04

195

25MAR04' 050CT04

9

26MAR04

03PAR04

1

30MAR04

30MAR04

2

04APR04

05PAR04

98

06APR04

12JUL04

155

06APR04

07SEP04

114

17MAY04 07SEP04

1

14JUL04

14JUL04

3

10AUG04

12AUG04

17

17AUG04

02SEP04

22

19AUG04

09SEP04

1

08SEP04

08SEP04

15

060CT04

200CT04

1
1

190CT04
200CT04

190CT04
200CT04

1

200CT04

200CT04
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Item
45

eIe #147 - Humidifier Location - C.O.

Duration

Start

Finish

1

210CT04

210CT04

2

02NOV04

03NOV04

25

04NOV04

28NOV04

8

22NOV04

29NOV04

7

02DEC04

08DEC04

5

05DEC04

09DEC04

26

05DEC04

30DEC04

8

09DEC04

l6DEC04

22

lODEC04

31DEC04

Executed

46

CIe #189 - Balance Pressures - Notified
AlE

47
48
49
50
51
52
53

U

Description

eIe #4 - Hot Gas Bypass - Impacting
Balancing Process
ele #4 - Hot Gas Bypass - CO # 10 finally
exec.
CIe #169-1- Solenoid Valve - Notify AlE
Site Failure
CIe #169-1- Solenoid Valves - sent cost
to AlE
eIe #189 - Notified AlE 2 na Set of Design
# - did not work
ele #169-1 - Notify AlE site failure 2nd
time
eIe #169-1- Solenoid Valves - sent cost
2nd time to AlE

[J

J
I

".~1
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DAMAGES SUMMARY

I

IJ

I)
[ J

Ij
II

Items

SE/Z Claim Amount

Lea Electric, Inc. Claim Amount

Hobson Claim Amount

Cost
(thru' 30JUN05)

$ 302,941.70
$22,760.00
$1,390,043.85

[.I
SUB-TOTAL

$1,715,745.55

15% mark-up

$257,361.83

rJ
r

J

II

CLAIM TOTAL

$1,973,107.38

i J

i

J

J

:j
. I

J
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II
II .I

SE/Z

n"lrectC OS t not Pal"d b'Y th e 0 wner
Authorized .

[I
[ .I

fJ

U
I

I

II

work wI T&M

#

Items

[EJ

Total Request for
Direct Cost not
Paid By Owner

1

GIG 154

$16,511.00

$ 16,511.00

2

CIC 182

$42382.00

$ 42,382.00

3

CIC 186

$ 839.00

$ 839.00

4

CIC 169-1

$ 6,250.00

$ 6, 250.00

5

Change Order 18/ClC 92

$ 39,240.00

$ 39,240.00

Total

$105,222.00

$ 105,222.00

Item

back7up

ij
*Hobson Claim Cost included in above amounts.

I!
1
: I
I

J
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SE/Z DAMAGES

,j

r

I
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II
iI
{j
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[I
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Items

H. O. Overhead Expenses
(07JUL04 - 03JUN05)
Actual Field Overhead Expenses
(01 MAY04 - 31JUL04) Base Contract # 149-100)
Actual Field Overhead Expenses
(01AUG04 - 31DEC04) Base Contract # 149-1001
Actual Field Overhead Expenses
(01JAN05 - 30JUN05) (Base Contract # 149-100)
Delay Costs
(Sub job Contract # 149-200)
Termination for Convenience
(Sub job Contract # 149-TFC)

Cost
(thru' 30JUN05)
$25,547.40
$19,249.24
$35,587.11
$37,515.00
$466.48
$9964.70

Professional Consultant Fees

$62,927.77

Legal Fees (thru' 31AUG05)

$6,462.00

Work not Paid by the Owner

$ 105,222.00

SE/Z Claim Amount

$ 302,941.70

rJ

I
iI
J

1

SEIZ has agreed to provide to the State of Idaho, Division of Public Works, access to
additional documents upon receipt of a "specific document request relevant to the Bio-Safety
Laboratory Project, DPW 02-353" in writing to SEIZ Construction. SE/Z retains the right for
refusal of specific documents they deem unwarranted in the support of their Equitable
Adjustment Request

j

j

j
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SE/Z COMPENSABLE
HOME OFFICE OVERHEAD

I

I

I

Total Project #02353 Billings
(period 01SEP03 -30JUN05)

Tota] SEIZ Home
Office O.H.
(period 01 SEP03
-30JUN05)

X

1)

Total SEIZ Company Billings
(period 01 SEP03 - 31 MA Y05)

[1

Total Calendar Days of Project #02353 Performance

Daily SEIZ Home
Office Overhead
Allocable
to Project #02353

Daily SEIZ Home Office. Overhead
Allocable to Project #02353

Compensable
Calendar Days =

Project #02353 Allocable Overhead
2)

[.1
3)

X

U

Project #02353
Allocable
Overhead

Compensable
SE/ZHome
Office
Overhead

$1,457,479

II

1)

X

$672,737.12

=

$49,247.82

$19,909,517.03

[j

$49,247.82
$76.95 I Calendar Day

2)

640 Calendar Days

I
I
I
I

J

3)

$76.95 I Calendar Day

332 Calendar Days

$25,547.40

J

J

J

IJ
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fl
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ORIGINAL CONTRACT VALUE

I.

. $ 1,314,883.00

'

Ii

II

SUSPENSION PERIOD - MAY 3, 2004 - JULY 30, 2004
EXHIBIT
NO.

Actual Home Office Overheads

II.

Period September 3, 2003 through April 30, 2004

U

LI

U
<'

A. Corporate Overhead Expenses at August 31, 2003

$

238,520.99

B. Corporate Overhead Expenses at December 31,2003

$

350,094.18

C. Corporate Overhead Expenses May 1, 2003-December 31, 2003 (B.-A:)

$

111,573.19

O. Corporate Overhead Expenses January 1, 2004-April 3D, 2004

$

162,792.76

E. Total Corporate Overhead Expenses September 3, 2003-April 30, 2004 (C+D)

$

274,365.95

II

III

Li

J
J

Ill.

Actual Total Company Billings-All Projects September 1, 2003-April 30, 2004

IV.

Actual Field o.verhead Costs: May 1, 2004..July 31, 2004

I

$ 6,445,720.27

IV

A. Field Overheads Costed to Base Contract No. 149-000

$

9,027.28

V

B. Field Overheads Costed to SubjobContract No. 149-100

$

10,221.96

VI

C. Total Actual Field Overhead Costs: May 1, 2004..July 31, 2004 (A+B)

19,249.24

EXTENDED PERIOD -AUGUST 1, 2004·:QECEMBER 31,2004

I
I

I

V

Home Office·Costs:

VI

Actual Field Overhead Costs: August 1, 2004-December 31,2004

A.

Field Overheads Costed to Base Contract No. 149-000

$0

$

2,032.88

VII

$

33.554.23

VIII

$

35,587.11

J

B. Field Overheads Costed to Subjob: Contract No. 149-100
. J

Total Actual Field Overhead Costs: August 1, 2004-December 31,2004 (A+B)

J
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SEIZ Construction, llC
Biosafety laboratory Project, DPW 02-353
Costs for Extended Time
January 1, 2005-June 30,2005

[ 1

II

u
[J

I

t

LJ

ORIGINAL CONTRACT VALUE

I.

$ 1,314,883.00

EXTENDED PERIOD - JANUARY 1, 2005-JUNE 30, 2005

v

Home Office Costs:

VI

Actual Field Overhead Costs: January 1, 2005-June 30, 2005

A.

Field Overheads Costed to Base Contract No. 149-100 (Extedned Field O.H.)

8. Field Overheads Costed to Subjob: Contract No. 149-200 (Delay Costs)
C.

Field Overheads Costed to Subjob: Contract No. 149-TFC (Term. For Convenience)
Total Actual Field Overhead Costs: January 1, 2005-June 30, 2005 (A-C)

$0

$

37,515

$

16,437

$
483
--'------

$54,435

[I
I

f

.

)

I

J

OOf)f15

I
[

SE/Z Construction, LLC
Biosafety Laboratory Project, DPW 02-353
Costs for Extended Time
Schedule III dated August 17, 2005

I:

II I,

$ 1,314,883.00

ORIGINAL CONTRACT VALUE

J.

I

r

[ i

If.

ACTUAL HOME OFFICE OVERHEADS

Ii
I

Period September 1, 2003 through March 31,2004

A.

i

II

[I

Corporate Overhead Expenses January 1, 2003- August 31, 2003

$,

238,520.99

8. Corporate Overhead Expenses January 1, 2003- December 31,2003

$

350,094.18

$

111,573.19

D.

Corporate Overhead Expenses January 1, 2004-March 31, 2004

$

121,182.81

$

232,756.00

A. Corporate Overhead Expenses January 1, 2003- March 31,2004

$

121,182.81

11/

8. Corporate Overhead Expenses January 1, 2003- June 30, 2004

$

219,426.16

IV

C.

$98,243.35

III.

III

Period April 1, 2004 through June 30, 2004

IV.

U

II

Corporate Overhead Expenses May 1, 2003-December 31,2003 (B.-A.)

E- Total Corporate Overhead Expenses September 1, 2003-March 31,2004 (C+D)

[J
[J

"-.

C.

U
[J

EXHIBIT
NO.

Total Corporate Overhead Expenses April 1, 2004-June 30,2004 (B.·A)
Period July 1,2004 through May 31,2005

$

219,426.16

IV

B. Corporate Overhead Expenses January 1, 2004- December 31,2004

$

404,715.53

V

C.

Total Corporate Overhead Expenses July 1, 2004-December 31,2004 (B.-A.)

$

185,289.37

D.

Corporate Overhead Expenses January 1, 2005-May 31,2005

$

156,448.40

$

341,737.77

$

672,737;12

A.

Corporate Overhead Expenses January 1, 2004- June 3D, 2004

E. Total Corporate Overhead Expenses July 1, 2004-May 31, 2005 (C+D)

VI

Total Corporate Overhead Expenses September 1, 2003-May 31,2005

j
j

I

V.

(II.E+IJI.C +IV.E)

VI.

TOTAL COMPANY BILLINGS

A. September 1, 2003-March 31, 2004

$ 4,613,265.27

VII

B. April 1, 2004-June 30, 2004

$ 5,538,962.28

VIII

C. July 1, 2004-May 31,2005

$ 9,757,289.48

IX

D.

$19,909,517.03

Total Company Billings-September 1, 2003-May 31, 2005

00996

SEIZ Construction, LLC
Biosafety Laboratory Project, DPW 02-353
Costs for Extended Time
.
Schedule 1/1 dated August 17, 2005
VII.

BIOLAB PROJECT BILLINGS

A. September 1, 2003-March 31, 2004
S. April 1. 2004-June 3D, 2004

u
u

c: July 1, 2004-June 30, 2005
D. TotalSioLab Project Billings-September 1, 2003-June 30,2005

$

868.119.00

x

$

342,154.00

XI

$

247,206.00

XII

$ 1,457,479.00

II
-.I

J
.J
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Law Offices
.L.&. ....,.L.I.L,.LJ.L

,KIDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO,

KENT W. FOSTER
ROBERT E. FARNAM
WlLLIAM D. FALER
CHARLES A. HOMER
GARY L. MEIKLE
DONALD L. HARRIS
DALE W. STORER
MARIE T. TYLER
FREDERICK J. HAHN, m
KARL R. DECKER
THEL W. CASPER"
SHANB.PERRY
AMELIA A. SHEETS
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ROBERT L. HARRIS
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Arthur W. Holden
(1877-1967)
Robert B. Holden
(1911-1971)
Terry L. Crapo
(1939-1982)
William S. Holden
(1907-1988)

1000 RlVERWALK DRIVE, SUITE 200
P.O. BOX 50130
IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO 83405

TELEPHONE (208) 523-0620
FACSIMILE (208) 523-9518
E·MAlL FJHAHNUI!alROLDENLEGAL.COM

Of Counsel
FredJ. Hahn

November 10,2005
VIA FACSIMILE: (208) 334-2307
JoAnna L. Guilfoy
Office of the Attorney General
POBox 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0003

Re:

SEIZ Construction, LLC
Biosafety Lab Level 3 Project
Boise, Idaho

Dear JoAnna:
I am writing in follow-up to our telephone conversation of yesterday regarding the
above-referenced project. I remain troubled by your comment that SE/Z Construction,
LLC's ("SE/Z") outstanding pay request would likely not be paid because Hobson
Fabricating Corp. ("Hobson") has brought suit and litigation is imminent with respect to
the project costs. As I expressed, the State of Idaho has an independent responsibility and
duty under the contract to remit payment under the contract. The last pay request was
primarily retention earned throughout the project work. The State's duty to remit
payment is underscored by the fact that the project was terminated for convenience. To
withhold payment simply because SE/Z and Hobson have submitted costing pursuant to
the termination for convenience, costs with which the State of Idaho disagrees, is a breach
of the duty of good faith and fair dealing. I hope your comment that the pay request
would be paid if the claim were to be resolved was merely an "off the cuff" remark and
not indicative of the State's position.
We appreciate your commitment to address the outstanding pay estimate issue
prior to departing for your extended leave. The outstanding pay estimate should be
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resolved irrespective of the differences concerning the defective specification and
tennination for convenience costing.
Very truly yours,

Frederick J. Hahn, ill
c: SE/Z Construction, LLC
John S. Stewart

l:IHLO server\FJ\IO 103\06\JLG III oos.ltt.wpd:bep
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CLAIMs PROSECUTION AGREE~

,

;

TIllS AOR.EBM.ENT, is made and entered into this ~1. ~day of september, 2005,
;

,

. by and between BFlZ Construction, LLC (" SElZ't) and Hobson Fabrica1:ill& Corp. ~~
C'.Hobson'~).

llE{;lIALS
A.

SEIZ entered into a contract ('the "Pr.itne
Contract'') with the State ofIdaho
,
'j

acting through the Division ofPublic Works ("DPW") ~ July 31~ 2003, for the
eoostruction of New Biosafety' Level 3 l.aboratory (the "Project1t) .

1

,

.' .

B.

;

Hobson entered into a subccntr8ct agreement with SEIZ (the "S~t¢ract")

to perform certain work

on tb~ Project pursuant to the Project-Plans and specificatiOll8
i

On June 7,2005, and prior to final ~letion of!he Project, DPW :

terminated the .Prime CDntract for DPW's convenience.
SEIZ and Hobson.was 'terminated for eonven.i.enoe.
....

D.

r

",

andthe Prime Contract.

c.

.J

Iti turn, th~ Subcontract ~
I ••

pwing the.perform.ance ,?f the Work" disputes arose and now exist bJtween

SE'Z and ~ and DPW ~on~ad~na1 costs, impacts, damages and 'ijays

arising from and relating to the 'WCltk for :the ~joot. 1 Both SB/Z and Hobson have i
.

.

.

,asserted that the Project design was ~wed. and DPW's ~ation:oftheProj~

Contract IeSUlted in significant delays:. imP.a.cts ~d damages. 8E1Z aDd Hobson .b3.ve

e~ su~tt~ oc'intend to submit cl~ for add¥ional cOmpensati~.n, _g~ ~.

time extensions (the "C,laim&") to DPW inl~ ~th the Prime ,Contract.
parti~ intend to pursue th~.rem,edies ~t tt;J

tqe Prime ~ct Te~ti~fo.r

'CoIWenlence aitd or the Cba,nges tmd Disputes cla':l8es.

E,

,

8m and Hobson believe ~t DPW and ot4ers acting for DPW 1n ~

copneation with the Project design ~e liable for

F.

Vw

all damages aris.ing:from ~ir C~ims.

. ~tb.e parties hope to resol~ ~ costs and c.laints ~nyely.

.I·

witfl DPW and.without litigation, they r~~ ~t.itmay be necessary to bring~

'CLAlMSPR~ONAoRuMENT.~l

J

$,

t
j
I
~

.

.,
'(

".,

HOB 021494
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action against DPW to rcccwer their damages. In the'event an action is filed by

sm and

I

Hobson agai:Dst DPW. {the uLawsuitj it is the parti~~ intention to jointly pursue ~ .
.

~

olaims directly against DPW and possibly the designers of the Project.

AGREEMENT.

NOW, THEREFORE, ~OR VALUABLE CONSIDEltATIONTHE ~T OF
WmCIfIS
ACKNOWLEDGED, THE
PARTIES AGREE AS FOLLOWS:
.
.

,

1.

SEIZ and Hobson agree that the unpaid balance under the Subcontrac~

inclUding retentio~ and through Change Order No. 1 through 13. (sub~ to offs~r of
8E/Z (ifany), is ,$57,908.34. The parl:ies acknowledge that fUlaI payment'and ret~n

has IIDt ~ made by DPW to sm.

2.

1

Each party hereto baS bad an opportunity to review data~ records and
.

l

reports addressing. among ether things. ~ Claims and responsibility for impacts.

~

damages ~ deJayS on 'the PrOject•.. ~~{~lHQ~~;~P~~~!'~~~Mii~;!f~I~J@i~',

i!!~{{~~J;.~@~if2r~M?aaditioili(H~~,JfqJPlJ~!1~~~~jf.Q~~mrgj~~~~i~tY)
~~etQ,:~ees~tO:~5~~~~~;rl~1'~u~~~:!p~~f~rs~~iG~lill~Ifl!!!9h:~)
(~~~:i~~~~~QM~nisXiii,,~)~~~1~-;~J~!ffi~la~;~~g.1~}~19r~~if~~~;~Y~

'.

··,·,·.·v..·'·n··.·· ,..... : ...•..." ....... _•.w:

;

1
i~@~·:8£!i.gg;fq.r.'P:r~' As. set forth lllOfe fully below> if an actioD (the Lawsuit) ~ filed:.
.

the ~ hereto a~ to be boun4 by the ~kms of the Gourt and 1lle verdict f(om the

trier-offaoffu ~Uwsuitto ~he extent·applicab~e to their.reSPective clai:fn.s. By t!ds

-

Agreement, SEIZ and ~Qbsan agree ts> co-operatiyely pursue tileit' respective clai.n:}s both
. '

administratively. under the Prime C9nmt~ If,S :well as in ~ Lawsuit .
3..

.

.~

. Hobson shan submit and prosecute aU of its claims ("Hobson's Claims")

which are more specifically described and iden.tified.in its. Claims binders subnrl¥ to

;:~~=~~~~~:!~~=~~l::@r~·
~~~P~§.#~llges:~~¥~)is.~f~y'~~"W':s.·~~~~i9~'~~:~;~~~~9!i~l#i':
.\

,

... ,

.1

~
~

i
·;~.co~~~rPi~,ana':~c.a~yt~;~~~:QP'W.:~~~P91lS~~~;;'·
·;.HO~~\will:uP<*:~~1Y(t9iDl':W:t()i~~~~t;~~~jfaS~~gJif"g~~/ Bxcept;as
.

.

forth above, Hobson possesses no other claim or cause of action arising from or rel}lting
{

to the Project~ aOO no other claims or causeS crl' action wiU be submitted or prosecuicd by
Hobson in the LaWsuit.
. ·4.

The partie'S acknowledge that DPW may assert that SEIZ and/or· Hobson .

caused delays to the Project.~The.parti~;~~'iq.~~~aiiYt~ljii·m.~~fQi'41JiN!~~

\~'!~~·:~"iio~~~~rcJij~. (W~~~~~i.Y~:aiijy:(9i~~i:~iilS~~~:~~~~·~
{~~~~]Pr9.iec~i~~:W:g~l~~,~;,"I~,~Y~~~;.,~+.i~w~
]f any court of
.
.

~etent jurisdiction ~lines to allow Hobson to bring its claims directlyaga.ins\DJ;lW,

then such claims will be brought through SElZ against DPW. UA~.lt;y~~~f~~;~~~:

.
r

{()i~~R~':j~3~~t!!e~~p~slC~hi~J~f~j~'i(ip~]~~~~ Ji.\ the
eVent of any confli.ct between this ~t ,and the HQ~ Subcontract;·tbis \:
Agreement will, govcr.ri.
,
~

f

.I.

5.

In the event the ~es file the ~wsuit against DPW, ~ party srujI be

responsible for their own litigation costs, incl~ aUqrneys fees and expert fees. ,;
•

.

I

HQ\\1eVer', the parties agree to share in the expert fees and costs ofWGK & Associktes,
Inc., C1 WGK") _ h has been.retained to pr,eseat a ~~~ule analysis and nar.r:atiye of the
'Prqject. Hobsonsball pay:$lO,OOO.OO~;S its. share.qfWGK's fees and expenses,
,

~hich
.

payrilent sball be ma~ upon eXCouf:iiJg this.Agreement: .SEIZ shaJI be responsbi1~for the
balru)ee ofWG&:'s fees and ~penses in ~matter
• .SEJZ shall. be responsible f~the
. '
.

•i-

costs of any other expert it retains in this matter.. Hobson willli.kewise I;le responS;.b1e
. for

the costs of any other ex:perl it r~ ~ ~.~~.

'. ;-

:

~

.

6.

. This ~ shall be·b~ upon, the flSsigns~ successors, sureties and

.,

insurers ofthe parties hereto and slJall be g~ed and e~ in accorda.nce vpth the

I

laws of the State,of Idaho. This Agreement may not be modified or cbaDged, ternynated
•

.

I

or waived; in whole or in part, orany or in any crthe( ma.nn.er, othel than by writta;,
'J
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l
I

agreemeutduly executed by. the autboriztxl representativeS of the parties. The parties
.

~

acJmowledge tbat.t;bis Agreement is a .negotiated agreement and that:tbe parties have had
.

,

the opportunity to have this Agreement r~ewed by their respeetive legal counsel ~
that the terms and conditions of this Agr~t are not to be construed against either

.

party on the basis of such parties' drdbmanship thereot: .
, 7.

1

Eaoh party signing this Agreement represents that he or she bas the "

authority to do .so in the eapa~ty indicated.

S.
A~s

,The parties agree that if any party initiateS any action to enforce this';
the prcvalllng party shall be entitled to an ~ward of attorneys' fees amI' costs,

including paralegal fees, and including such ,attorneys' fees and costs on any apPeitt The

laws of~ Stau, ofldahosllall apply with respect to any action to enforce this
Agreement.

.1

1

,

t

IN WffNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereto caused tbl& ~ ~ be
executed by their tully authorized officers. . .
"

~"

.

t
.
~
BY:'~'"
W.
SEIZ ~O~STRUCTION, LLC
~~

Date:

.

~

.

.

~teven

.

~

~..

.

(."J"

"

.\

.

I

~

HOBSON FABRICATING, CORP.

,

.

.

.p

. ,

~'
By:
7qi
~

TcdFrisbee, Sr., Secretary I Treasurer

:'
i

>
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